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March 26, 2009

Mr. Biff Bradley, Director
Risk Assessment
Nuclear Energy Institute
Suite 400
1776 1 Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-3708

SUBJECT: FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NEI)
TOPICAL REPORT (TR) WCAP-16308-NP, REVISION 0, "PRESSURIZED
WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP [(PWROG)] 10 CFR [TITLE 10 OF THE
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS] 50.69 PILOT PROGRAM -
CATEGORIZATION PROCESS - WOLF CREEK GENERATING STATION'
(TAC NO- MD4229)

Dear Mr. Bradley:

By letter dated September 25, 2006, as supplemented by letters dated October 22, 2007, and
July 15, 2008, the NEI submitted Topical Report (TR) WCAP-16308-NP, Revision 0,
"Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group 10 CFR 50.69 Pilot Program - Categorization
Process- Wolf Creek Generating Station," to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
staff for review on behalf of the PWROG. By letter dated September 16, 2008, an NRC draft
safety evaluation (SE) regarding our approval of TR WCAP-16308-NP was provided for your
review and comments. By letter dated October 14, 2008, NEI commented on the draft SE. The
NRC staffs disposition of NEI's comments on the draft SE are discussed in Attachment 2 to the
final SE enclosed with this letter.

The NRC staff has found that TR WCAP-16308-NP is acceptable for referencing in licensing
applications to the extent specified and under the limitations delineated in the TR and in the
enclosed final SE. The final SE defines the basis for our acceptance of the TR.

The categorization process described in TR WCAP-16308-NP and evaluated in the enclosed
final SE supports license amendment applications by licensees voluntarily choosing to
implement 10 CFR 50.69, "Risk-Informed Categorization and Treatment of Structures, Systems,
and Components for Nuclear Power Reactors." As described in the statement of considerations
for 10 CFR 50.69, the treatment processes for structures, systems, and components (SSC) are
not subject to NRC review and approval as part of the license amendment process, but rather
will be subject to sample inspections at nuclear power plants implementing 10 CFR 50.69.
Therefore, the SE does not approve nor endorse any specific treatment process. The NRC
recognizes the need for an effective, stable and predictable inspection process regarding
treatment requirements and looks forward to a continuing dialogue with NEI to ensure these
goals are achieved.
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Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject TR We do not intend to repeat
our review of the acceptable material described in the TR. When the TIR appears as a
reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies to
the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this TR will be
subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards. In
accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that NEI publish an
accepted version of this TR within three months of receipt of this letter. The accepted version
shall incorporate this letter and the enclosed final SE after the title page. In addition, the

* accepted version should be modified to incorporate the changes identified in Table 1 of the
enclosed SE. Also, they must contain historical review information, including NRC requests for
additional information and your responses. The accepted versions shall include an '-A"
(designating accepted) following the TR identification symbol.

If future changes to the NRC's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, NEI
and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR appropriately, or justify its
continued applicability for subsequent referencing.

Sincerely,

IRA/

Thomas B. Blount, Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 689

Enclosure:

cc w/encl:

Final SE

See next page
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March 25, 2009

Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject TR We do not intend to repeat
our review of the acceptable material described in the TR. When the TR appears as a
reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies to
the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this TR will be
subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards. In
accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that NEI publish an
accepted version of this TR within three months of receipt of this letter. The accepted version
shall incorporate this letter and the enclosed final SE after the title page. In addition, the
accepted version should be modified to incorporate the changes identified in Table 1 of the
enclosed SE. Also, they must contain historical review information, including NRC requests for
additional information and your responses. The accepted versions shall include an "-A"
(designating accepted) following the TR identification symbol.

If future changes to the NRC's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, NEI
and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR appropriately, or justify its
continued applicability for subsequent referencing-

Sincerely,

IRAI

Thomas B. Blount, Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 689

Enclosure: Final SE

cc wlencl: See next page
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FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-1 6308-NP REVISION 0

* "PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP 10 CFR 50-69 PILOT PROGRAM-

CATEGORIZATION PROCESS - WOLF CREEK GENERATING STATION'

NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE

PROJECT NO. 689

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

By letter dated September 25, 2006 (Reference 1), as supplemented by letters dated
October 22, 2007 (Reference 2), and July 15, 2008 (Reference 3), the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) submitted the Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWROG) Topical Report (TR)
WCAP-16308-NP, "Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group 10 CFR 50.69 [Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulation] Pilot Program - Categorization Process - Wolf Creek Generating
Station," for U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff review.

Reference 1 states that the primary objective of the submittal is to provide, for NRC review, a
demonstration of a method for categorizing systems, structures, and components (SSCs) based
on the safety significance of the pressure retaining function they perform (passive
categorization). The TR refers to a "pilot' application of the proposed passive categorization
methodology to two systems at the Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCGS). However, WCGS
did not submit a request for licensing actions and no documentation on this pilot application was
submitted- Therefore, as requested as the primary objective in Reference 1, the NRC staff has
only reviewed the proposed passive categorization methodology described in the TR. This SE
provides conclusions, findings, or endorsements of issues, methods, or results described in the
TR for the proposed alternative method for passive categorization.

TR WCAP-16308-NP also provided a discussion of monitoring of Risk-Informed Safety Class
(RISC)-1 and RISC-2 SSCs (provided in Section 7.2 of TR WCAP-16308-NP), monitoring ot
RISC-3 SSCs (provided in Section 7.3 of TR WCAP-16308-NP), and discussion of treatment of
RISC-3 SSCs (provided in Section 8 of WCAP-16308-NP). Although it was not the primary
objective of this TR, the NEI requested NRC feedback on the discussion located in Sections 7.2,
7.3, and 8 of TR WCAP 16308-NP. Therefore, Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 of this NRC staff
safety evaluation (SE), provide the NRC staffs comments with respect to Sections 7.2, 7.3, and
8 of TR WCAP-16308-NP.

ENCLOSURE

WCAP-16308-NP-A August 2009
Revision 0
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2.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION

On November 22, 2004, the Commission adopted new Section 50.69, "Risk-Informed
Categorization and Treatment of Structures, Systems, and Components for Nuclear Power
Reactors," of 10 CFR on risk-informed categorization and treatment of SSCs for nuclear power
plants (69 FR 68008). This new section permits power reactor licensees and license applicants
to implement an alternative regulatory framework with respect to "special treatment," where
special treatment refers to those requirements that provide increased assurance beyond normal
industrial practices that SSCs perform their design basis functions. Implementation of
10 CFR 50.69 requires that licensees first categorize safety-related and non-safety SSCs
according to their safety significance. SSCs are classified into high-safety-significant (HSS) and
low-safety significant (LSS) SSCs. Special treatment requirements for the LSS SSCs may be
modified from those treatments otherwise required by the regulations as permitted by the rule.

In May of 2006, the NRC staff issued Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.201, "Guidelines For
Categorizing Structures, Systems, And Components In Nuclear Power Plants According To
Their Safety Significance, For Trial Use," Revision 1 (Reference 4). RG 1.201 describes a
method that the NRC staff considers acceptable for use in complying with the Commission's
requirements in 10 CFR 50.69 with respect to the categorization of SSCs that are considered in
risk-informing special treatment requirements. RG 1.201 endorses a categorization method,
with conditions, described in NEI 00-04, "10 CFR 50.69 SSC Categorization Guideline,"
Revision 0, July 2005 (Reference 5).

NEI 00-04 describes, in detail, a methodology to categorize SSCs based on the active functions
they perform' (e.g., opening and closing of valves). Section 4.0 and Section 5.1 of NEI 00-04
references the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Case N-660, "Risk-
Informed Safety Classification for Use in Risk-Informed Repair/Replacement Activities'
(Reference 6), as an acceptable approach to categorize SSCs based on their passive functions.
RG 1.201 clarifies that the version of ASME Code Case N-660 that is acceptable to the NRC
staff for use in this application is the version identified in RG 1.147, "Inservice Inspection Code
Case Acceptability, ASME Section Xl, Division 1" (Reference 7).

TR WCAP-16308-NP proposes modifications to the methodology described in Code
Case N-660 which results in an alternative method for passive categorization. The NRC staff
evaluated the acceptability of this alternative method based on consistency with the
requirements in 10 CFR 50.69, with the guidance endorsed in RG 1.201, and with the generic
risk-informed decisionmaking guidelines established in RG 1- 174, "An Approach for Using
Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the
Licensing Basis" (Reference 8).

2.1 Monitoring of RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs

The regulation at 10 CFR 50.69(e)(1) requires that licensees shall review changes to the plant,
operational practices, applicable plant and industry operational experience and, as appropriate,
update the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and SSC categorization and treatment
processes. Specifically for RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs, 10 CFR 50.69(e)(2) requires that
licensees shall monitor the performance of these SSCs and make adjustments as necessary to
either the categorization or treatment processes so that the categorization process and results
are maintained valid. In addition, RISC-i SSCs are classified as safety-related and, therefore,
are subject to the inservice inspection (ISI) and inservice testing (IST) requirements in
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10 CFR 50-55a, "Codes and Standards," and the quality assurance requirements in
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Reprocessing Plants," including Criterion XVI, 'Corrective Action."

2.2 Monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs

The regulation at 10 CFR 50.69(e)(1) requires that licensees shall review changes to the plant,
operational practices, applicable plant and industry operational experience and, as appropriate,
update the PRA and SSC categorization and treatment processes. Specifically for RISC-3
SSCs, 10 CFR 50.69(e)(3) requires that licensees shall consider data collected in
10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(i) to determine if there are any adverse changes in performance such that
the SSC unreliability values approach or exceed the values used in the evaluations to satisfy
10 CFR 50.69(c)(1)(iv). The licensee shall make adjustments as necessary to the
categorization or treatment processes so that the categorization and results are maintained
valid.

Under 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(i), licensees are required to conduct periodic inspections and tests to.
determine that RISC-3 SSCs will remain capable of performing their safety-related functions
under design basis conditions. In addition, 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(ii) requires that conditions that
would prevent a RISC-3 SSC from performing its safety-related functions under design basis
conditions be corrected in a timely manner and, that for significant conditions adverse to quality,
measures be taken to provide reasonable confidence that the cause of the condition is
determined and corrective action taken to preclude repetition.

Furthermore, 10 CFR 50-69(c)(1)(iv) requires that for RISC-3 SSCs, the categorization process
must include evaluations that provide reasonable confidence that sufficient safety margins are
maintained and that any potential increases in core damage frequency (CDF) and large early
release frequency (LERF) resulting from changes in treatment are small.

2.3 Application of RISC-3 Treatment Requirements

The regulation at 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2) requires that licensees or applicants shall ensure, with
reasonable confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing their safety-related
functions under design basis conditions, including seismic conditions and environmental
conditions and effects throughout their service life. The treatment of RISC-3 SSCs must be
consistent with the categorization process. Inspection and testing, and corrective action shall
be provided for RISC-3 SSCs.

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The TR proposes a number of changes to ASME Code Case N-660. All of the proposed
changes are described in Reference 3, Table A-2. Making the changes in Table A-2 to ASME
Code Case N-660 will result in a description of the proposed alternative method. Table A-2 also
briefly describes and explains the reason for each of the proposed changes.

Table I attached to this SE includes all the proposed changes from Table A-2 although, in some
cases, several entries in Table A-2 have been combined into a single entry in Table 1.

Table I provides the NRC staff position on each proposed change, including NRC revisions as
applicable. These positions are:

WCAP-16308-NP-A August 2009
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" No objection. The NRC staff has no objection to the requirement.
" Objection requiring qualification. The NRC staff has a technical concern with the
requirement and has provided a qualification to resolve the concern.

As stated in Table 1, the NRC staff accepts most proposed changes with 'No objection-'
However, the NRC staff accepts the remaining proposed changes with 'Objection requiring
qualification.' The qualifications are provided as revisions to the proposed text where additions
are identified by bolded text, deletions by struck out texL Making the changes in Table 1 to the
methodology described in ASME Code Case N-660 will result in a description of the alternative
method that can be endorsed in this SE.

Many of the proposed changes improve the consistency between the categorization
methodology in NEI 00-04 and methodology proposed in the TR. For example, the TR
reorganized the sections dealing with the treatment of various qualitative considerations which
resulted in numerous individual changes. The NRC staff accepted most of these changes with
no objection. In several proposed changes, the NRC staff has added a qualification to improve
the consistency between the two categorization methods. For example, the NRC staff added
text from NEI 00-04 into Section 1-3-1-2. Section 1-3.1 .2 directs that risk information from all
initiating events be included in the categorization. The additional text clarifies one acceptable
method to capture risk importance from initiating events that are not modeled in a PRA.

In addition to conforming changes, the TR also proposed several substantive changes to the
methodology in Code Case N-660. Substantive changes include proposals to delete some
qualitative considerations, expand credit for operator actions, and permit consequence
determination based on small break sizes. These proposed changes are discussed below.

3.1 Deletion of Some Qualitative Considerations

Consistent with NEI 00-04, ASME Code Case N-660 provides a series of questions that need to
be considered by the licensee's personnel when assigning an SSC into the HSS or LSS
category. The response to these questions support the systematic determination on whether
SSCs that are not assigned HSS by the quantitative PRA results, should be assigned HSS
based on qualitative considerations, including defense-in-depth and safety margins
considerations.

The question in ASME Code Case N-660 Section 1-3-1.3(a)(2) was deleted. The response to
this question would require that all piping as defined in ASME Code Case N-660
Section 1200(b) be assigned to the HSS category. Section 1200(b) already assigns this piping
to HSS and the NRC staff concurs that this question is redundant and may be deleted.

The question in ASME Code Case N-660 Section 1-3.1.3(b)(1) was deleted. The TR states that
the response to this question would require that all piping in every system that supports the
retention of fission products during severe accidents be assigned to the HSS category. The
NRC staff agrees that the ASME Code Case N-660 guidance is conservative because it would
place whole systems into the HSS category based on small, and perhaps very small, parts of
the system acting as a barrier to fission product release.
All of the effects of piping rupture, including the potential to cause or permit a release during a
severe accident, are addressed as part of the passive categorization process. The conditional
large early release probability (CLERP) guidelines should identify those piping parts in a system
whose failure contributes significantly to fission product release as HSS segments. The NRC
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staff concurs that the question in ASME Code Case N-660 Section 1-3.1 3(b)(1) may be deleted
because it is excessively conservative, and a question with the excessive conservatism
removed is not expected to identify any piping as HSS piping that would not otherwise be
identified.

The question in ASME Code Case N-660 Section 1-3-1.3(a)(1) was deleted. ASME Code
Case N-660 and the alternative method, as endorsed in this SE, categorize the passive
functions of SSCs based on the quantitative PRA metrics conditional core damage probability
(CCDP) and CLERP 1. This question introduced PRA metrics based on the potential for pipe
rupture events to increase the frequency of non-pipe rupture initiating events. However, all the
effects of a pipe rupture, including all initiating events it causes, are already addressed as part
of the passive categorization process. The NRC staff concurs that this question may be deleted
because categorization based on PRA results is adequately addressed in Section 1-3.1. and
these additional quantitative metrics are not expected to identify any HSS piping that would not
otherwise be identified.

3-2 Expanded Credit for Operator Actions

The TR WCAP-1 6308-NP proposed to add guidance that would direct the expert panel to credit
possible operator actions in the qualitative responses to the questions in ASME Code Case N-
660 Sections 1-3.1.3(a)(5) and 1-3-1.3(b)(3) (modified and moved to questions 1-3.2.2(b)(3) and
1-3.2.2(b)(6) respectively in the TR). This proposal would allow the licensee's expert panel to
qualitatively decide that the undesired consequence postulated in the question could be avoided
because, and only because, the operators took action- The TR argues that its proposal only
permits credit if a procedure directs the operators' response. However, symptom based
procedures often direct the operators, in general, to develop and attempt mitigative actions and,
therefore, any conceivable mitigative actions would arguably satisfy the criterion.

The NRC staff does not accept the proposal to credit operator action in these two questions.
The direct consequences of pipe failures addressed in these questions are (a) inability to reach
and maintain shutdown and (b) large radioactive material release. Therefore, the conditional
core damage probability and large early release frequency for these pipe breaks, without
operator action, is 1.0. In order to reduce the conditional risk from these pipe breaks to below
the HSS guideline values, the probability of the operators failing to accomplish the task should
be 104 or less, a very small human error probability. The NRC staff does not believe that a
qualitative judgment by the expert panel about operator actions following such uncommon
events such as pipe ruptures can routinely support this determination.

The NRC staff concludes that the expert panel's qualitative judgment is not sufficient to identify
operator actions that have very low failure probabilities but also generally recognizes that risk-
informed evaluations should reasonably credit operator actions. Therefore, the NRC staff
further modified the question proposed in 1-3.2.2(b)(3) of the TR to be consistent with both these
positions.

Code Case N-660 and the proposed alternative methcd permit the use of tables instead of the quantitative
guidelines directly, but the entries in the tables were derived from the quantitative CCDP and CLERP guidelines
values.
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The question is modified from:

. Even when taking credit for plant features and operator actions, failure of the piping
segment will not prevent or adversely affect the plant's capability to reach or maintain
safe shutdown conditions.

To:
0 ,Even . .•hen taking credit for plant featurcs and operator aGtions, failure of the piping

segment will not prevent or adveFrely affect the plant's ,apabil•tyto re!ch or maintain
reaching or maintaining safe shutdown conditions.

A piping failure which only 'adversely affects" a plants shutdown capabilities would have a
CCDP and CLERP less than 1.0 and the operator actions to mitigate only degraded, and not
failed, shutdown capability need not be so highly reliable in order to be consistent with the
quantitative guidelines. Degraded safety-significant functions are addressed in the TR question
I-3.2.2(b)(1) which does permit qualitative consideration of operator actions.

When extensive engineering judgment is required in an evaluation, the NRC staff may require
that the evaluation be submitted to the NRC to allow prior staff review and approval. Extensive
engineering judgment is required to properly characterize very reliable operator actions
following such unusual events as piping ruptures. If a licensee wants to credit operator actions
in these particular circumstances described in ASME Code Case N-660 Sections 1-3.1.3(a)(5)
and 1-3.1.3(b)(3), it may take this step and report its evaluation to the NRC as a deviation from
the method described in the approved methodology. The NRC would then review the particular
operator action, associated circumstances and the documentation supporting the conclusion
and agree or disagree with the licensee expert panel's conclusion that the documentation
demonstrates that the likelihood of success of the operator action is indeed very high.

3.3 Consequence Evaluation Based on Small Break Size

Section 1-3-1.1(a) in ASME Code Case N-660 required that the consequence analysis be
performed assuming a large pressure boundary failure unless one or more of the three criteria
could be met. If any one of these criteria was met, a smaller break could be assumed when
determining the affects of the pressure boundary failure. Smaller breaks tend to result in
damage to fewer nearby SSCs and slower transients than larger breaks. Assessing the
consequence for small instead of large breaks could result in assigning a lower safety'
significance to pressure boundary failures.

The first of the three criteria in ASME Code Case N-660 simply permits the consequences of a
smaller leak to be used if more conservative than using a larger break. The second and third
criteria, when met, provide confidence that a large break is very unlikely according to NRC
endorsed methods regardless of how the piping in question is repaired or replaced.

The TR proposes to add a fourth criterion in I-3-1.1(a)(4):

{Alternatively; the consequence analysis can be performed assuming a smaller leak, when)
a small break with a calculated leak rate at design basis conditions for a through-wall flaw with a
length six times its depth can be used when certain design and operational considerations are
satisfied:
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" the pipe segment is not susceptible to any large break mechanisms or plant controls are
in place to minimize the potential for occurrence of large break mechanisms,

" a large break mechanism is one that produces significant loadings above the normal
loading on the system and specifically includes water hammer for which no mitigation is
provided and internal deflagrations, but excludes seismic,

" the pipe segment is not part of a high energy system, and
" the pipe segment is greater than 4 inches in diameter.

The NRC staff has evaluated the reasonableness of the specific criteria proposed by the NEI as
supported by the Request for Additional Information (RAI) response in Reference 2.

1) Reference 2 cites insights taken from NUREG-1829, 'Estimating Loss-of-Coolant Accident
(LOCA) Frequencies Through the Elicitation Process," regarding the low likelihood of pipe
ruptures- However, NUREG-1829 only applies to the reactor coolant pressure boundary,(high
pressure system) and can not be used as a basis to draw conclusions regarding the probability
of failure for low pressure systems (e.g., service water systems). The reactor coolant pressure
boundary is built and maintained to the highest quality standards. In addition, leak-before-break
evaluations have been performed for numerous facilities in order to demonstrate a low
probability of failure. The low pressure systems are not subject to the same quality standards
as the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

2) Reference 2 also cites the use of earthquake experience in resolution of Generic Letter
(GL) 87-02, "Verification of Seismic Adequacy of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment in
Operating Reactors, Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46," as providing evidence of the capacity
of the piping to withstand seismic loads. The NRC staff did not endorse the use of earthquake
experience for piping in the resolution of GL 87-02. However, the existing earthquake
experience data indicates that low pressure systems are more likely to fail during earthquakes
than high pressure systems (see NUREG-1061, Volume 2 Addendum, Section 2.2.7).

3) Reference 2 also states that a pipe diameter of 4 inches was selected to coincide with the
ASME definition of small bore piping. The NRC staff does not concur that this is the ASME
definition of small bore piping.

4) Reference 2 states that the appropriate small break size for consideration in passive
components is the calculated leak rate at normal conditions for a through-wall flaw with a length
six times its depth. This discussion cites NUREG-1 829 as part of the basis for this assumption.
However, as discussed above, NUREG-1829 only applies to the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and its evaluations and conclusions cannot be extrapolated to low pressure service
water systems.

Implementation of 10 CFR 50.69 permits licensees to change the special treatment
requirements applied to LSS SSCs. The failure frequency of piping is generally not well known.
Instead of attempting to estimate the frequency of piping failure, passive categorization is based
on the consequence of failure. Any piping segment with a CCDP or CLERP greater than 1 E-4
and 1 E-5 respectively, will be HSS. Therefore, at the (unlikely) limit where the failure likeliho6d
of a LSS segment approaches 1.0, there is a known upper bound on the risk increase. If,
however, the consequences of a small break are used instead of a large break, the CCDP or
CLERP of a large break inman LSS segmentcould exceed the guideline values by an
indeterminate magnitude., In ASME Code Case N-660, the NRC staff only accepted use of the
consequences based on the small break only if the larger break is very unlikely based on the
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results of analyses endorsed by the NRC staff.

The NRC staff relies on the limitation in the potential risk increase provided by categorization
based solely on the consequences of a pipe break to satisfy the criterion in 10 CFR
50.69(c)(1)(iv) that any potential increase in risk is small. The guidelines proposed in the TR
are not endorsed for use in the piping systems that will be categorized because they do not
provide the necessary confidence that the large break is very unlikely. Therefore, the NRC staff
concludes that the proposal to include additional guidelines permitting the use of smaller breaks
is not acceptable.

3.4 Monitoring of RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs

TR WCAP-16308-NP states that the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC), the
licensee for WCGS, intends to comply with 10 CFR 50.69 without exception. RISC-1 and
RISC-2 SSCs will be monitored in the same manner as they are presently monitored under 10
CFR 50.65, "Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power
Plants," (the Maintenance Rule). As clarification, the NEI stated that monitoring will address all
functional failures, not just maintenance preventable functional failures; and that to the extent
that any RISC-I or RISC-2 SSCs are not in the Maintenance Rule scope, appropriate
monitoring requirements will be developed for those SSCs.

In addition to monitoring under 10 CFR 50_65, RISC-i SSCs are subject to the regulatory
requirements for safety-related equipment specified in 10 CFR Part 50. For example, SSCs
within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and ASME Code for Operation
and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants are required to meet the ISI and IST requirements
specified in 10 CFR 50.55a. Among those requirements is the IST provision for periodically
assessing the operational readiness 6f pumps and valves to perform their safety functions,. and
the ISI provisions that require a mandatory program of examinations, pressure testing, and
inspections for determining component acceptability for continued service and to manage
deterioration and aging effects, along with repair/replacement activity requirements. Further,
Quality Assurance Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, states that
measures shall be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly
identified and corrected- In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, Criterion XVI
requires that the measures shall assure that the cause of the condition is determined and
corrective action taken to preclude repetition..

The NRC staff finds that monitoring of RISC-i and RISC-2 SSCs as specified under 10 CFR
50.65, or through appropriate equivalent requirements for non-maintenance rule scoped items,
together with the safety-related requirements for monitoring RISC-I SSCs, provide an adequate
means of monitoring these SSCs such that the results of this monitoring can be used to adjust
the categorization or treatment processes so that the categorization and results are maintained
valid. This conclusion is based on the safety-related requirements for RISC-i SSCs and the
requirements in 10 CFR 50.65 applicable to RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs that the performance or
condition of SSCs be monitored in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that in-
scope SSCs are capable of fulfilling their intended functions. Therefore, the NRC staff finds that
the performance of monitoring, in accordance with safety-related requirements for RISC-1
SSCs, and the implementation of a monitoring program that satisfies 10 CFR 50.65, or an
appropriate equivalent, for the purpose of RISC-i and RISC-2 SSCs, provide an adequate
means of satisfying the monitoring requirements of 10 CFR 50-69(e)(2).
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3.5 Monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs

TR WCAP-16308-NP states that performance monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs will be established to
provide assurance that potential increases-in failure rates will be detected and addressed before
reaching the rate assumed in the sensitivity study. Failures of RISG-3 SSCs will be identified
and tracked in a corrective action program. Failure data will be periodically assessed to ensure
the failure rate of RISC-3 SSCs has hot unacceptably increased due to the changes in
treatment and to validate that the rate of equipment failures has not increased by a factor
greater than that used in the sensitivity studies. Component group failure data will also be
reviewed to detect the occurrence of potential inter-system common cause failures and to allow
timely corrective action if necessary.

The NRC staff notes that NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.201, revision 1, 'Guidelines for
Categorizing Structures, Systems, and Components in Nuclear Power Plants According to Their
Safety Significance," describes an acceptable method for the categorization of SSCs based on
safety significance; and that the endorsed Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance document
NEI 00-04, '10 CFR 50-69 SSC Categorization Guideline,' provides an acceptable method for
adjusting categorization based on the performance monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs. RG 1.201 does
not, however, endorse a particular treatment strategy for RISC-3 SSCs, including the specific
inspection, testing and corrective action plans that would be used to ensure that degradation
and common cause failure concerns will be addressed.

Although the TR discusses how failure data for RISC-3 SSCs will be used to satisfy the
monitoring requirements of 10 CFR 50.69(e)(3) with respect to the adjustment of categorization
and treatment based on unreliability values used in the sensitivity study, it does not contain a
specific discussion of how monitoring for degradation of RISC-3 SSCs and corrective actions
will be accomplished. In a response to an NRC staff RAI regarding corrective action for
degradation of RISC-3 SSCs, the NEI stated that WCGS has not developed plant specific
methods for corrective actions to address degradation of RISC-3 SSCs. For example, specific
information on periodic inspections and tests that could be used to detect and correct
degradation of RISC-3 SSCs was not provided- Although the staff concludes that Section 7.3 of
TR WCAP-16308-NP describes a process for adjusting categorization and treatment, based on
the results of monitoring RISC-3 SSCs and impacts on the unreliability values used in the
sensitivity study, that satisfies 10 CFR 50.69(e)(3), there is insufficient information to determine
if the monitoring and corrective actions for degradation of RISC-3 SSCs Wouldprovide timely
correction of conditions that would prevent these SSCs from performing their safety functions,
as required by 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(ii). In particular, licensees implementing 10 CFR 50.69 will
need to address the cause of SSC degradation and preclude its repetition-

3.6 Application of RISC-3 Treatment Requirements

The NRC staff notes that 10 CFR 50-69(b)(2) does not require that a licensee voluntarily
choosing to implement the rule submit their plan for treatment of SSCs to the NRC for review
and approval. Although the primary objective of TR WCAP-16308-NP is to provide
documentation of the categorization process used by WCGS to support implementation of 10
CFR 50.69, Section 8 of the TR also contains a brief description of the application of RISC-3
treatment requirements. Therefore, the staff is providing the following evaluation regarding
treatment of RISC-3 SSCs as described in WCAP-16308-NP.
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TR WCAP-16309-NP states that WCGS will develop and implement documented processes to
control the design, procurement, inspection, and maintenance to ensure, with reasonable
confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing their safety-related functions under
design basis conditions. In its response to an NRC staff RAI, the NEI stated that WCGS has not
developed plant specific methods for inspection, testing, and corrective actions for RISC-3
SSCs to ensure, with reasonable confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing
their safety-related functions under design-basis conditions- In addition, the response stated
that WCGS would apply commercial grade practices to the procurement, maintenance, and
testing of RISC-3 SSCs.

The NRC staff finds that the general information provided in TR WCAP-16308-NP and in the
RAI response does not provide a sufficient basis for determining that the regulatory
requirements of 10 CFR 50,69(d)(2) would be satisfied-

The general reference by the NEI to the use of commercial grade practices in its response to
the RAI on Section 8 of TR WCAP-16308-NP does not provide reasonable confidence in the
functionality of RISC-3 SSCs, given the wide range of quality activities applied to these
practices and their varying levels of effectiveness. For example, in the Federal Register notice
(69 FR 68008, 68041) announcing issuance of 10 CFR 50.69, the NRC noted that some public
comments on the proposed rule suggested that a reference to general industry practices would
be sufficient to satisfy the requirements for treatment of RISC-3 SSCs. The NRC referred to
NUREGICR-6752, 'A Comparative Analysis of Special Treatment Requirements for Systems,
Structures, and Components (SSCs) of Nuclear Power Plants With Commercial Requirements
of Non-Nuclear Power Plants," which found that significant variation exists in the application of
industrial practices at nuclear power plants. The NRC stated that a simple reference to these
practices does not provide a basis to satisfy the rule's requirements-

The regulation at 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(ii) requires that conditions that would prevent a RISC-3
SSC from performing its safety-related function under design-basis conditions must be
corrected in a timely manner. Section 8 of WCAP-16308-NP refers to Section 7 of the TR for a
discussion of the WCGS approach to RISC-3 corrective action. As described previously, the
NRC staff finds that the TR and RAI responses rely primarily on monitoring of SSC failures and
do not provide sufficient information to draw a conclusion that degradation of
RISC-3 SSCs will be monitored and corrected in a manner that provides reasonable confidence
that these SSCs would continue to perform their safety-related functions under design-basis
conditions.

Therefore, licensees electing to implement 10 CFR 50.69 would be expected to implement a
treatment program for RISC-3 SSCs that contains elements beyond a simple reference to
commercial practices and monitoring of failure rates to provide reasonable confidence that
RISC-3 SSCs will remain capable of performing their safety-related functions under design
basis conditions, including seismic conditions and environmental conditions and effects
throughout their service life.

4.0 LIMITATIONS AND CONDITIONS

1 . This NRC staff safety evaluation (SE) only provides conclusions, findings, or
endorsements for the proposed passive categorization methodology described in the
TR. It does not provide conclusions, findings, or endorsements for issues, methods, or
results outside the scope of the passive categorization methodology.
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2. The altemative method proposed by the TR is described by modifying the method
described in ASME Code Case N-660 according to the changes described in
Reference 3, Table A-2. The NRC staff does not find this alternative method acceptable
but, instead, would endorse the method described by modifying ASME Code
Case N-660 according to the changes described in Table 1 of this SE_ The TR should
be modified in the approved (-A) version of the TR, to incorporate the changes identified
in Table 1 of this SE. The NRC staff will not accept submittals referencing TR WCAP-
16308-NP as an approved passive categorization methodology unless the method used
in the submittal incorporates the changes identified in Table 1 as 'Objection requiring
qualification."

3. As described in Section 3-2 of the SE, the NRC staff does not accept the proposal to add
guidance that would direct the expert panel to credit possible operator actions in the
qualitative responses to the questions in ASME Code Case N-660 Sections 1-3.1.3(a)(5)
and 1-3-1-3(b)(3)- Operator actions would need to be very reliable in order to be
appropriately relied on to reduce the consequences of these pipe ruptures below the
guideline values. The NRC staff does not believe that a qualitative judgment by the
expert panel about operator actions following such uncommon events such as pipe
ruptures can routinely support a determination that the action is very reliable. Licensees
that want to credit operator actions in the response to these questions should report their
evaluation to the NRC as a deviation from the NRC-approved methodology.

4. As described in Section 3.3 of the SE, the NRC staff relies on the limitation in the
potential risk increase provided by categorization based solely on the consequences of a
pipe break to satisfy the criterion. in 10 CFR 50.69(c)(1)(iv) that any potential increase in
risk is small. The guidelines proposed in the TR are not endorsed for use in the piping
systems that will be categorized because they do not provide the necessary confidence
that the large break is very unlikely. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the
proposal to include additional guidelines permitting the use of smaller breaks is not
acceptable.

5. Licensees that implement 10.CFR 50.69 must develop and implement plant-specific
programs to ensure that monitoring and corrective actions for degradation of RISC-3.
SSCs will ensure the requirements of 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(ii) will be met. In particular,
licensees implementing 10 CFR 50.69 will need to address the cause of SSC
degradation and preclude its repetition.

6. Licensees that implement 10 CFR 50.69 must develop and implement plant-specific
programs to ensure that treatment of RISC-3 SSCs is in accordance with 10 CFR
50.69(d)(2) and provides reasonable confidence that RISC-3 SSCs will remain capable
of performing their safety-related functions under design-basis conditions.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The NRC staff has found that only portions of the alternative methodology proposed in TR
WCAP-16308-NP, Revision 0, are acceptable. The NRC staff has identified the specific items in
the proposal that are not acceptable in this SE. Table 1 of this SE, identifies changes to the
method proposed in WCAP-16308-NP that, if made, will result in an acceptable method to
categorize SSCs as HSS or LSS based on the safety-significance of the passive functions they
perform. Each change, and the NRC staff position on each change, is described in Table 1. A
description of the approved methodology can be obtained by modifying the guidance in ASME
Code Case N-660 as described in Table 1-

The NRC staff will not repeat its review of the matters described in WCAP-16308-NP,
Revision 0 as modified by Table 1 in this SE, when the report appears as a reference in a
request to amend a licensee's operating license to comply with the requirements of
10 CFR 50.69.

5.1 Monitoring of RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of monitoring of RISC-i and RISC-2 SSCs provided
in Section 7.2 of TR WCAP-1 6308-NP. The NRC staff concludes that the TR has adequately
addressed the monitoring of RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs for the WCGS 10 CFR 50.69 pilot
program. Therefore, the NRC staff finds Section 7.2 of TR WCAP-16308-NP to be acceptable
with respect to the monitoring of RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs together with the safety-related
requirements for RISC-1 SSCs.

5.2 Monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs

The NRC staff has reviewed the discussion of monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs provided in
Section 7.3 of TR WCAP-16308-NP. Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the TR
describes an adequate means for adjusting the categorization or treatment process, based on
the results of monitoring RISC-3 SSCs and the unreliability values used in the sensitivity study,
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.69(e)(3) for the WCGS 10 CFR 50.69 pilot program. However,
the NRC staff finds that Section 7-3 of TR WCAP-1 6308-NP does not provide sufficient
information on monitoring and correction of degradation of RISC-3 SSCs to conclude that
conditions that would lead to adverse changes in performance of RISC-3 SSCs will be
monitored and corrected in accordance with 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(ii). Licensees that implement
10 CFR 50.69 must develop and implement plant-specific programs to ensure that monitoring
and corrective actions for conditions that could prevent RISC-3 SSCs from performing their
safety-related functions under design basis conditions will be implemented in a timely manner
as required by 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(ii).

5.3 Application of RISC-3 Treatment Requirements

The NRC staff has reviewed the discussion of treatment of RISC-3 SSCs provided in Section 8
of WCAP-16308-NP. The NRC staff concludes that the TR has not adequately addressed the
treatment of RISC-3 SSCs for the WCGS 10 CFR 50.69 pilot program. Specifically, the NRC
staff finds that Section 8 of WCAP-1 6308-NP does not contain sufficient information on
treatment of RISC-3 SSCs to provide reasonable confidence that RISC-3 SSCs will continue to
perform their safety-related functions under designi-basis conditions consistent With
10 CFR 50.69. Licensees that implement 10 CFR 50.69 must develop and implement plant-
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specific programs to ensure that treatment of RISC-3 SSCs is in accordance with
10 CFR 50.69(d)(2) and provides reasonable confidence that RISC-3 SSCs will remain capable
of performing their safety-related functions under design-basis conditions.
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Table 1 - NRC Staff Position on Proposed Changes in
ASME Code Case N-660 in TR WCAP-1 6308

Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section
WCAP-1 6308 Changes to Code

{N-660, RD Case N-660 Text not marked
Section) NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-1 6308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660'Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{-1320} -1320 Required Disciplines No -1320 Required Disciplines
1-1320] Personnel with expertise in the Objection (a) An Integrated Decisionmaking

following disciplines shall be included Panel (IDP) shall use the information
in the classification process. and insights compiled in the initial
(a) probabilistic risk assessment categorization process and combine
(PRA) that with other information from design
(b) plant operations bases, defense-in-depth, and safety
(c) system design margins to finalize the categorization
(d) safety or accident analysis of functions/SSCs.
Personnel may be experts in more (b) The designated as memibers of the
than one discipline, but are not IDP shall have joint expertise in the
required to be experts in all following fields:
disciplines. - Plant Operations (SRO qualified),

- Design Engineering,
- Safety analysis,
- Systems Engineering, and
- Probabilistic Risk Assessment.
(c) Requirements for ensuing
adequate expertise levels and training
of IDP members in the categorization
process shall be established.

(d) To the extent possible, the
classification of pressure retaining and
support items in a system should be
performed by the same IDP members
as the categorization of active SSCs in
that system."

ATTACHMENT 1
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-1 6308 Changes to Code
{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked

Section) NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{-9000} hikh-safety-significant function - a No objection high-safety-significant function - a
1-9000] function that has been determined to function that has been determined to

be safety significant from traditional be safety significant from traditional
plant risk-assessment evaluations of plant risk-assessment evaluations of
core damage or large early release core damage or large early release
events (e.g., evaluations performed events (e.g., evaluations performed to
to support the Maintenance Rule - 10 support the Maintenance Rule - 10
CFR 50.65). CFR 50.65) or from other relevant

information (e.g., defense in depth
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) - considerations)
a qualitative and quantitative
assessment of the risk associated
with plant operation and probabilistic risk assessment (PRAI -
maintenance.., an assessment of the risk associated

with plant operation and
spatial effect - a failure consequence maintenance...
affecting other systems or
components, such as failures due to
pipe whip, jet impingement, or
flooding. spatial effect - a failure consequence

affecting other systems or

components, such as failures due to
pipe whip, jet impingement, jet spray,
loss of inventory due to draining of a
tank, or flooding.

{} No objection Plant features - systems, structures,
[-9000] and components that can be used to

prevent or mitigate an accident.

{1-1.0} Once categorized, the safety No objection Once categorized, the safety
[1-1.0] significance of piping of each piping significance of piping of each piping

segment is identified. segment is identified. Figure 1-1
illustrates the RISC methodology
presented in the following sections.

[Figure 1-1]
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-16308 Changes to Code
(N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked

Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

(I-2.0} The owner shall define the Objection The owner shall define the boundaries
[1-2.0] boundaries included in the scope of requiring included in the scope of the RISC

the RISC evaluation process. qualification evaluation process subject to the

constraints in paragraph
50.59(c)(1)(v) that the categorization
must be performed for entire
systems- Items optionally classified
to Class I and Class 1 items
connected to the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, as defined in
paragraphs 10 CFR 50.55a (c)(2)(i)
and (c)(2)(ii), are within the scope of
the RISC evaluation process. All other
Class.1 items shall be classified High
Safety Significant (HSS) and the
provisions of the RISC evaluation shall
not apply."

{I-3.0} CONSEQUENCE ASSESSMENT No objection EVALUATION OF RISK INFORMED
[1-3-0] SAFETY CLASSIFICATIONS
{1-3.0} Piping segments can begrouped No objection All pressure retaining items, including
[1-3.01 based on common conditional supports for a piping system, shall be

consequence... evaluated by defining piping segments
that are grouped based on common
conditional consequence...
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-16308 Changes to Code
{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked
Section) NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{I-3.0} Additionally, information shall be Objection Changed to read, 'Additionally,
[1-3-0] collected for each piping segment requiring information considered relevant to the

that is not modeled in the PRA, but qualification classification shall be collected for
considered relevant to the each piping segment (e.g., information
classification (e.g., information regarding design basis accidents, at-
regarding design basis accidents, power risk, shutdown risk,
shutdown risk, containment isolation, containment isolation, flooding, fires,
flooding, fires, seismic conditions). seismic conditions, etc.). Consistent

with 50.69(c)f1)(ii), the classification
must address all initiating events
and plant operating modes. This

considered in conjunction w'ith the
Cosqece Category to9 dete~rmnRe

the Risk- - lnfo~m cd S afe
Classificatien. The Consequence

atego.y is Dete.m..i.ed. . r. th
___________ ________________________ _________ConequnceEvaluationA.'

(1-3_1.1} Potential failure modes for each No objection Potential failure modes for each
[1-3.1.1] piping segment shall be identified.., system or piping segment shall be

identified.-.
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Resolution of WCAP-16308"Section
.WCAP-116308 Changes to Code

{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked.'
Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] 'ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{ } Objection Entire proposed section should be
[[-3.1 .1(a)(4)] requiring deleted

qualification (4) a small break. with a calculate
leak Fate at demsigr basis cnditions for
a through wall flaw with a lenghsi
times its depth can be used when
certaing desi se a or
donsideratins aFre satisfiedm

the pipe segments isant susceptibe
to any large break meicihanis
plant controls arc in place to minimize
theR potential for oseurrev e of large
brea~k mecrhanismns,

a large boiaknmehanisg n is one
that Preduces significantloadings

*abo-ve the normal loading on the
W-stem and specifically icue
%valer ha~mmer for which no

{-*.2.(ihme moeto mithigai ied and mal
defla-g.atins, but excludes
the pipe segm:ent is not part of -a

high energy system.,
theý pipe segment is greater than 4

-iniches in diameter-.
1-3-1-i(c)) I Indirect Effects. These'include No objection Indirect Effects. A failure consequence
[1-3-1.1(c)] spatial interactions such as pipe affecting other systems or

whip; jet spray, and loss of inventory components, such as spatial effects.
effects (e.gi., draining of a tank).

{-3.1 .1(d)} Initialing Events. These are identified No objection Initiating Events, For systems or
[1-3A.1.(d)] using a list of initiating events from piping segments that are modeled

any existing plant specific either explicitly or implicitly in any.
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) existing plant-specific Probabilistic
or Individual Plant Examination (IPE) Risk Assessment (PRA), any
and the Owner's Requirements.. applicable initiating event is identified

uising a list of initiating events from
__________ _______________________ ________that PRA.

{ -3-1.21 . (high, medium, low).. No objection .. (high, medium, low, or none)..
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-16308 Changes to Code
{N-660, RI) Case N-660 Text not marked
Section) NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

(1-3.1 2} .. in accordance with (a) through (d) Objection in accordance with (a) through (d)
[1-3-121 below- requiring below. In assessing the appropriate

qualification consequence category, risk
information for all initiating events,
including Pre and seismic, should be
considered. To capture the risk
importance from initiating events
for which no quantitative PRA is
available, any piping segment
supporting a safe shutdown
pathway would be classified as
HSS.'

{[-3-1.2(a)(1)} The initiating event shall be placed in No objection The initiating event shall be placed in
[l-3.1.2(a)(1)] one of the categories in Table I-1. one of the Design Basis Event

Categories in Table I-1.
{1-3.1.2(a)(1 )} .. updated final safety analysis No objection .-. updated final safety analysis report
[1-3.1 .2(a)(1)] report, PRA, or IPE shall be included, or PRA shall be included
{1-3.1.2(b)(1)} Frequency of challenge that No objection Frequency of challenge that
[1-3-1 2(b)(1 )]. determines how often the mitigating determines how often the affected

function of the system is called upon. function of the system is called upon.
This corresponds to the frequency of This corresponds to the frequency of
initiating events that require the events that require the system
system operation. operation-'

{I-3.1.2(b)(3)1 Exposure time shall be obtained from No objection Direction may be deleted because the
Technical Specification limits- same direction appeats earlier in the

paragraph.
1-3.1.2(b)(3)} In lieu of Table 1-2, quantitative No objection In lieu of Table 1-2, quantitative indices

[1-3.1.2(b)] indices may be used to assign may be used to assign consequence
consequence categories in categories in accordance with Table I-
accordance with Table 1-5. 5.

{1-3.1.2(d)) The above evaluations determine No objection The above evaluations determine
[1-3.1.2(d)] failure importance relative to core failure importance relative to core

damage. damage or the plant's capability to
reach or maintain safe shutdown

I _conditions."
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Resolution of WCAP-1 6308 Section
WCAP-16308 Changes to Code

{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked
Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{[-3.1.3) If any of the conditions in (a) or (b) Objection Piping segments determined to be
below are true, the piping shall be requiring Medium, Low or None (no change to
classified HSS. qualification base case) consequence category in

any table by the consequence
{1-3-1.3(b)) I a evaluation in Section 1-3.1 shall beIn addition to being HSS in terms of determined HSS or [SS by

their contribution to CDF or LERF, considering the other relevant

piping segments might also be HSS iderin thdetermining

in terms of otherrisk metrics or information for
cclassification. The following conditions

conditions. Therefore, the following shall be evaluated and answered true
conditions shall be evaluated_

{1-322(b)) or not true. If any of the following
abeve eleven (11) conditions are

Piping segments determined to be not true, HSS should be assigned.
Medium consequence category in
any table by the consequence
evaluation (1-3.1.1) and (1-3.1.2) shall
be determined HSS or LSS by .ve eleven (11)
considering the RISC evaluation and -- nditipns are not t.ue, WHSS sho.d hi
the other relevant information (I- assigaed

[1-3.2-2(b)] 3.1-3, 1-3_1A, and 1-3-1.5) provided
for determining classification.

{1-3.1.3(a)(1)} Failure of the piping segment will No objection Consideraton may be deleted
significantly increase the frequency of because additional quantitative risk
an initiating event, including those guidelines are unnecessary when
initiating events originally screened passive classification is performed
out in the PRA, such that the CDF or based on consequences
large early release frequency (LERF)
would be estimated to increase by
more than 10-6/yr or 10-7/yr,
respectively.

{l-3_1-3(a)(2)} Failure of the piping segment will No objection Consideiation may be deleted
compromise the integrity of the because -1200(b) is retained and
reactor coolant pressureboundary as already assigns the same piping to the
defined in -1 200(b). HSS category
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Resolution of WCAP-1 6308 Section
WCAP-16308 Changes to Code

{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked
Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

(1-3-1.3(a)(3)} Even when considering operator Objection Even when taking credit for plant
[1-3.2.2(b)(1), actions used to mitigate an accident, requiring features and operator actions, failure

failure of the piping segment will fail a qualification of the piping segment will not dw~eetly
high safety significant function, fail anethef high safety-significant

function.

[1-3.1.3(a)(4)} Failure of the piping segment will Objection Failure of the piping segment will not
I-312.2(b)(2)I result in failure of other safety- requiring. result in failure of anothep high safety-

significant piping segments, e.g., qualification significant piping segment, e.g.,
through indirect effects. through indirect effects.

{1-3.1.3(a)(5)} Failure of the piping segment will Objection Consideration changed and moved to

[1-3.2.2(b)(3)] prevent or adversely affect the plant's requiring new Section l-3.2.2(b)(3), Even wheun
capability to reach or maintain safe qualification taking • ...dt fo. plant f" atu.es and
shutdown conditions. operatr -ac4ion, failure of the piping

segment will not prevent cr aders-el
affect the plant's cap.bit.y to r.ach or
RaaintaiR reaching or maintaining safe
shutdown conditions.

(1-3-1.3(b)(1})1 The piping segment is a part of a No objection Consideration may be deleted. The
system that acts as a barrier to original guidance is excessively
fission product release during severe conservative. Once the excessive
accidents, conservatism is removed, the

response to this consideration is not
expected to identify any piping as HSS

piping that would not be assigned HSS
by the CLERP related guidelines.

{I-3.1.3(b)(2)} The piping segment supports a No objection The piping segment does not

[1-3-2-2(b)(4)] significant mitigating or diagnosis individually support a sole means for
function addressed in the Emergency successful performance of operator
Operating Procedures or the Severe actions addressed in the Emergency
Accident Management Guidelines. Operating Procedures or the Severe

Accident Management Guidelines
required to mitigate an accident or
transient, including instrumentation
and other equipment associated with
the required actions.
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section
WCAP-16308 Changes to Code

{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked
Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{I-3- 13(b)(3)} Failure of the piping segment will Objection . Even ,:wheen tki;ng credit for plat

[1-3_22(b)(6)] result in unintentional releases of requiring feat•urie and gperator actions, failure
radioactive material in excess of plant qualification of the piping segment will not result in
offsite dose limits specified in 10 CFR , releases of radioactive material that
Part 100. would result in the implementation of

off-site emergency response and
protective actions.
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-1 6308 Changes to Code
{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked
Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in italic

{1-3.1 -4)

[1-32_2(b)
(7-11)]

Maintain Defense in Depth- When
categorizing piping segments LSS,
the RISC process shall demonstrate
that the defense-in-depth philosophy
is maintained- Defense-in-depth may
be demonstrated by following the
guidelines of U.S.N.R.C Regulatory
Guide 1.174, 'An Approach for Using
Probabilistic Risk Assessment In
Risk-Informed Decisions On Plant
Specific Changes to the Licensing
Basis,' Dated July 1998

No objection The RISC process shall demonstrate
that the defense-in-depth philosophy is
maintained. Defense-in-depth may be
demonstrated by following the
guidelines of U.SN.R.C- Regulatory
Guide 1.174, Revision 1, "An
Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk
Assessment In Risk-Informed
Decisions On Plant-Specific Changes
to the Licensing Basis,' dated
November 2002. Defense-in-depth is
maintained if

(7) A reasonable balance is
preserved among prevention
of core damage, prevention of
containment failure, and
consequence mitigation-

(8) Over-reliance on
programmatic activities to
compensate for weaknesses
in plant design is avoided.

(9) System redundancy,
independence, and diversity
are preserved commensurate
with the expected frequency,
consequences of challenges
to the system, and
uncertainties (e.g., no risk
outliers).

(10) Defenses against
potential common cause
failures are preserved, and
the potential for the
introduction of new common
cause failure mechanisms is
assessed.

(11) Independence of
fission-product barriers is not
degraded-
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-1 6308 Changes to Code
{N-660, RO Case N-660 Text not marked
Section} NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{1-3.151 Maintenance of Adequate Safety No objection If LSS has been assigned from I-

[1-3.22(c)] Margins. When categorizing piping 3.2.2(b), then the RISC process shall
segments LSS, the RISC process verify that there are sufficient safety
shall verify that there are sufficient margins to account for uncertainty in
safety margins to account for the engineering analysis and in the
uncertainty in the engineering supporting data. Safety margin shall
analysis and in the supporting data. be incorporated when determining
Safety margin shall be incorporated performance characteristics and
when determining performance parameters, e-g., piping segment,
characteristics and parameters, e.g., system, and plant capability or
piping segment, system, and plant success criteria.: The amount of margin
capability or success criteria. The should depend on the uncertainty
amount of margin should depend on associated with the performance
the uncertainty associated with the parameters in question, the availability
performance parameters in question, of alternatives to compensate for
the availability of alternatives to adverse performance, and the ý - ,
compensate for adverse consequences of failure to meet the
performance, and the consequences performance goals. Sufficient safety
of failure to meet the performance margins are maintained by:
goals. Sufficient safety margins are (1) Ensuring that safety analysis
maintained by ensuring that safety acceptance criteria in the plant
analysis acceptance criteria in the licensing basis are met, or
plant licensing basis are met, or (2) Ensuring that proposed
proposed revisions account for revisions account for analysis
analysis and data uncertainty, and aucerntoyand data uncertainty-

If LSS has been assigned from I-
3.2.2(b) and at least one of the above
safety margin conditions are true, then
LSS should be assigned; if both of the
above safety margin conditions are not
true, then HSS shall be assigned.

{I-3.2} 1-3.2 Classification Objection 1-3.2 Classification

[1-3.2] requiring Risk Informed Safety Classification is
qualification determined by considering the

Consequence Category i.. Gn;j.....i
with other relevant information,
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Resolution of WCAP-16308 Section

WCAP-16308 Changes to Code
{N-660, R0 Case N-660 Text not marked
Section) NRC Staff additions in Bold,

[WCAP-16308 deletions in Strikeout, and
. Section] ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 Position comments in Italic

{I-3.2.2(b)} Any piping segment initially No objection The plant condition monitoring
[I-3.2.2(b)(5)] determined to be a Medium program would identify any known

consequence category and that is active degradation mechanisms in the
subject to a known active pipesegment prior to its failure in test
degradation mechanism shall be or an actual demand event (e-g., flow
dassified HSS. accelerated corrosion program).

{ } No objection To credit operator actions, the
[1-3.2.2(b) following criteria must be met:
footnote] • There must be an alarm or clear

indication of the failure.

* A procedure must direct the
response to the alarm or
indication.

* Equipment activated to alleviate
the, condition must not be affected
by the failure.

There must be sufficient time to
perform the compensatory action.

{Table I-1 row N/A No objection None
.11

[Table I-1 row11]
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Note 1 - Figure I-1, Risk-Informed Safety Classification Process

Scope Identification
Select system and define boundaries for

evaluation

Consequence Evaluation
Perform FMEA considering Direct &

Indirect Effects
Identify Impact Groups: Initiating Event,

System/Train, Combination,
Containment

Consequence Categorization
Determine Consequence Ranking from
Quantitative Indices or Consequence

Category Tables

Classification Considerations
Consider olher relevant information,

including defense-in-depth principles,
for Medium/Low/None consequence

categories

Final Classification Definitions
HSS - high-safety-significant
LSS - low-safety-significant

Figure 1-1
Risk-Informed Safety Classification

Process
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RESOLUTION OF COMMENTS ON DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION (SE) FOR

TOPICAL REPORT (TR) WCAP-16308-NP, REVISION 0

"PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP 10 CFR (TITLE 10 OF THE CODE OF

FEDERAL REGULATIONSI 50.69 PILOT PROGRAM -

CATEGORIZATION PROCESS - WOLF CREEK GENERATING STATION [(WCGSA]

NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NE!l

PROJECT NO. 689

By letter dated October 14, 2008, the NEI provided three substantive comments on the draft SE
for TR WCAP-1 6308-NP, Revision 0. The following are the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staffs resolution of these comments.

NEI Comment #1: Credit for Operator Actions

On page 5 of the Draft SE at lines 28 through 34, the NRC staffs technical evaluation of
operator actions can be misinterpreted by licensees with respect to the types of operator
procedures and guidance that can be credited for operator actions. Emergency procedures,
some of which are very prescriptive if-then instructions requiring verbatim compliance by the
operators, are frequently referenced by symptom-based procedures. When these human
actions are quantified in a probabilistic risk assessment using acceptable human error analyses
methods, they are usually shown to be highly reliable. We believe that the NRC staff position is
to limit the types of procedures and guidance to only those that result in well defined and
predictable actions rather than any operator actions. Therefore, it is proposed that the
paragraph on page 5 at lines 28 through 35 be changed to provide this clarification as follows:

The TR argues that its proposal only permits credit if a procedure directs the operators'
response. While some plant procedures provide very prescriptive if-then instruction to
the operators, other plant procedures and guidance may direct the operators, in general,
to develop and attempt mitigative actions. In the latter case, any conceivable mitigative
actions would satisfy the criterion. The NRC staff only accepts the proposed credit for
operator actions when it can be shown that the actions that have a high likelihood of
success, e.g., well defined and predictable actions. Qualitatively crediting actions with a
low likelihood of success could place high-safety significant (HSS) structures, systems,
and components (SSCs) into low-safety significant (LSS).

In addition, we would propose a similar clarification to the "Limitations and Conditions" on
page 10 at lines 33 through 37 as follows:

3. As described in Section 3.2 of the SE, the NRC staff only accepts credit for
operator actions that have a high likelihood of success, e.g.. well defined and
predictable actions. Qualitatively crediting actions with a low likelihood of success
could place HSS SSCs into LSS.

ATTACHMENT 2
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Finally, it is proposed that the entries regarding operator actions in Table 1 of the SE at pages 8
and 9 should be changed to state:

For the row beginning with {1-3.1.3(a)(5)} [1-3.2.2(b)(3)]:

Consideration changed and moved to new Section I-32.2(b)(3), 'Even when taking
credit for plant features and highly reliable operator actions, failure of the piping segment
will not prevent or adversely affect the plant's capability to reach or maintain safe
shutdown conditions.'

For the row beginning with {I-3. .3(b)(3)} [1-3.22(b)(6)]:

Even when taking credit for plant features and highly reliable operator actions, failure of
the piping segment will not result in releases of radioactive material that would result in
the implementation of off-site emergency response and protective actions.

NRC Response:'

The NRC staff does not agree with the NEI proposed changes regarding operator actions- The
operator actions in the questions would need to be very highly reliable to yield categorization
that is consistent with the quantitative guidelines. The staff does not agree that thegeneric
guidance provided in the TR provides confidence that only very highly reliable actions will be
credited. The comments provided by NEI do not address a factual error but the staff has
expanded is discussion in Section 3.2 of the SE to clarify its reasons for not accepting the
original changes proposed in the TR.

NEI Comment #2: Monitoring of Risk-Informed Safety Class (RISCQ-3 SSCs

Page 8 of the draft SE, at lines 35 through 45, states the following:

The NRC staff finds that the information provided in TRWCAP-1 6308-NP and in the RAI
response does not provide a sufficient basis for assuming that the regulatory
requirements of 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)(i) or (d)(2)(ii) would be satisfied. The monitoring of
RISC-3 SSCs appears to be primarily focused on the monitoring of SSC failures and
does not allow the NRC staff to conclude that degradation of RISC-3 SSCs would be
monitored and corrected in a manner that will provide reasonable confidence that these
SSCs would remain capable of performing their safety-related functions under design-
basis conditions. For example, specific information on periodic inspections and tests
that could be used to detect and correct degradation of RISC-3 SSCs was not provided.
Therefore, the NRC staff cannot reach a finding that the monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs as
described in Section 7.3 of TR WCAP-16308-NP will result in the required degree of
"reasonable confidence& to satisfy 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2)_

We believe the above paragraph should be clarified to provide factual consistency with NRC
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.201, "Guidelines for Categorizing Structures, Systems, and
Components in Nuclear Power Plants According to their Safety Significance." This RG provides
formal NRC positions on the categorization methodology provided by NEI 00-04. Regulatory
position 7 states the following (emphasis added):
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Common-Cause Failure and Degradation Mechanism Considerations in Revision 0 of NEI 00-04

The NRC staff notes that mechanisms that could lead to large increases in core damage
frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF), which could potentially
invalidate the assumptions underlying the categorization process, including the risk
sensitivity study, are the emergence of extensive common-cause failures (CCFs)
impacting multiple systems and significant unmitigated degradation. However, for these
types of impacts to occur, the mechanisms that lead to failure, in the absence or
relaxation of treatment, would have to be sufficiently rapidly developing or not self-
revealing, such that there would be few opportunities for early detection and corrective
action. Section 12.4 of NEI 00-04 describes an acceptable performance-based
approach to address these concerns.

Alternatively, those aspects of treatment that are necessary to prevent significant SSC
degradation or failure from known mechanisms, to the extent that the results of the risk
sensitivity study would be invalidated, could be identified by the licensee or applicant,
and such aspects of treatment would be retained. This alternative approach would
require an understanding of the degradation and common-cause failure mechanisms
and the elements of treatment that are sufficient to prevent them.

The paragraph quoted above from the draft SE for the TR is based on the assumption that
Section 12.4 of NEI 00-04 is, in itself, insufficient to address degradation mechanisms, and that
the alternative method described in the RG is in fact mandatory. This contradicts the position of
the RG, which clearly states the acceptability of the performance-based NEI method and the
alternative nature of the programmatic method. We request that the Final SE be clarified to be
consistent with regulatory position 7 of RG 1.201 One method to accomplish this would be to
delete the second and third paragraphs of Section 3.5 of the SE, and to affirm the acceptability
of the NEI 00-04 method.

Corresponding Section 5.2 of the draft SE, at lines 33 through 43 should also be clarified, or
removed, for the reasons stated above.

NRC Response:

RG 1.201 does not discuss or approve any treatment method, but only discusses monitoring as
it relates to updating the categorization process. RG 1.201 discusses CCFs and degradation,
and that measures need to be taken to address them when implementing the guidance
contained in Section 12.4 of NEI 00-04 related to the categorization process. Section 7.3 of TR
WCAP-16308-NP, refers to periodic updates of the categorization process based on results of
monitoring, and does not discuss specific treatment methods used to provide the monitoring
necessary to meet this function.

The NEI comments on the draft SE imply that there is a conflict between the SE and RG 1.201.
This most likely was caused by specific references to aspects of treatment in Section 3.5 of the
SE, such as references to 50.69(d)(2)(i) and (ii) the !'alternative treatment" section of the rule.
Although the NRC staff observations in Section 3.5 are factually correct, part of the discussion
was more pertinent to the treatment method than to the update of categorization based on
monitoring. To avoid confusion, the NRC staff revised Section 3.5 and its corresponding
Section 5.2 of the SE to place more emphasis on the specific role of monitoring with respect to
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categorization adjustments. The NRC staff, however, did retain elements related to monitoring
and corrective action to ensure that degradation of RISC-3 SSCs is corrected in a manner that
supports "reasonable confidence" of operability as required by the rule. This revision does not
constitute an endorsement of the monitoring aspects of the treatment method since no plant-
specific treatment plan was provided.

NEI Comment #3: Application of RISC-3 Treatment Requirements

The NRC Draft SE, page 9, at lines 10 through 20, states the following:

The NRC staff finds that the general information provided in TR WCAP-1 6308-NP and in
the RAI response does not provide a sufficient basis for determining that the regulatory
requirements of 10 CFR 50-69(d)(2) would be satisfied: The lack of a more specific
description of the treatment of RISC-3 SSCs at WCGS prevents the NRC staff from
reaching a determination that reasonable confidence exists that RISC-3 SSCs will
remain capable of performing their safety-related design basis functions, and that the
treatment will be consistent with the categorization process. One example of an
acceptable description of treatment to be applied to safety-related low safety significant
SSCs is provided in the NRC SE dated August 3, 2001, that a ccepted the request by the
South Texas Project (STP), Units 1 and 2, for exemption from special treatment
requirements specified in certain NRC regulations.

Paragraph.(b)(2) of 10 CFR 50.69 provides a discussion of the information that must be
submitted by a licensee to implement the rule. As correctly noted in the draft SE, the licensee is
not required to submit their plan for treatment of SSCs to the NRC for review and approval
under this provision of the rule. There are no other requirements for submittal content beyond
those specified in paragraph (b)(2). In accordance with this approach, the NRC has not
developed regulatory guidance addressing treatment of RISC-3 SSCs. The industry, through
EPRI, has developed such guidance for industry's use in implementing the rule.

Paragraph (d)(2) of 10 CFR 50.69 addresses the need for RISC-3 SSCs to be subject to
inspection, testing and corrective action to provide reasonable confidence of performance under
design basis conditions. Licensees implementing the rule must conform to these requirements;
however, the rule does not require description of these programs as part of the license
amendment request. Therefore, while the TR does not contain specific descriptions of these
treatment methods, there is no expectation that it should. The SE references information
provided in the Final Safety Analysis Report for STP in their implementation of an exemption to
the special treatment rules. However, 10 CFR 50.69 is structured differently than the STP
exemption, in that there were no high level regulatory requirements (e.g., 10 CFR 50.69 (d)(2))
for treatment of low risk SSCs available for STP_ Therefore, this reference is not pertinent. The
NRC staff does not need to make a finding of conformance to these rule provisions as part of a
license amendment request, nor as part of their approval of the TR.

Given that the SE concludes that no description of treatment is necessary, We believe the
extensive discussion of RISC-3 treatment in Section 3.6of the SE is not necessary and will
create potential confusion due to its contradiction with the rule. Section 5.3 of the SE, which
contains a similar discussion of RISC-3 SSC treatment, should be similarly changed or omitted.
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NRC Response:

Section 3.6 was modified to emphasize the fact that licensees are not required to submit their
plan for SSC treatment to the NRC for review and approval, but that nonetheless, RISC-3 SSC
treatment, in the form of inspection, testing and corrective action, must provide reasonable
confidence that these SSCs will continue to perform their safety-related functions under design
basis conditions as required by 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2).

The fact that licensees are not required to submit treatment plans as part of a 10 CFR 50.69
application does not eliminate the need for the NRC staff to make a finding on the treatment
section that was included in TR WCAP-16308-NP. Specifically, the staff cannot give licensees
implementing 10 CFR 50-69 the impression that a simple reference to application of commercial
practices and monitoring of failure rates would constitute an adequate plan for treatment of
RIC3 SSCs. Based on the minimal amount of information provided in the TR; the NRC staff
cannot make a conclusion that the proposed treatment plan would be acceptable.

In addition, the discussion of the South Texas Project (STP) exemption from special treatment
requirements specified in certain NRC regulations was removed from Section 3.6 of the SE. It
was originally provided as one example of an acceptable description of treatment to be applied
to safety-related low safety significant (LSS) SSCs that was evaluated by the NRC in an SE
dated August 3, 2001. In this evaluation, which pre-dates the 10 CFR 50.69 rule, the NRC staff
reviewed the elements and high-level objectives of the treatment processes for safety-related
LSS SSCs specified by STP in a proposed revision to its Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).
The proposed FSAR revision provided a high-level description of eight treatment processes
(design control; procurement; installation; maintenance; inspection, test, and surveillance;
corrective action; management and oversight; and configuration control) intended to provide
reasonable confidence that safety-related LSS SSCs will maintain their functionality under
design-basis conditions. In the SE, the NRC staff concluded that the treatment processes
described in the proposed FSAR revision for STP contained elements and high-level objectives
that, if effectively implemented, will provide reasonable confidence that safety-related LSS
SSCs are capable of performing their safety functions under design-basis conditions, including
environmental and seismic conditions, throughout their service life. Although the scope of
treatment elements described in the STP exemption exceeds the scope specified in 10 CFR
50-69(d)(2) (inspection, testing and corrective action), this example was cited as one acceptable
approach to RISC-3 treatment, albeit one that exceeds the minimum requirements set forth in
10 CFR 50.69(d)(2). In the absence of other regulatory guidance, it may be useful as a
framework for describing certain elements of a RISC-3 treatment program that would satisfy 10
CFR 50.69. The staff acknowledges that the STP approach goes beyond that which is required
by 10 CFR 50.69(d)(2), and is not requiring that licensees electing to implement 10 CFR 50.69
adopt the approach to RISC-3 treatment described in the STP exemption.
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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work performed by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC.
Neither Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, nor any person acting on its behalf:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied including the warranties of fitness for
a particular purpose or merchantability, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information,
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights;
or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of, any
information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

This report has been prepared by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC and bears a
Westinghouse Electric Company copyright notice. As a member of the PWR Owners Group, you are
permitted to copy and redistribute all or portions of the report within your organization; however all
copies made by you must include the copyright notice in all instances.

DISTRIBUTION NOTICE

This report was prepared for the PWR Owners Group. This Distribution Notice is intended to establish
guidance for access to this information. This report (including proprietary and non-proprietary versions)
is not to be provided to any individual or organization outside of the PWR Owners Group program.
participants without prior written approval of the PWR Owners Group Program Management Office.
However, prior written approval is not required for program participants to.provide copies of Class 3
Non Proprietary reports to third parties that are supporting implementation at their plant, and for
submittals to the NRC.
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PWR Owners Group
Member Participation* for PA-SEE-0027

Utility Member Plant Site(s) Participant
Yes No

AmerenUE Callaway (W) X
American Electric Power D.C. Cook l&2 (W) X
Arizona Public Service Palo Verde Unit 1, 2, & 3 (CE) X
Constellation Energy Group Calvert Cliffs 1 & 2 (CE) X
Constellation Energy Group Ginna (W) X
Dominion Connecticut Millstone 2 (CE) X
Dominion Connecticut Millstone 3 (W) X
Dominion Kewaunee Kewaunee (W) X
Dominion VA North Anna I & 2, Surry I & 2 (W) X
Duke Energy Catawba 1 & 2, McGuire 1 & 2 (W) X
Duke Energy Oconee 1, 2, 3 (B&W) X
Entergy Palisades (CE) X
Entergy Nuclear Northeast Indian Point 2 & 3 (W) X

Arkansas 2, Waterford 3 (CE), X
Entergy Operations South Arkansas 1 (B&W)
Exelon Generation Co. LLC Braidwood 1 & 2, Byron 1 & 2 (W), X

TMT 1 (B&W)
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Co Beaver Valley 1 & 2 (W) X

Davis-Besse (B&W) X
Florida Power & Light Group St. Lucie 1 & 2 (CE) X
Florida Power & Light Group Turkey Point 3 & 4, Seabrook MW) X
Florida Power & Light Group Pt. Beach l&2 (W) X
Luminant Power Comanche Peak I & 2 (W) X
Xcel Energy Prairie Island 1&2 (W) X

Omaha Public Power District Fort Calhoun (CE) X

Pacific Gas & Electric Diablo Canyon 1 & 2 (W) X
Progress Energy Robinson 2, Shearon Harris (W), X

Crystal River 3 (B&W) X
PSEG -Nuclear Salem 1 & 2 (W) X
Southern California Edison SONGS 2 & 3 (CE) X
South Carolina Electric & Gas V.C. Summer (W) X
So. Texas Project Nuclear Operating Co. South Texas Project 1 & 2 (W) X
Southern Nuclear Operating Co. Farley 1 & 2, Vogtle I & 2 (W) X
Tennessee Valley Authority Sequoyah I & 2, Watts Bar (W) X
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Co. Wolf Creek (W) X
Project participants as of the date the final deliverable was completed. On occasion, additional
members will join a project. Please contact the PWR Owners Group Program Management Office
to verify participation before sending this document to participants not listed above.
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'PWR Owners Group
International Member Participation* for PA-SEE-0027

Utility Member Plant Site(s) Participant
__•___Yes No

British Energy Sizewell B X
Electrabel (Belgian Utilities) Doel 1, 2 & 4, Tihange 1 & 3 • . X
Hokkaido Tomari 1 & 2 (MHI) X
Japan Atomic Power Company Tsuruga 2 (MI) X

Mihama 1, 2 & 3, Ohi 1,2, 3 & 4, XKansai Electric Co., LTD
Takahama 1, 2, 3&4 (W & MHI)
Kori 1, 2, 3& 4 X

Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Corp. Yonggwang ! & 2 (W)

Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Corp. Yonggwang 3, 4, 5 & 6 X
Ulchin 3, 4,5 & 6(CE)

Kyushu Genkai 1,2, 3& 4, Sendai 1 & 2 (MHI) X
Nuklearna Electrarna KRSKO Krsko (W) - X
Nordostschweizerische Kraftwerke AG Beznau 1 & 2 (W) X
'(NOK)
Ringhals AB Ringhals 2, 3 & 4 (W) " X
Shikoku Ikata 1, 2 & 3 (MHI) x
Spanish Utilities Asco 1 & 2, Vandellos 2, X

___Almaraz 1 & 2 (W)
Taiwan Power Co. Maanshan 1 & 2 (W) X
Electricite de France 54 Units X

This is a list of participants in this project as of the date the final deliverable was completed. On
occasion, additional memberswill join a project. Please contact the PWR OwnersGroup Program
Management Office to verify participation before sending documents to participants not listed
aboveý
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Acronyms

AOV Air Operated Valve

ASME ASME (formerly known as the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers)

CCF Common Cause Failure

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

EN Wolf Creek designation for the Containment Spray System

EOP Emergency Operating Procedure

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FIVE Fire Induced Vulnerability Evaluation

GK Wolf Creek designation for the Control Building Ventilation
System

HEP Human Error Probability

HSS High Safety Significant

IDP Integrated Decision-making Panel

IPEEE Individual Plant Examination for External Events

LSS Low Safety Significant

MOV Motor Operated Valve

MR Maintenance Rule

NEI Nuclear Energy Institute

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

PAG Protective Action Guides

PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment

PWROG Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (formerly Westinghouse
Owners Group)

RI-ISI Risk-Informed In-Service Inspection

RISC Risk Informed Safety Classification

SAMG -Severe Accident Management Guideline

SSC Systems, Structures and Components

SSEL Safe Shutdown Equipment List

SMA Seismic Margins Analysis

WCGS Wolf Creek Generating Station

WCNOC Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation

WinNUPRA A computer code used to model the PRA
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The new 10 CFR 50.69, "Risk-Informed Categorization and Treatment of Structures,
Systems, and Components for Nuclear Power Reactors," is a voluntary regulation that
provides an approach by which licensees can categorize safety-related and non-safety-
related structures, systems and components (SSCs) according to their safety significance.
The intent of 50.69 is to provide a means for appropriately focusing attention on those SSCs
that are most important to safety, while maintaining a high degree of confidence that all
SSCs will be capable of performing their design basis functions. To achieve this, 50.69
permits relaxation of the special treatment (controls) specified in certain other sections of the
regulations for those SSCs that can be categorized as low safety significant. Per 50.69
(b)(2), a licensee desiring to take advantage of this voluntary regulation would make a one-
time submittal to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for review and approval. In
accordance with 50.69 (b)(2), the submittal is to contain, documentation related to: a) the
categdrization process to be used to define the safety significance of SSCs for which
treatment could be relaxed, b) the process used to establish the technical capability of the
licensee's Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) that is used as a basis for the
categorization, c) the process used to assure that adequate safety margins are maintained
and the potential increases in risk resulting from changes in treatment permitted by 50.69
are small. Upon NRC review and approval of these processes, the licensee could then
apply the categorization process to as many (or asfew) systems as desired, provided that
an entire system is considered. Although the proposed 50.69 rule also contains
requirements for assuring, that any changes in treatment for low safety significant SSCs do
not result in unacceptable changes in margins or risk, there is no requirement for the
licensee's treatment process to be included in the submittal for NRC review and approval.
The effectiveness of the treatment processes would be assured through NRC inspections
and performance requirements as described in the 50.69 rule.

The objective of this report is to provide documentation of the categorization process used
by Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC) in support of a future licensee
submittal requesting approval to implement 50.69 at the Wolf Creek Generating Station
(WCGS). A separate report on the quality of the PRA to be used in the categorization
process will be submitted to the NRC by WCNOC to support the license amendment request
to implement 50.69 at WCGS. Since the categorization process, as opposed to the
categorization results, is the subject of the NRC review and approval, the two can be
reviewed and approved separately. That is, approval for implementation of 50.69 requires a
robust .categorization process AND a technically capable PRA to provide input to the
categorization process. However, both are independent of each other and can be reviewed
separately without compromising the adequacy of the review. Thus, review and approval of
the* categorization process, as described in this report, can be completed without a
coincident review of the PRA.

While the categorization process described in this report has been applied to two systems at
WCGS, it is recognized by WCNOC that the results of the categorization cannot be directly
used in the implementation of 50.69 since the quantitative risk assessment was not based
on a PRA that meets the technical adequacy requirements of the 50.69 rule. Following
future NRC approval of the PRA technical adequacy, per 50.69 (b)(2), the categorization
results for these two systems will be re-visited to. finalize the SSC categorization.

The categorization process to be used by WCNOC was developed based on categorization
of two systems at WCGS. The Containment Spray System (EN System) represents a
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stand-by emergency system whose primary function is to mitigate the consequences of an
accident by reducing containment pressure and scrubbing fission products released from
the core that are airborne in the containment. The Control Building Ventilation System (GK
System) is a normally operating system with some additional post-accident functions whose
primary function is cooling of various components in the control building and providing a
habitable environment in and near the control .room. These systems were chosen, in part,
based on their absence from the PRA as a result of various PRA assessment and screening
processes. Thus, the categorization of these systems identifies the processes to be used
for categorization when there is little or no PRA information to use as a quantitative basis.or
where risk impacts must be inferred from components that are modeled in the PRA.

The categorization of the structures, systems, and components documented in this report
were performed in accordance with the final draft version of NEI 00-04, "10 CFR 50.69 SSC
Categorization Guideline" (Reference 1), as transmitted to the NRC by the Nuclear Energy
Institute in April of 2004, and a proposed Revision 2 to the ASME N-660 Code Case, "Risk-
Informed Safety Classification for Use in Risk-Informed Repair/Replacement Activities."
Differences between the categorization guidelines in those reports and the most recent
versions of those guidelines thatare endorsed by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.201
(Reference 2) and Revision 14 to Regulatory Guide 1.147 (Reference 3) are discussed in
Appendix A of this report.
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1.2 BACKGROUND

The intent of the 10 CFR 50.69 regulatory initiative is to adjust the scope of equipment subject
to special regulatory treatment (controls) to better focus attention and resources on equipment
that is safety significant. The implementation of 10 CFR 50.69 does not replace the existing
"safety-related" and "nonsafety-related" categorizations. Rather, it divides these categorizations
into two subcategories based on high or low safety significance as depicted in Figure. 1-1. This
is called the Risk-Informed Safety Classification (RISC) process.

Nonsafety-Related

NEI 00-04 ..

ategorization Process

Safety ... RISC -2• ::,• •'-:

Significant RS-

Low Safety
Significant RISC-4

Figure 1-1 Risk-Informed Safety Classifications (RISC)

During the 50.69 rulemaking process, the industry developed two sets of categorization
guidance to assist licensees in implementing 50.69. The first set of guidance, developed under
the auspices of the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), is for use in categorizing the active functions
of SSCs. The second set of guidance, developed under the auspices of ASME, is for use in
categorizing the passive, or pressure boundary, functions of SSCs. .Both sets of guidance have
been extensively tested by pilot applications of the 50.69 process prior to the issuance of the
final rule in November of 2004. The guidance has been improved as a result of each pilot
activity.-

Both sets of guidance use an integrated decision-making process to define the scope of
equipment that will be subject.to the special treatment provisions in the regulations. This
integrated decision-making process blends risk insights, deterministic considerations, and
operational feedback through the involvement of a group of experienced plant personnel
representing diverse plant functions and responsibilities.

The NEI 00-04 guidance requires that.the final decision regarding the categorization of
components performing an active function functions be presented to an expert panel, known as
the Integrated Decision-making Panel (IDP). The IDP is composed of a group of experienced
plant personnel representing diverse plant functions and responsibilities. The IDP is supported
by additional working. level groups of personnel to provide detailed investigations and
assessments necessary for IDP consideration of the categorization of the SSCs under
consideration. A preliminary categorization is performed by a working group consisting primarily
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of working level personnel (e.g., engineers, plant operators, etc.). This preliminary
categorization is then presented to the IDP, which is composed of qualified professionals and
supervisory personnel who are selected by plant management to consider the information and
come to a final decision. The NEI 00-04 guidance also provides guidance for the purpose,
composition, and conduct of the IDP.

ASME guidance is. contained in Code Case N-660 (Reference 4). Code Case N-660 also
prescribes the use of an expert panel to finalize the scope of pressure boundary components
(and their supports) that will be subject to ASME special treatment provisions. As with the
assessment of active components described in NEI 00-04, this process blends risk insights,
deterministic considerations, and operational feedback. Since the ASME Code Case N-660
also requires the involvement of a group of experienced plant personnel representing diverse
plant functions and responsibilities, both the preliminary engineering categorization according to
NEI 00-04 and ASME Code Case N-660 were presented at one IDP session. Performing the
final categorization for both active and pressure boundary components for a given system at the
same IDP session helps to ensure consistency in the IDP considerations for both active and
pressure boundary components. However, due to differences in the process of grouping
components between the NEI and ASME guidance, the IDP considerations for active and
pressure boundary components were not done at the same time. Each IDP session on a given
system first considered all of the components active functions in the first part of the IDP session.
The pressure boundary functions were then considered in the second part of the IDP session.
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2. WOLF CREEK GENERATING STATION PILOT PROGRAM SCOPE &
APPROACH

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The preliminary categorization of SSCs for the selected systems was completed in the latter half
of 2003, using the draft NEI 00-04 guidance available at that time and the approved ASME
Code Case N-660, Revision 0. The initial WCGS Integrated Decision-making Panel (IDP) to
consider the initial categorization recommendations was held in December of 2003. That IDP
identified a number of issues with the use of the NEI and ASME guidance documents. Most of
the issues involved the possibility of multiple interpretations for certain guidance elements. In
order to achieve stability in the categorization process, the December 2003 IDP tabled all
matters and requested that the affected guidance elements be revised to resolve the issues
identified by the IDP. Following revisions to the NEI and ASME guidance, the IDP was
reconvened in April of 2004. This IDP session was a complete review of all SSCs for both
systems and did not rely upon any recommendations made at the initial IDP session. Following
the completion of the second IDP, the minutes were documented and archived. The
development of this submittal report was delayed pending finalization of the 50.69 rule and the
resolution of all major industry and regulatory comments on both the NEI and ASME guidance
documents. An earlier submittal of this report for regulatory review would have made the review
difficult because an endorsed set of guidance would not have been available to use as a
standard for the regulatory review.

The following sections discuss the process to be used at WCGS to categorize SSCs for 50.69
implementation. The process followed the NEI and ASME guidance for categorization of SSCs
that was available in April of 2004. Appendix A provides a discussion. of the differences
between the 2004 guidance and the guidance that has been' endorsed by NRC in Regulatory
Guides 1.201 and 1.147, Revision 14 and the impact of changes in the WCGS categorization
process and/or results.

2.2 SCOPE OF SSCS SELECTED FOR §50.69 CATEGORIZATION

Two systems were selected to define and validate the categorization process to be used at
WCGS for the implementation of the proposed 10 CFR 50.69:

* Containment Spray System

" Control Building Ventilation System

The Containment Spray System (EN System) represents a stand-by emergency system whose
primary function is to mitigate the consequences of an accident by reducing containment
pressure and scrubbing airborne fission products released from the core. The EN system is
composed of the components required to deliver water to the containment via the containment
spray headers from either the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) or the containment sump,
and those components required to provide sodium hydroxide to buffer the pH of the containment
sump water.

The Control Building Ventilation System (GK System) is a normally operating system whose
primary function is cooling of various components in the control building and providing a
habitable environment (i.e., temperature) in and near the control room. In the post accident
mode, some of the ventilation flow paths are altered to provide primary functions associated
with control room habitability (both temperature and radiation) and to provide cooling for class
1E components (i.e., switchgear) in the control building that support accident mitigation
functions.
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These systems were chosen to demonstrate the categorization process to be used at WCGS for
implementation of 50.69, based in part, on their limited modeling in the PRA as a result of
various PRA assessment and screening processes. The categorization of system functions
whose components are explicitly modeled in PRA is straight-forward using the NEI and ASME
guidance. The categorization of these systems identifies the processes to be used for
categorization when there is little or no PRA information to use as a quantitative basis for
categorizing system functions and components.

2.3 APPROACH

The NEI guidance described in NEI 00-04 was used in the categorization of the active functions
of the SSCs in the EN and GK systems for WCGS. The April 2004 version of NEI 00-04 was
used for the pilot evaluation described in this report. The manner in which WCNOC applied NEI
00-04 to the categorization of SSCs at WCGS is described in Section 3 of this report.

The classification of SSCs having a pressure retaining function (also referred to as passive
components) was performed using an April 2004 draft revision of ASME Code Case N-660.
The Code Case N-660 process may be applied to any of Class 1, 2, 3, or non-class pressure-
retaining items or their associated supports, except core supports. Specifically excluded from
the risk informed safety classification process in Code Case N-660 are reactor coolant system
pressure boundary components (which make up the majority of the Class 1 pressure boundary
components in a PWR). The regulatory position in Revision 14 to Regulatory Guide 1.147, that
endorses Code Case N-660, Revision 0, takes exception to its use for any Class 1 pressure
retaining items. No Class 1 pressure retaining items were found in the EN or GK Systems, so
this exception was not addressed in the present categorization. For future use of the
categorization process described in this report, WCNOC will not consider re-classification of any
Class 1 pressure retaining item unless endorsed by NRC in further revisions to Regulatory
Guide 1.147. The manner in which WCNOC applied Code Case N-660 to the categorization of
SSCs at WCGS is described in Section 4 of this report.
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3. CATEGORIZATION OF ACTIVE FUNCTIONS

The overall process used in categorizing the active functions and components, as described in
NEI 00-04, is depicted in Figure 3-1. This process builds upon the insights and methods from
many previous categorization efforts, such as the risk ranking in the risk-informed in-service
inspection (RI-ISI), Maintenance Rule (MR), motor operated valve (MOV) and air operated valve
(AOV) programs. It is a comprehensive, robust process that includes consideration of various
contributors to plant risk and defense-in-depth.

The process includes eight main steps:

" Assembly of Plant-Specific Inputs

" System Engineering Assessment

" Component Safety Significance Assessment

* Defense-In-Depth Assessment

" Preliminary Engineering Categorization of Functions

" Risk Sensitivity Study

0 IDP Review and Approval

" SSC Categorization

The manner in which each of these steps was implemented for the categorization of SSCs in
the EN and GK systems for WCGS are discussed in the following sections. The process used
for the GK and, EN systems, as described in the following sections, is the basis for
implementation of 50.69 for other systems at WCGS.

3.1 ASSEMBLY OF PLANT-SPECIFIC INPUTS

Section 3 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses process for the collection and assessment of the
necessary inputs to the risk-informed categorization process, to fulfill the requirements of
paragraphs 50.69(b)(2)(ii) and (iii) and 50.69(c)(1)(i). This includes design and licensing
information, PRA analyses, and other relevant plant data sources, as well as the critical
evaluation of plant-specific risk models to assure that they are adequate to support this
application.

WCNOC Implementation

The WCNOC assembly of plant specific inputs followed the guidance, without exception, in
Section 3 of NEI 00-04. The details of the implementation are described in the following
paragraphs.

The sources of information related to the plant design and operation that are used as inputs in
the WCGS SSC categorization process are listed in Table 3-1. The intent of Table 3-1 is to
show that all of the inputs to the 50.69 categorization are controlled processes at WCGS and
have administrative procedures to define the control processes.
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Design Basis
Maintenance Rule

Operational

PRA

Adequacy of PRA Results

Preliminary Engineering , I Preliminary Component Safety
Categorization of Functions [I" Significance Assessment

RISC--3/4 Components
1~~

HSS

---

Optional Detailed Engineering ,
Review of HSS Components

Figure 3-1: Risk-Informed Categorization Process (Adapted from NEI 00-04)
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Table 3-1: Design and Operational Inputs to the WCGS Categorization Process
Admin

Inputs Controlled Process Procedure

Asset Management List L/ V

Tag Numbers V ,

Design Basis Functions •/

Process and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) V V

Maintenance Rule Functions / V

System Descriptions. v/

Risk Informed ISI V V

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) V/ V/

Individual Plant Examination for External Events V ,
(IPEEE)

Safe Shutdown Pathway Determination V V

The identification of the components in each system is taken from the WCGS Asset
Management List which identifies all of the safety-related and non-safety-related SSCs in the
plant, including identification of augmented quality SSCs. The Asset Management List includes
a component identifier (i.e., Tag Number), the associated system, component type, component
description, and safety class. All components in the WCGS are identified by a unique Tag
Number that identifies the system to which the component belongs, the type of component (e.g.,
check valve) and its unique identifying number.

For each system categorized, all components in the Asset Management List with a system
identifier (asset tag) matching the system being categorized are included in the scope of each
system categorization. Thus, the Asset Management List serves as the definition of the system
boundaries for 50.69 assessments.

As part of the process, all system components belonging to the selected system are identified
on the P&IDs associated with the associated system to further validate the Asset Management
List. This mapping of components to the P&IDs also serves to familiarize the engineering staff
doing the preliminary categorization with the location of the component in the system to facilitate
the functional mapping described below.

The WCGS Maintenance Rule (MR) functions and Design Basis (DB) functions are used to
define a set of active functions for use in the 50.69 categorization of a system. These functions
are later used in the component mapping process.

The system descriptions for the associated systems are then used to assist in the identification
of the "flow paths" on the P&IDs that represent each of the system functions.

The WCGS model used for this analysis was the 1998 internal events model,ý called Revision 4
(Reference 5). The results have been provided as input to this assessment. The Individual
Plant Examination for External Events (IPEEE), has been used for the fire, seismic, other
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external events risk assessments (Reference 6). The shutdown risks are taken from the safe
shutdown equipment list.

The PRA input used for the RISC of the components in the EN and GK systems has not been
updated to reflect the findings of the PRA peer review nor other quality assessments as
described in Regulatory Guide 1.200. Thus, a separate submittal related to the PRA technical
adequacy will be made by WCNOC, when the decision is made to implement 50.69, to satisfy
the PRA requirements of 50.69. However, the input from the 1998 PRA model is adequate to
define the categorization process to be used at WCGS. Following the completion of any PRA
modifications that are required to meet the PRA technical adequacy requirements for use in the
proposed 10 CFR 50.69 categorization, the present RISC results, which reflect the risk insights
from the current PRA, will be updated as appropriate to assure that the results of the
categorization process reflect the updated PRA.

3.2 SYSTEM ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT

Section 4 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the requirements for the initial engineering
evaluation of a selected system to support the categorization process to fulfill the requirements
of paragraph 50.69(c)(1)(i). This includes the definition of the system boundary to be used and
the components to be evaluated, the identification of system functions, and an initial mapping of
components to functions. The system functions are identified from a variety of sources
including design/licensing basis analyses, Maintenance Rule assessments and PRA analyses.
The mapping of components is performed to allow the correlation of PRA importance measures
to system functions.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC system engineering assessment followed the guidance, without exception, in
Section 4 of NEI 00-04. The details of the implementation are described in the following
paragraphs.

Definition of System Boundaries

Preliminary system boundaries were determined from the system component list for each
system provided from the WCGS Asset Management List. Any component on the Asset
Management List with a system identifier matching the system being categorized (i.e., EN or
GK) is included within the scope of the system categorization. The major components on the
system equipment list are located on the system P&IDs to further verify the list.

Any discrepancies between the system equipment list and the system diagrams are resolved
before proceeding further. For example, a limited number of components may be included on
the Asset Management List that are not on the system P&IDs. In many cases, these
components are piece parts of components already identified on the P&lDs. Congruence
between the two sources of information is sought in all cases to validate the Asset Management
List. The Asset Management List for the system is further verified, and modified if necessary,
as part of the mapping process described below. This list serves as the definition of the system
boundaries for this system categorization.

The system boundaries where components within the system being categorized interface with
another system are especially important. In some cases, these interfacing components cannot
be completely categorized because their impact on the interfacing system is unknown at the
time of categorization of the system to which they are assigned based on their tag numbers.
Some examples include:

* Electrical components may not be completely categorized where the isolation device is not
part of the system being categorized. In this case, the impact of a failure of the component
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in the system being categorized on the remainder of the electrical system cannot be
determined. This can apply to power circuits, control circuits and instrumentation circuits.
In cases where the isolation device can be identified, even though it is not part of the system
being categorized, the assessment can be completed, but the basis for the importance of
the isolation device must be documented and carried forward to the categorization of the
interfacing system.

In certain instances, the component tag may indicate that the component belongs to the
system being categorized, but it is really part of a support or interfacing system. An example
of this, is the support system piping connected to heat exchangers. • When the heat
exchanger is part of the system being categorized, some of the piping and instrumentation
associated with the interfacing system side of the heat exchanger may also be assigned to
the system being categorized even though it more appropriately belongs to the interfacing
system. The impact of the failure of those components on the system being categorized can
be assessed and documented but the overall categorization of the component may not be
able to be completed until the interfacing system is categorized. In this case, the
component would at its original classification until the impact on the interfacing system could
be determined.

* In certain instances, the failure of a component in the system being categorized may be
postulated to result in a failure of an interfacing system. If the importance of an interfacing
system is not known at the time of categorization of the system under consideration, the
impact of the failure of the component on the other system may not be able to be
determined. An example is the failure of an air-operated solenoid in one system that results
in a degraded condition in the air system where the impact of the degradation cannot be
determined at the time of categorization of the air-operated valve.

In each of these cases, two options for proceeding with RISC are available:

" Complete the assessment of the impact on the interfacing system, or

* Leave the component categorization unchanged until the categorization of the interfacing
system is undertaken.

In the latter case, the component remains at its previous safety level (e.g., a safety-related SSC
would remain RISC-1) until the interfacing system categorization is completed. A note would be
generated to identify that the component had been identified as a candidate RISC-3 component
with respect to the system to which it belongs (per its tag number), but would also have to be
categorized as RISC-3 with respect to its impact on the supporting system.

There is typically no systematic process to identify the boundaries between the components in
the system being categorized and the support systems that interface with a component.
Support systems include electrical power, control power, instrumentation, cooling water and
compressed air. This identification must be individually performed for each applicable
component to identify the isolation device, if one exists, that prevents a failure in the system
being. categorized from impacting the support system, and whether that isolation device is part
of the system being categorized. If an isolation device can be identified and the isolation device
is not part of the system being categorized, then the categorization can still proceed but the
importance of the isolation device is recorded for any future categorization of the system to
which the isolation device belongs.

Identification of Active System Functions

The system functions from the Maintenance Rule are compared to the Design Basis functions
for the WCGS. Differences normally exist between the two sources and are primarily a result of
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the different objectives of the Maintenance Rule and Design Basis programs. The Design Basis
functions identify the high level requirements for plant operation or safety that a system needs to
fulfill. The Maintenance Rule functions are designed to track SSC performance according to the
functions that a group of SSCs would perform. All differences between sources are noted and
resolved to establish a comprehensive list of active functions that reflect both the Maintenance
Rule and the Design Basis functions.

The purpose of defining functions for the 50.69 categorization process is to permit the
determination of the safety significant of the function with the understanding that the safety
significance of the components that support that function is categorized the same as the
function. This simplifies the categorization task in that each component does not have to be
examined individually. The subsequent mapping of components to functions ensures that each
system component has at least one associated system function. Thus the methodology
provides the opportunity to define the appropriate functions for the 50.69 categorization as
illustrated in the examples discussed below.

In the assessment of the EN and GK systems, the Maintenance Rule functions were used as
the active component functions since these were found to cover all of the Design Basis
functions. In one case, Maintenance Rule function GK-04, "Provide conditioned environment for
cable spreading rooms, access control, and other areas of Control Building," covered four
design basis functions:

* The control building supply system functions to provide conditioned outside air for ventilation
and cooling to each level of the control building.

• The access control A/C system functions to provide a suitable environment for personnel
comfort.

" The counting room cooling coil and fan coil unit function to provide a suitable environment
for personnel and equipment located in the counting room.

* The Security Access Secondary (SAS) room A/C system functions to provide a suitable
environment for personnel and equipment located within the SAS room.

The design basis intent was for air from the control building supply system to be supplied to the
space above the access control area to remove the heat generated by the Class 1E. power
cables. This cooling is provided to minimize the amount of cooling required for the spaces
below. This function also isolates on receipt of Control Room Ventilation Isolation Signal. The
functional pathway is from the outside air intake through the Control Building Supply Air Unit to
various heat exchangers and areas throughout the Control and Auxiliary Building. Based on
engineering judgment, it was determined that none of the four individual Design Basis functions
would be categorized differently if they were considered separately. Therefore, only the single
Maintenance Rule function was carried forward in the assessment. If one of the four functions
would be determined to be safety significant, then either all four would be categorized as safety
significant or they could have been split into the four Design Basis functions and assessed
individually. The initial combining of the functions is conservative in terms of the categorization.

In addition to the active functions defined using the process previously described, additional
functions' can be identified to further facilitate the categorization process where it is known that
certain groups of components do not support any of the previously defined Maintenance Rule or
Design Basis functions. If it can be shown that the failure of the components mapped to these
new functions would not fail or significantly degrade any of the other functions to which they
share a functional flow path, then the definition of additional functions simplifies the
categorization process to the extent that these components may be considered as a group
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rather than individual exceptions to the previously defined active functions. Examples of
additional active functions are:

* Provide system vent and drain capability - Vent and drain lines are typically 1 inch lines
connected to the major system piping to facilitate maintenance activities.

" Provide alarm and indication - Any alarm or indication that is determined to support a safety
significant operator action would not be included in this function. All other components that
provide alarm and indication would be included based on the rationale that they simply
provide information or status of the plant condition.

" Provide instrumentation isolation - Instrumentation lines are typically small piping less than
one half inch in diameter and contain isolation root valves.

These new functions are categorized in the same way as the other functions, as described in
succeeding sections.

Mapping of Components to Active Functions

Mapping system components to active functions allows the risk categorization results to be
applied to components that would otherwise not have risk information available to properly
assess their risk significance. All components are mapped to at least one active function.
Components may have more than one active function.

The mapping of system components to active functions is done by using both the component list
and P&IDs from WCGS and the active functions developed for the 50.69 implementation as
discussed above. The first step in the mapping process is to identify the major pieces of
equipment (e.g., pumps, isolation valves, and heat exchangers) required to support each active
function. These major pieces of supporting equipment were identified in the Maintenance Rule
program, the design basis documentation, or the plant system descriptions. After the major
components of each function were identified, the system P&IDs, or other drawings or
schematics (e.g., electrical schematics) were then used to physically draw a functional flowpath
of the function, from start to finish. This process, identifies all components along the supporting
flowpath of each function. In some cases, a function only applies to a set of components
sharing some common attributes (e.g., system isolation) and therefore would hot be associated
with a flowpath. All components are then mapped to all functional flowpaths they support as
identified on the P&IDs. For some function groupings (e.g., instrument isolation valves), there is
no functional flowpath and the components are mapped to the groupings based on the
component description or component type label in the database. This does not require
association with the P&lDs.

In some cases, component may not appear on the P&IDs because they are either piece parts of
a larger component or are not typically included on the drawings. These components are
mapped to functions by associating them with other components based on component
description or name. For instance, a motor or limit switch for a given motor operated valve will
be linked to the same active functions as the motor operator based on the associated valve
name or description. The process continues until all components are mapped to at least one
active function or grouping.

At this point of the process it is important for every component to be mapped to at least one
active function and for each component to be included with all active. functions that it supports.
The system P&IDs are studied to identify components that have not been mapped. The
rationale applied to these components differs based upon the inclusion of each identified
component on the system equipment list. Components found on the P&IDs that are not
included on the system equipment list are closely scrutinized to decide if these components
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belong to the system being analyzed. If the components should be included within system
bounds, the component is added. If a component that has not been mapped is included on the
system original component list, the active system functions are reviewed and modified if
necessary to include the component. If the component cannot be mapped to an identified active
function, an active function is added to group components that support a similar function. This
process continues until all components are accounted for.

The marked-up P&IDs are included with the IDP package to be 'used as a tool to facilitate the
review of components associated with each function. A listing of the components mapped to
each function is also provided for IDP review and approval.

3.3 COMPONENT SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT

Section 5 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the use of the plant-specific risk information to
identify components that are candidate safety significant to fulfill the requirements of paragraph
50.69(c)(1)(ii). The process includes consideration of the component contribution to full power
internal events risk, fire risk, seismic risk and other external hazard risks, as well as shutdown
safety.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC component safety significance assessment followed the guidance in Section 5 of
NEI 00-04, except for the PRA technical adequacy requirements. Per 50.69 (c)(1)(ii), the
fulfillment of the PRA technical adequacy requirements will be discussed in a separate submittal
in order to gain full NRC approval for implementation of 50.69 at WCGS. The details of the
implementation are described in the following paragraphs.

For the WCGS, the following PRA assessments are used in the categorization process:

* The Internal Events At-Power risk assessment uses the quantitative PRA Model,

* The Fire Initiating Event risk assessment uses the qualitative fire risk assessment based on
the EPRI FIVE screening tool to define a set of safe shutdown components and pathways,

* The Seismic Initiating Event risk assessment uses the qualitative seismic risk assessment
based on the SMA approach to define a set of safe shutdown components and pathways,

" Other External Events risk assessment uses the qualitative external events risk assessment
that includes high wind and tornado initiated events to define a set of safe shutdown
components and pathways,

* Shutdown Initiated Events risk assessment uses the qualitative shutdown risk assessment
based on the identification of safe shutdown pathways from the safe shutdown equipment
list.

Internal Events Assessment

The risk assessment of internal initiating events *is based upon the WCGS At-Power PRA
Model. The 1998 PRA model is used for the current categorization of the study of the EN and
GK Systems. This PRA does not meet the PRA technical adequacy requirements described in
NEI 00-04. Therefore the results of the categorization of these two systems using the process
described -in this document will not be implemented until the risk significance of components can
be validated using against PRA models that meet the PRA technical adequacy requirements in
NEI 00-04. However, the process described in this report for using the PRA results in the
categorization process will be applied to any system for which the proposed 50.69
categorization process is being implemented.
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WCNOC uses the WinNUPRA PRA model calculator (Reference 7) to evaluate component
importance from the PRA model. Components that are modeled in the PRA with failure modes
that are above the truncation limit established for the WinNUPRA PRA model calculator are
evaluated based on the safety significance criteria established in NEI 00-04. Additional
components modeled in the PRA that fall below the truncation limit and components not
modeled in the PRA are not evaluated to the internal events assessment criteria since their risk
importance associated .with the internal events analysis is assumed to be sufficiently low that
their risk importance will be certainly be low. The CDF and LERF truncation limit to be used for
establishing the risk importance of components and functions for implementation of 50.69 will be
1.0 E-1 0 per year.

NEI 00-04 provides the guidance for evaluating component importance. The Fussell-Vesely
(FV) values for each modeled basic event of a given component are summed together and
evaluated against the acceptance criterion of 0.005. If the sum of the basic event FV values is
greater than 0.005 for a component, then it is categorized as high safety significant (HSS). The
Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) for each modeled basic. event of a given component is
reviewed to determine the maximum value. If the maximum value of RAW for a basic event for
a component is greater than 2, then the component is categorized as HSS. Finally, the
maximum common cause failure (CCF) RAW portion of the component failure mode is
compared against an acceptance criterion of 20, as discussed in NEI 00-04. If the sum of the
FV values for the basic events for a component is less than 0.005, the maximum RAW value for
the basic events is less than 2, and the common cause failure RAW value is less than 20, then
the component is identified as low risk significant and is then a candidate low safety significant
(LSS) component.

This ranking is then applied to all active functions that the component supports. However, not
all failure modes for a given component apply to all active functions. Care is taken at this point
of the analysis to apply the safety significance of a component failure mode to active functions
where the same component failure mode is applicable. The preliminary component mapping is
closely reviewed when assigning safety significance. For example, if a valve is required to open
to support a function, then only basic events that would result in the valve failing to open should
be included in the FV, RAW and CCF RAW assessments.

In cases where the PRA importance measures fall just below the cut-off values for high versus
low safety significance, the component is categorized as low safety significant, but the close
proximity of the RAW or FV is highlighted for the IDP consideration. This is considered
important information for the IDP because one of the overall goals of the categorization process
is to assure stability of the categorization results as changes to the PRA model are madeto
reflect future operating experience and PRA model improvements. One school of thought is
that the components whose RAW or FV is just below the acceptance criteria are the most likely
to change from low safety significant to high safety significant. By highlighting the close
proximity of the RAW and FV. to the acceptance criteria to the IDP, an informed, measured
decision can be taken.

As specified in NEI 00-04, a series of sensitivity assessments are also performed for any
quantitative model used. The purpose of the sensitivities is to identify any significant changes in
the PRA results (i.e., component FV or RAW values) when PRA models and assumptions that
may have large uncertainties are varied over a reasonable range of values. Should a
component exceed the HSS criteria for either FV, RAW or CCF RAW based on one or more
sensitivity study then the results are highlighted to the IDP members for their consideration.
While all of the sensitivity results are presented to the IDP, this highlighting is meant to focus
IDP attention on these components.
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The following is a list of the sensitivity studies required by NEI 00-04 for each quantitative
model, with some additional studies required based on the findings from the PRA technical
adequacy assessment:

" Increase all human error basic events to their 95th percentile value

* Decrease all human error basic events to their 5th percentile value

" Increase all component common cause events to their 95th percentile value

" Decrease all component common cause events to their 5th percentile value

" Set all maintenance unavailability terms to 0.0

" Any applicable sensitivity studies identified in the characterization of PRA adequacy

The human error sensitivities are performed by using the error factor assigned to the human
error probabilities (HEP) from the PRA model to determine the 5th and 95th percentile values.
This applies to all HEPs in the PRA model and just not those HEPs that may be associated with
the system being categorized. Similarly, the 5th and 95th percentile values for common cause
failure for components are also derived from the error factors used on the common cause model
in the PRA. As in the case of the HEPs, the CCF is changed for all components modeled in the
PRA. The maintenance unavailability for components is set to zero for all components modeled
in the PRA simultaneously.

Since PRA technical adequacy has not been addressed prior to this initial categorization, no
additional sensitivity studies were identified. If additional sensitivity studies are identified during
the technical adequacy review of the PRA, they would be included in future the categorization
processes.

Fire Risk Assessment

The WCGS fire risk assessment is based upon an evaluation of the risk importance using the
FIVE methodology. Following the completion of the technical adequacy assessment for the at-
power internal events PRA, a review of the FIVE assessment will be completed to assure that it
is consistent with the at-power internal events PRA and represents the current plant design and
operation. Therefore, the process for using the FIVE results is described in this section. The
results of the categorization for the EN and GK Systems will be re-visited when the quality of the
FIVE assessment is completed.

The results of the FIVE assessment are provided in the WCGS IPEEE. Qualitatively, each area
or zone of the plant is evaluated to determine its susceptibility to a fire scenario. If a zone is not
susceptible, then the zone is screened out of the FIVE analysis and considered low risk. If a
zone is susceptible, the zone becomes part of a screened scenario which prompts a quantitative
assessment of that particular zone.

Section 5.2 of NEI 00-04 provides the guidance for evaluating fire risk when using the FIVE
assessment. If a component participates in an unscreened event it is identified as a candidate
safety significant component. If a component participates in a screened event it may also be
potentially safety significant unless not crediting the component will not result in its associated
scenarios becoming unscreened. The EN and GK Systems were reviewed to determine which
components would support these scenarios.

If a quantitative fire PRA model that meets applicable quality standards is developed for WCGS
in the future, the fire risk assessment guidance would be similar to that described for the internal
initiating events assessment. The results of the fire risk assessment would be combined with
other quantitative risk assessment results in an integral assessment to assess the overall risk
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impact. Section 5.2 of NEI 00-04 provides guidance for using the quantified fire PRA model.
Sensitivity studies similar to those presented above for the internal events would be performed
using the fire PRA model, with the addition of a study with no credit for manual suppression.

Seismic Risk Assessment

The WCGS seismic risk assessment was performed using the seismic margins analysis (SMA)
approach. The results of the SMA are the Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL) documented
in Table 3.6 of the WCGS IPEEE. The SSEL identifies all supporting components required to
achieve a safe shutdown as determined by the SMA. Section 5.3 of NEI 00-04 provides the
guidance for evaluating the seismic risk when using the SMA. If a component supports the safe
shutdown path then it must be considered. HSS. The EN and GK Systems were reviewed to
determine which components would support these functions.

Following the completion of the technical adequacy assessment for the at-power internal events
PRA, a review of the SMA assessment will be completed to assure that it is consistent with the
at-power internal events PRA and represents the current plant design and operation. Therefore,
the process for using the SMA results is described in this section. The results of the
categorization for the EN and GK Systems will be re-visited when the quality of the SMA
assessment is completed.

If a quantitative seismic PRA model that meets applicable quality standards is developed for
WCGS in the future, the seismic risk assessment guidance would be similar to that described
for the internal initiating events assessment. The results of the seismic risk assessment would
be combined with other quantitative risk assessment results in an integral assessment to assess
the overall risk impact. Section 5.3 of NEI 00-04 provides guidance for using the quantified
seismic PRA model. Sensitivity studies similar to those presented above for the internal events
would be performed for the seismic PRA model, with the addition of a study using correlated
fragilities for all SSCs in an area.

Other External Risks Assessment

The WCGS IPEEE has considered both high winds and flooding as external events that could
also affect plant risk. NEI 00-04 states that the safety significance of components related to
other external events should be evaluated similar to the qualitative seismic risk assessment by
determining whether or not components support the safe shutdown path. The EN and GK
'Systems were reviewed to determine which components would support these functions.

Following the completion of the technical adequacy assessmentfor the at-power internal events
PRA, a review of the external events assessment will be completed to assure that it is
consistent with the at-power internal events PRA and represents the current'plant design and
operation.

If a quantitative PRA model for other external events that meets applicable quality standards is
developed for WCGS in the future, the applicable external events risk assessment guidance
would be similar to that described for the internal initiating events assessment. The results of
the external events risk assessment would be combined with other quantitative risk assessment
results in an integral assessment to assess the overall risk impact. Section 5.4 of NEI 00-04
provides guidance for using the quantified other external events PRA model. Sensitivity studies
similar to those presented above for the internal events are to be performed for the other
external events PRA model, as well.

Shutdown Risks Assessment

For a qualitative shutdown risk assessment, it is important to identify the key safety functions
and the components that support those functions. The key safety functions are; decay heat
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removal, inventory control, power availability, reactivity control and containment. The EN and
GK Systems were reviewed to determine which components would support these functions.
Also, the Safe Shutdown Equipment List (SSEL) from the IPEEE was reviewed to identify the
list of equipment required to support safe shutdown (although this is redundant to the seismic
risk assessment using the SMA methodology). Components that support any of the key safety
functions or are listed on the SSEL are considered safety significant. One final consideration for
all other components is whether or not the component could initiate a shutdown accident
condition requiring mitigation.

Following the completion of the technical adequacy assessment for the at-power internal events
PRA, a review of the shutdown assessment will be completed to assure that it is consistent with
the at-power internal events PRA and represents the current plant design and operation.

If a quantitative PRA model for shutdown events that meets applicable quality standards is
developed for WCGS in the future, the applicable shutdown risk assessment guidance would be
similar to that described for the internal initiating events assessment. The results of the
shutdown risk assessment would be combined with other quantitative risk assessment results in
an integral assessment to assess the overall risk impact. Section 5.5 of NEI 00-04 provides
guidance for using the quantified shutdown PRA model. Sensitivity studies similar to those
presented above for the internal events would be performed for the shutdown PRA model.

Integral Assessment

When multiple quantitative risk results are available for a given component, an integral
assessment is required to provide an overall assessment of the risk importance. The integral
assessment weights the importance from each risk contributor by the fraction of the total core
damage frequency of that contributor.

This step is not necessary at present because the internal events PRA model is the only source
of quantitative risk insights. However, if quantitative PRA models for fire, seismic, external
events or shutdown are developed for WCGS in the future, the integral risk assessment would
be performed using the methodology described in the Section 5.6 of NEI 00-04.

3.4 DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH ASSESSMENT

Section 6 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the process to assure that defense in depth is
maintained for safety-related components that are found to be low safety significant to fulfill the
requirements of paragraph 50.69(c)(1)(iii). The process includes consideration of defense-in-
depth related to core damage, large early release and long term containment integrity.

For functions identified as being safety-related and candidate low safety significant after the
quantitative and qualitative risk assessment results are considered, defense-in-depth must be
considered. If D-I-D is found to be maintained, then the candidate low safety significance may
be considered. If defense-in-depth (D-I-D) cannot be shown to be maintained, the function (and
its associated components) would be considered potentially high safety significant.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC defense in depth assessment followed the guidance, without exception, in
Section 6 of NEI 00-04. The process was applied in a straight-forward manner and no
additional clarification of the implementation process is required.

In cases where any of the defense in depth considerations was not maintained according to the
NEI 00-04 process, the component/function was categorized as candidate high safety
significant. If all of the considerations were met (i.e., defense in depth was maintained), then
the component or function was identified as candidate low safety significance. In cases where
components or functions are identified as safety significant because of defense in depth
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considerations, the safety significant attributes are defined by identifying the performance
aspects and failure modes of the SSC that contribute to it being safety significant.

3.5 PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING CATEGORIZATION OF FUNCTIONS

Section 7 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the process of integrating the results of the
Component Safety Significance Assessment and Defense-In-Depth, Assessment tasks to
provide a preliminary categorization of the safety significance of system functions to-fulfill the
requirements of paragraph 50.69(c)(1)(ii).

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC system engineering assessment followed the guidance, without exception, in
Section 7 of NEI 00-04. The details of the implementation are described in the following
paragraphs.

Any function/SSC that was determined to be potentially high safety significant from the internal
events PRA-based safety significance assessment is assigned HSS. If the function SSC was
found to be low safety significant from the internal events PRA, but high safety significant from
fire, seismic, external events or shutdown risk assessments, then the results of this assessment,
along with the integral PRA assessment results are documented and presented to the IDP for
final categorization. Similarly, if the function SSC was found to be low safety significant from the
internal events PRA, but the defense in depth or the PRA sensitivity studies identified that the
function/SSC is potentially safety significant then the results and their basis are identified to the
IDP for their consideration. All other functions/SSCs are preliminarily assigned candidate low
safety significance and the basis for that determination is documented.

Once a system function is identified as safety significant, then all components that support this
system function are assigned a preliminary safety significant categorization. Due to the overlap
of functions and components, a significant number of components support multiple functions. In
this case, the SSC (or part thereof) is assigned the highest risk significance for any function that
the SSC or part thereof supports. All preliminary categorization results are then presented to
the IDP for review and final categorization.

For safety significant functions/SSCs, the critical attributes that make the function/SSC safety
significant are identified and used as input to the treatment redefinition process. Critical
attributes are to include high level features of the SSCs that contribute to the safety significance
of the function, such as provide flow, isolate flow, etc.

The results of the compilation of risk information and safety significant attributes are
documented for the IDP. Figure 7-2 from NEI 00-04 was used for the WCGS assessment.

3.6 RISK SENSITIVITY STUDY

Section 8 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the process of determining the risk sensitivity of
the categorization results in terms of changes in risk. This risk sensitivity is an integral
assessment and considers the potential impact of the categorization for all systems to which
50.69 is applied. This risk sensitivity fulfills the requirements of paragraph 50.69 (b)(2)(iv) and
50.69(c)(1)(iv).

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC system engineering assessment followed the guidance, without exception, in
Section 8 of NEI 00-04. The details of the implementation are described in the following
paragraphs.

The risk sensitivity study was not performed due to the nature of modeling the EN and GK
systems in the PRA. The PRA results only identified a select number of components, all of
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which met the criteria for HSS. Thus, there was no need to perform the sensitivity study for
these systems. However, this section describes the approach that will be used in future system
evaluations.

The final step in the process of categorizing SSCs into risk-informed safety classifications would
involve the evaluation of the bounding possible change in risk if the unreliability of all RISC-3
SSCs simultaneously increases by a significant amount. Increasing the unreliability of all low
safety significant SSCs by a factor of 3 to 5 provides an indication of the bounding change in
risk (CDF and LERF) if there were a degradation in the performance of all low safety significant
SSCs. The basic events for both random failure events and common cause events would be
increased for failure modes of the component relevant to the function being considered. The
increase in the common cause failure rate would occur as a result of the increase in the basic
event failure rate from which the common cause failure rate is determined.

In identifying the specific factor to be used in the risk sensitivity study, two considerations should
be addressed. The first factor is the cumulative risk increase that would be computed if the
unreliability of those SSCs were assumed to simultaneously increase by that factor. That is, the
factor used can not lead to exceeding the quantitative acceptance guidelines of Reg. Guide
1.174. The second factor is the ability of a monitoring program to detect a change of that factor.
This includes consideration of: a) the currently expected number of failures for the number of
demands/hours of operation, and b) the expected number of failures for the expected future
number of demands/hours of operation for the population of SSCs that are expected to be
classified as low safety significant.

WCNOC proposes to use a factor of 3 for the increase in unreliability of RISC-3 SSCs in this
assessment. The corrective action requirements of 50.69 (d)(2)(ii) would result in an early
determination of degraded performance of a RISC-3 SSC such that an increase in unreliability
by a factor of 3 would not be likely to occur for any single RISC-3 component. The
simultaneous increase in unreliability for all RISC-3 SSCs is considered to be an incredible
event.

When system PRA information is available for a specific system, this sensitivity study would be
performed for each individual plant system as the categorization of its functions is provided to
the IDP. This is not a requirement of NEI 00-04, but rather would be preformed to provide
additional information to the IDP. Thus, a sensitivity study would be performed for the system,
and a cumulative sensitivity would be performed for all the SSCs categorized (past and present)
using this process. This would provide the IDP with both the overall assessment of the potential
risk implications and the relative contribution of each system.

These sensitivity studies will be re-visited when the IDP has completed its final categorization
for a given system to assure that the conclusions regarding the potential aggregate impact have
not changed.

3.7 IDP REVIEW AND APPROVAL

Section 9 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the Integrated Decision-making Panel for
determining the final RISC classification for each of the system functions and/or components.
The IDP fulfills the requirements of paragraph 50.69 (c)(2).

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC IDP followed the guidance, without exception, in Section 9 of NEI 00-04. The
details of the implementation are described in the following paragraphs.

The WCGS IDP makes the final determination on SSC categorization. The IDP is responsible
for oversight of the categorization process, review and approval of SSC categorization, and
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procedure and working practice development. The pilot IDP was directed in accordance with
the draft WCNOC 10 CFR 50.69 IDP Duties and Responsibilities procedure. The procedure is
currently a draft procedure because the feedback from its use in the pilot IDP activities will be
used to finalize the procedure prior to further usage.

IDP Selection

The WCGS IDP serves as a review and approval group for §50.69 Program activities. The
panel reports to the WCNOC Manager of Nuclear Engineering. The IDP is composed of
members recommended by respective Division Managers and the §50.69 Program Coordinator.
The following functional expertise is specified in the WCGS IDP draft procedure:

* Plant Operations (SRO qualified),

* Safety Analysis (Emphasis on plant design),

• System Engineering (the system engineer for the system being reviewed by the IDP),

* Licensing, and
' Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)

According to the IDP procedure, a chairperson is designated as a member of the §50.69 IDP.
The chairperson is not required to represent 1 of the 5 required functional areas. In addition,
the procedure recommends that a member from the Maintenance Rule functional area be
included. For the Pilot IDP, the member representing the Licensing function also had
Maintenance Rule experience.

As a result of the. IDP session for the EN and GK systems, WCNOC has determined that a
member from the Licensing group will not be required for future IDPs. The rationale is that
Licensing provides little or no additional input in the categorization of SSCs. Important licensing
issues, such as licensing commitments, are already well known by the systems engineer and/or
the safety analysis engineer. Also, Licensing is not a required discipline for the IDP in NEI 00-
04, Revision 0.

The IDP members are. expected to represent the views and opinions of their respective
department. Members may be experts in more than one field; however, excessive reliance on
any one member's judgment should be avoided. Each member is responsible for reviewing the
categorization information relative to their area of responsibility, including:

* Plant Operations - Use of system components in Abnormal and Emergency Operating
Procedures, System Operating Procedures, and Severe Accident Management Procedures.

* Safety Analysis - Use of system components in design and/or licensing basis analyses.

* Systems Engineering - System design basis, system functions and system health report.
Also, the occurrence of system components in event or inspection reports, licensing
commitments and other licensing documentation

* Licensing - Occurrence of system components in event or inspection reports, licensing
commitments and other licensing documentation.

" Probabilistic Risk Assessment - The representation of the system and system components

in the plant PRA model and relevant risk importance and uncertainties for the system
components.
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Training of IDP Members

All members of the IDP received training regarding their responsibilities and the §50.69
categorization process. The WCNOC IDP training uses Pressurized Water Reactor Owners
Group 10 CFR 50.69 Pilot Program IDP Training Wolf Creek Generating Station.

All members of the IDP will receive refresher training every three years or whenever plant
personnel who received the initial training have not served on an active IDP in the past 18
months. Records of training for the IDP are maintained in accordance with WCNOC training
requirements.

Members of the WCNOC IDP were trained prior to the IDP sessions for the EN and GK
systems. The training focused on the background and rationale needed for each member of the
IDP. Introductory discussion of the proposed §50.69 rule included discussion of special
treatment exemptions, key requirements, key §50.69 program documents, Risk-Informed Safety
Classifications (RISC), categorization guiding principles and an overview of the categorization
process. The NEI 00-04 categorization process and the ASME Code Case N-660
categorization processes were discussed to introduce the preliminary categorization completed
prior to the IDP. WCGS PRA adequacy and relevant PRA results were presented to provide a
summary of the information that is in the PRA model for use in the categorization process.
Once the background was discussed, IDP scope, responsibilities, and process were presented.
The active component categorization training included RISC-3 considerations for risk analysis,
defense-in-depth, and additional considerations for some candidate LSS components. Passive
categorization training focused on ASME Code Case N-660 considerations using defense-in-
depth for medium and low consequence category SSCs and aging and condition monitoring.
Training was concluded with a discussion of the new categorization considerations based on
changes in ASME Code Case N-660 and NEI 00-04 resulting from the WCGS IDP from
December 2003.

The IDP understood that the PRA information, upon which the categorization results that the
IDP was being asked to review and make decisions, would be updated at some future time
before implementation of 50.69, as required by the rule. The IDP members also understood
that for this unique case, the IDP would be re-convened after: 1) the PRA technical adequacy
requirements were assessed according to NEI 00-04, 2) the necessary PRA updates were
completed, and 3) the categorization results presented at this session were updated to reflect
those PRA updates. Therefore, the categorization and IDP decisions discussed in this report
describe and validate a process for categorization to be used by WCNOC to comply with the
requirements of the 50.69 rule. The categorization results are of secondary importance since
they may change when 50.69 is actually implemented at WCGS, using a PRA that meets the
technical adequacy requirements of NEI 00-04 and the 50.69 rule.

IDP Decision-making Process

The §50.69 Program Coordinator provides material to be reviewed by the §50.69 IDP. The
material provided to the IDP will meet the WCNOC quality assurance requirements for basic
dispositions. Sufficient time is allowed for a comprehensive review by the §50.69 IDP members
prior to the meeting. The level of detail to which each member performs technical reviews of the
material will be consistent with the member's knowledge and experience. Members are not
required to review technical material in detail for areas outside their areas of expertise.

The proposed categorization is presented to the IDP in logical pieces to facilitate the decision-
making process. The IDP members discuss the proposed categorization and supply rationale to
the process where needed. Each IDP member identifies to the entire IDP any issues related to
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the system, system components, or functions from their area of responsibility. Following
discussion, the IDP chairman calls for a vote on the proposed categorization.

Approval of any recommendation by the IDP requires concurrence by a majority decision. of
members present. The IDP Chairman votes only to resolve a tie vote. All dissenting opinions
are recorded and reviewed by the plant management. If appropriate, plant management has
the authority to suspend the IDP decision and require further consideration.

IDP Records

A recording secretary is present at all IDP sessions to capture the IDP decisions on each
function or SSC as well as the basis for the decision and any other relevant IDP discussions.
While the entries at the bottom of the form for active and passive component assessments (e.g.,
Figure 7-2 of NEI 00-04) provide. a summary of the IDP decision and discussion, the IDP
minutes are intended to provide a more detailed-record of the IDP proceedings.

Per the draft WCNOC 10 CFR 50.69 IDP Duties and Responsibilities procedure, the IDP
minutes will be reviewed and approved by each IDP member to verify that the minutes
accurately reflect the IDP discussions and any insights derived from the discussions. The IDP
minutes and the completed active and passive component will be maintained for the life of the
plant in the WCGS document control system.

3.8 SSC CATEGORIZATION

Section 10 of the NEI 00-04 guidance discusses the SSC categorization for determining the final
RISC classification for each of the'system components. This fulfills the requirements of
paragraph 50.69 (c)(2).

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC SSC categorization followed the guidance, without exception, in Section 10 of
NEI 00-04. The details of the implementation are described in the following paragraphs.

Once the preliminary engineering categorization of functions is reviewed by the IDP and the
final classification is assigned to each function by the IDP, the final safety significance (either
high or low safety significance) is assigned to each active function, as well as all supporting
components.

If a component supports a HSS function, then the component will be designated as high safety
significant (i.e., either RISC-1 or RISC-2 as appropriate). If the component only supports low
safety significant functions, then the component may be classified as low safety significant (i.e.,
either RISC-3 or RISC-4 as appropriate). Thus, if at least one function supported by a
component is ranked high safety significant, then the SSC will also be ranked high safety
significant, regardless of how many other low safety significant functions it may support.

In the future, WCNOC may perform a more detailed mapping and categorization process to
identify SSC ranked high safety significant that may not actually support the critical attributes of
the high safety significant function. In this case, the RISC process described above will need to
be repeated and another IDP would be convened to review and approve the modified results.
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Risk-Informed Safetv Classification - 50.69 Summary Report
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Figure 3-2: Active Assessment Summary Report, Page 1
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Risk-Informed Safety Classification - 50.69 Summary Report
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Figure 3-3: Active'Assessment Summary Report, Page 2
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4. CATEGORIZATION OF PASSIVE FUNCTIONS

ASME Code Case N-660 was approved by the ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards
in 2002 and issued for trial use. Through its trial use, a number of modifications have been
proposed, primarily as a result of trial usage at the December 2003 WCGS IDP. These
changes were reflected in the draft revision to Code Case N-660 that was used in the April 2004
IDP at WCGS. Significant changes from the approved version as discussed in Appendix A. All
discussion of Code Case N-660 in Section 4 of this report, unless otherwise noted, will refer to
Revision 0 as approved by the ASME and endorsed by the NRC.

Note that Appendix A was originally included to show the differences between the categorization
guidance used in the WCGS IDP and that which was approved by ASME and endorsed by
NRC. In the course of the NRC review of this topical report, the information in Appendix A for
passive categorization has been revised to reflect a proposed passive categorization process
for future implementation of 50.69 at WCGS. In all cases, if there are inconsistencies between
the text in this section and the guidance in Appendix A, the guidance in Appendix A should be
considered to supersede the following text.

4.1 SCOPE IDENTIFICATION

Code Case N-660 paragraph 1-2.0 requires the definition of the boundaries to be included in the
scope of the RISC evaluation and also defines the requirements for Class 1 items.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC SSC scope identification followed the guidance, without exception, in Paragraph I-
2.0 of Code Case N-660. There was no ,Class 1 piping in either the EN or the GK systems.
Consistent with the NRC endorsement of Code Case N-660 in Regulatory Guide 1.147,
Revision 14, WCNOC will classify all Class 1 piping as high safety significant, unless changes
are endorsed by NRC in further revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.147.

4.2 COMPONENT MAPPING

Code Case N-660 paragraph 1-3.0 requires that all pressure retaining items and their supports
be evaluated by defining piping segments that are grouped based on common conditional
consequences.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC SSC component mapping followed the guidance, without exception, in
Paragraph 1-3.0 of Code Case N-660.

The WCGS RI-ISI program was used as a starting point for identifying the appropriate grouped
piping segments for the pressure boundary component assessment, as defined in ASME Code
Case N-660. The WCGS RI-ISIS program is a controlled program at WCGS and uses the
"EPRI RI-ISI methodology." WCNOC implemented the RI-ISI program for Class 1 and 2 piping,
including the Class 2 piping in the EN System. Information for these passive piping segments
was gathered and used for the Code Case N-660 passive assessment. There was no Class 1
or 2 piping in the GK System, so no RI-ISI information was available for use in the passive
categorization of the GK system.

Passive piping segments are runs of piping whose failure would result in nearly identical
consequences, including consideration of spatial effects. Room boundaries (walls) are one
means used in the RI-ISI program to establish the boundaries of piping segments based on
potential differences in spatial effects. Pumps also establish boundaries of piping segments
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since the system operating conditions (pressure, flow velocity, etc.) would be different on the
suction and discharge sides of a pump. Passive piping segments were identified for the system
boundaries established by the system equipment list and checked by the -active component
mapping.

For those piping segments that had not been originally identified in the WCGS RI-ISI program,
additional passive piping segments were created based on piping segments having similar
failure consequences. The failure consequences are used later in the analysis as part of the
passive risk ranking process to determine the consequence categories.

All components with a pressure boundary function were mapped to one of the passive piping
segments based on the information gathered for the active component mapping discussed in
Section 3 of this report. All components with a pressure boundary function were mapped to one
and only one pipe segment with the exception of those components that are at the boundary
between two pipe segments. In this case, the component is uniquely associated with each pipe
segment and is assigned the highest safety significance of the two pipe segments. For
example, if one pipe segment was classified as high safety significant and the adjacent pipe
segment is-classified as low safety significant, the component that is the boundary between the
two segments would be categorized as high safety significant.

4.3 REQUIRED DISCIPLINES

Paragraph 1320 of Code Case N-660 requires that the following disciplines be involved in the
classification process:

" Probabilistic Risk Assessment

* Plant Operations

" System Design

" Safety or Accident Analysis

Personnel may be experts in more than one discipline, but are not required to be experts in all
disciplines.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC classification process followed the guidance, without exception, in Paragraph
1320 of Code Case N-660.

The WCGS pilot effort satisfied this requirement by having the 50.69 IDP participate in -the
passive assessment for the EN and GK Systems. Although Code Case N-660 does not require
the use of an IDP, the 50.69 rule does require the use of one when implementing N-660 with
NEI 00-04.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the content and format of the information used for the IDP review of the
WCGS passive assessment. This form was completed for each pipe segment. The form
summarizes the results and insights that were generated in the categorization process and
identifies the key information that should be communicated to the IDP for use in the decision-
making process.

4.4 CONSEQUENCE EVALUATION

Paragraph 1-3.1 of The Code Case N-660 specifies that the potential failure modes for each
system or piping segment shall be identified, and their effects shall be evaluated. The results of
the failure modes evaluation for each piping system, or portion thereof, shall be classified into
one of three impact groups: piping failures that cause an initiating event, those that disable a
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system without causing an initiating event, or those that cause an initiating event and disable a
system. The consequence category assignment for each piping segment within each impact
group shall be selected in accordance with guidance in the Code Case. In assessing the
appropriate consequence category, available risk information for all initiating events, including
fire and seismic should be considered.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC consequence evaluation followed the guidance in Paragraph 1-3.1 of Code Case
N-660 with the following exception/clarification:

Consideration of fire, seismic, external events and shutdown was also considered in the
evaluation.

A discussion of the consequence assessment, including the exceptions to the Code Case, is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

For the Wolf Creek assessment, the conditional core damage probability (CCDP) and
conditional large early release probability (CLERP) values for those pipe segments previously
categorized as part of the RI-ISI program were used as input to determine the consequence
ranking. Table 1-5 of Code Case N-660 shows the ranges of HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW, and NONE
consequence categories, based on CCDP. For CLERP, the values in Table I-5 of Code Case
N-660 are lowered one order of magnitude. The higher of the CCDP or CLERP ranking
category for any given segment was assigned to the segment. For example if the CCDP for a
given segment was MEDIUM but the CLERP was LOW, the segment was ultimately assigned a
MEDIUM consequence category.

For piping segments that were not part of the WCNOC RI-ISI program and therefore did not
have a consequence assessment, the consequence assessment was performed by using
Tables I-1 and 1-2 of Code Case N-660_ In using Table 1-2 the exposure time to challenge was
taken from plant Technical Specification Allowable Outage Times, when the Tech Specs applied
to a component in a pipe segment. Otherwise, an exposure time of "all year" was used.

The RI-ISI consequence assessment only included the CCDP and CLERP from the at-power
internal initiating events PRA. Also, only qualitative risk assessments exist for fire, seismic,
external events and shutdown at WCGS. Therefore, to capture the risk importance of piping
segments from the fire, seismic, external events and shutdown qualitative risk assessments,
any piping segment supporting a safe shutdown pathway would be a classified as a high safety
significant pipe segment. This is consistent with the active component classification process
where active SSCs that support safe shutdown pathways are automatically classified as high
safety significant and therefore not eligible to be ranked lower by the IDP.

4.5 CLASSIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS

Paragraph 1-3.2 of the Code Case N-660 specifies that the Risk Informed Safety Classification is
determined by considering the consequence category, in conjunction with other relevant
information. Piping segments determined to be a Medium, Low, or None (no change to base
case) consequence category shall be determined HSS or LSS by considering the other relevant
information for determining classification. A set of conditions, as detailed in the Code Case
shall be evaluated and answered TRUE or FALSE. If any of the conditions are answered
FALSE, then HSS shall be assigned. Otherwise, LSS may be assigned.

If LSS has been assigned, then the RISC process shall verify that there are sufficient safety
margins to account for uncertainty in the engineering analysis and in the supporting data.

WCGS Implementation
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The WCNOC consequence evaluation followed the guidan~ce in Paragraph 1-3.2 of Code Case
N-660 with the following exceptions and clarifications:

• A small break was assumed for some pipe segments based on the low potential for a large
break because it carries low pressure and low temperature fluid,

* Operator actions were credited for isolation of a pipe segments if clear indication of the pipe
break is evident in the control room, procedures for isolation of the pipe break are available,
and ample time exists for the operators to diagnose and isolate the break,

• Consideration of fire, seismic, external events and shutdown was also considered in the
evaluation, and
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* Some of the considerations have been clarified and/or changed as a result of the trial usage
at the December 2003 IDP, as discussed in Appendix A of this report.

The classification considerations as described in ASME Code Case N-660 are used in the
WCGS analysis for further classification of segments with a consequence category other than
HIGH. If the consequence category as described in the previous section is HIGH, this section
does not apply and the piping segment is assigned a high safety significant (HSS) overall
ranking. For piping segments with a MEDIUM, LOW, or NONE consequence category, HSS or
LSS is determined by the following eleven additional considerations from Code Case N-660. All
of the considerations in Section 1-3.1.3 of Code Case N-660 were changed so that the response
(i.e., true vs. false) for passive categorization would match the response for the equivalent
consideration from the active categorization in NEI 00-04. The following statements should be
answered either TRUE or FALSE with appropriate justification:

1. Even when taking credit for plant features and operator actions, failure of the piping
segment will not directly fail another high safety significant function.

The intent of this statement is to provide another check that all direct failure consequences
have been identified as the result of a pipe segment's failure. The purpose of the
consequence evaluation, as described in the previous section, is to determine all failure
consequences of a pipe segment's failure. Plant system functions, other than those solely
within the system being evaluated, have already been considered and evaluated.
Therefore, this only serves as a final verification that the consequence evaluation
considered all impacts on other systems.

Piping segments shall be ranked based on the highest safety significance of all of the
functions that it supports. If the importance of all functions that it supports has not been
completed, the piping segment must retain its original classification until the importance of
all supporting systems has also been evaluated.

The safety significance of the pressure boundary function of a piping segment should be
consistent with the safety significance of the active function of a piping segment, except in
certain circumstances. All such circumstances would need to be justified on a case by case
basis.

Credit was also taken, in some instances, for the detection of leaks and isolation of breaks
to prevent the loss of other high safety significant functions. For credit to be taken, alarm
functions must be available to alert the operators to the condition and the need to take
action to isolate the leak prior to rendering another high safety significant inoperable.

2. Failure of the piping segment will not result in failure of another high safety significant
function (e.g., through indirect effects).

The intent of this statement is to consider indirect effects such as pipe whip, jet impingement
spray and flooding that could result in the failure of another high safety significant function.
For piping segments classified in the risk informed ISI program, the indirect effects
assessment from that program, which included a system walk-down, was used as a basis
for this assessment. For any systems or pipe segment not classified in a risk informed ISI
program, a walk-down should be performed to identity any indirect effects. Information from
the systems engineer and a senior reactor operator may be substituted for a plant walk-
down. In assessing possible indirect effects, credit may be taken for protective barriers and
plant layout to mitigate the effects of possible spatial interactions.

3. Failure of the piping segment will not prevent or adversely affect the plant's capability to
reach or maintain safe shutdown conditions.
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The intent of this statement is to consider the plant's ability to reach or maintain safe
shutdown conditions given failure of the piping segment. Components that support a
primary or alternate safe shutdown pathway for WCGS were considered high safety
significant.

4. The piping segment is not relied upon to support an active function in the plant Emergency
Operating Procedures, the Abnormal Operating Procedures ..,the Severe Accident
Management Guidelines or similar guidance as the sole means for successful performance
of-operator actions required to mitigate an accident or transient, or for achieving actions for
long term containment integrity, monitoring of post accident conditions, or offsite emergency.
planning activities. This also applies to instrumentation and other equipment associated
with the required actions.

The WCGS Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) and Severe Accident Management
Guidelines (SAMGs) were reviewed to determine the significant mitigating and diagnosis
functions. The significant functions from the EOPs and SAMG are: sub-criticality, core
cooling, heat sink, RCS integrity and RCS inventory, and containment integrity*ý Piping
segments were evaluated to determine if their failure would result in the failure to diagnose
or mitigate one of these functions for the system being categorized. If it was the sole means
of diagnosing the function, then the pipe segment would be classified as high safety
significant; otherwise a low safety significant classification would be assigned based on this
consideration.

5. The plant condition monitoring program would identify any known active degradation
mechanisms in the pipe segment prior to its failure in test or an actual demand event (e.g.,
flow assisted corrosion program).

The purpose of this consideration is to assure that any pipe segment for which there is a
known active degradation mechanism, but no condition monitoring program, would not be
classified as low safety significant. The known active. degradation mechanisms and
condition monitoring for the system were identified by the system engineer. For the EN and
GK systems, no pipe segments were identified as susceptible to a known active degradation
mechanism for which a condition monitoring program was not already in place.

6. Failure of the piping segment will not result in releases of radioactive material that would
result in the declaration of a general emergency condition.

The intent of this statement is to consider the radioactive level of the fluid that is containedin
the system piping and the location of the system piping, both during normal plant operation
and also following a core damage accident.

None of the piping in the GK system would contain any significant levels of radioactive
material during normal operation or after a core damage accident. For the containment
spray system, some of the piping segments could contain high levels of radioactivity
following a core damage accident as the highly radioactive containment sump water is
circulated through the piping segments that perform the spray recirculation function.
However, the radionuclides in the containment sump water are not a significant threat to
become airborne (i.e., very low volatility and vapor pressures) and they would be contained
within the WCGS auxiliary building area where the containment spray recirculation piping is
located. Thus, a general emergency condition based on the Environment Protection
Agency's (EPA) Protective Action Guides (PAGs) (Reference 8) would not be initiated.

7. A reasonable balance is preserved among prevention- of core damage, prevention of
containment failure, and consequence mitigation.
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No changes are being made to the plant design basis as a result of this program. The
implementation of 50.69 simply changes the level of assurance required to maintain
component functionality. No components are being removed and all components must
maintain function in accordance with the revised treatment program. Therefore, reasonable
balance will still be preserved among the prevention of core damage, prevention of
containment failure, and consequence mitigation. In spite of the generic nature of the
response to this consideration, there was IDP discussion concerning whether the balance
had been changed by classifying containment spray system pressure boundary components
as LSS. The conclusion of those discussions was that the balance was still maintained
based on the 50.69 requirement for maintaining functional capability of the system.

8. Over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for weaknesses in plant design is
avoided.

No changes are being made to the plant design basis as a result of this program. No
components are being removed and all components must maintain their design basis
function in accordance with the revised treatment program. In addition, the changes
permitted by the categorization due not increase reliance on any programmatic activities.
Therefore, no plant design weaknesses are exposed because of an over-reliance on
programmatic activities. Also, since low safety significant pressure boundary components
would remain within the scope of condition monitoring programs, there is no over-reliance of
programmatic activities.

9. System redundancy, independence, and diversity are preserved commensurate with the
expected frequency, consequences of challenges to the system, and uncertainties (e.g., no
risk outliers).

No changes are being made .to the plant design basis as a result of this program. The
implementation of 50.69 simply changes the level of assurance required to maintain
component functionality. No components are being removed and all components must
maintain function in accordance with the revised treatment program. Therefore, system
redundancy, independence, and diversity will be preserved. Any adverse changes to the
reliability of redundant, independent of diverse components would have only a negligible
impact the plant risk (per the PRA assessment for the component) and would be detected
by the monitoring of low safety significant pressure boundary components.

10. Defenses against potential common cause failures are preserved, and the potential for the
introduction of new common cause failure mechanisms' is assessed (e.g., biofouling).

No changes are being made to the plant design basis as a result of this program. The
implementation of 50.69 simply changes the level of assurance required to maintain
component functionality. No components are being removed and all components must
maintain function in accordance with the revised treatment program. Defenses against
common cause failures will be preserved.

11. Independence of fission-product, barriers is not degraded.

No changes are being made to the plant design basis as a result of this program. The
implementation of 50.69 simply changes the level of assurance required to maintain
component functionality. No components are being removed and all components must
maintain function in accordance with the revised treatment program. The consequence of a
failure of any pressure boundary components that may serve as a fission product boundary
has already been considered in the initial phase of the classification; any pressure boundary
component whose failure would result in significant fission product releases would already
be classified as high safety significant. Therefore, independence of fission product barriers
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will not be degraded. For example the containment isolation valves inside and outside
containment on the containment spray system was classified as high safety significant in the
initial phase of the classification based on the consequences of a pressure boundary failure.

If any of the above 11 considerations were FALSE for a given piping segment, HSS was
assigned.

The version of Code Case N-660 that was used in the WCGS provided a final consideration that
could be used to over-ride the eleven considerations discussed above. This final consideration
was that if historical data shows that these failure modes are unlikely to occur and such failure
modes can be detected in a timely fashion, the component could be classified as low safety
significant. This consideration was not used in the WCGS IDP as a basis for categorizing a
pressure boundary component as low safety significant. WCNOC will not use this consideration
as part of their 50.69 categorization process (present or future) to over-ride any of the primary
considerations discussed above.

4.6 SAFETY MARGINS

Paragraph 1-3.2.1 (c) of Code Case!N-660 requires that the categorization process shall verify
that there are sufficient safety margins to account for uncertainty in the engineering analysis and
in the supporting data for all piping segments determined to be low safety significant based on
the previously discussed criteria and considerations.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC consequence evaluation followed the guidance in Paragraph 1-3.2.1 (c) of Code
Case N-660 without exception.

For the WCGS analysis, existing safety margins for technical and functional requirements will
remain because the only requirements that are relaxed for low safety significant piping and
components are those related to treatment. There are no changes made to the.plant design
basis, licensing basis or safety analysis. Also, the individual PRA sensitivity studies, as well as
the overall risk sensitivity study, provide reasonable assurance that the proposed revisions in
treatment requirements account for analysis and data uncertainty.
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Risk-Informed Safety Classification - 50.69 Summary Report
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5. RISK CATEGORIZATION BASIS

WCGS has a quantitative PRA that models internally initiated events from an at-power
condition. The current at-power internal events PRA is known as Revision 4 and was
completed in 1998. Other important risk contributors, such as seismic risk, fire risk, other
external event risks (high winds, tornadoes, etc.) during power operation, and risk during
shutdown conditions have been assessed using qualitative methods that were acceptable at the
time the WCGS IPEEE was performed. These were completed in the mid-1 990's timeframe.
The PRA input used for the RISC of the components in the EN and GK systems has not been
updated to reflect the findings of the PRA peer review nor other quality assessments as
described in Regulatorj Guide 1.200. Thus, a separate submittal related to the PRA technical
adequacy will be made by WCNOC, when the decision is made to implement 50.69, to satisfy
the PRA technical adequacy requirements of 50.69. However, the input from the 1998 PRA
model is adequate to define the categorization process to be used at WCGS. Following the
completion of any PRA modifications that are required to meet the PRA technical adequacy
requirements for use in the proposed 10 CFR 50.69 categorization, the present RISC results,
which reflect the risk insights from the current PRA, will be updated as appropriate to assure
that the results of the categorization process reflect the updated PRA.
The results of the at-power internal events PRA are summarized in this section to show that the
results are not significantly different from those reported for other similar plants. Thus, there is
reasonable confidence that the process used to categorize SSCs for the EN and GK systems at
WCGS will not be affected by changes in the PRA once the acceptable level of PRA adequacy
is achieved.

5.1 PLANT-SPECIFIC RISK INFORMATION
The results of the quantification of the PRA model show a CDF value of 5.5E-05/year and a
LERF value of 8.3E-07/year.
The initiating event contribution to CDF is dominated by the station blackout event as shown in
Table 5-1.
The initiating event contribution to LERF is dominated by the containment bypass events
initiated by either a steam generator tube rupture accident or an interfacing system LOCA event
as shown in Table 5-2.
The results of the 1998 PRA, in terms of the CDF and LERF, the dominant initiating events and
core damage sequences are not significantly different than other industry PRAs.
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Table 5-1: Initiating Event Contribution to -Core Damage

Initiating Event CDF
Contribution

Station Blackout 48%

Large LOCA 9%

Medium LOCA 8%

Loss of RCP Seal Cooling - At Least One CCW Train Available 7%

Small LOCA 4%

Loss of RCP Seal Cooling Following a Transient Initiator 4%

Loss of All Service Water 4%

Loss of Vital DC Bus NK01 3%

Steam Generator Tube Rupture 3%

Anticipated Transient Without Scram 2%

Table 5-2: Contributors to LERF
CDF

Containment Failure Mode Contribution

Bypass - Steam Generator Tube Rupture 55%

Bypass - Interfacing Systems LOCA 43%

Containment Failure 2%
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6. PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION AND CHANGE CONTROL

6.1 DOCUMENTATION OF CATEGORIZATION PROCESS

50.69 (f)(1) requires that the licensee or applicant shall document the basis for its categorization
of any SSC under 50.69 (c) before removing any requirements under 50.69 (b)(1) for those
SSCs.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC documentation process complies with 50.69 (f)(1) without exception for both the
active and the passive categorization.

The documentation on the 50.69 categorization process and the list of SSCs that have been
subject to the categorization process will be stored in a readily retrievable form for use by
WCNOC. A Microsoft Access database has been developed to capture all of the categorization
results as well as IDP meeting notes. Each component in a categorized system will be
identified as either RISC-1, 2, 3, or 4, based on its safety class and safety significance as
determined by the IDP. The documentation will be retained for the life of the facility per the
requirements in the WCGS 50.69 IDP procedure.

6.2 CHANGE CONTROL PROVISIONS

Following implementation of 50.69, the paragraph (f)(2) requires that licensees shall update
their final safety analysis report (FSAR) to reflect which systems have been categorized, in
accordance with 50.71 (e).

When a licensee first implements 50.69 for a SSC, paragraph (f)(3) states that changes to the
FSAR for the implementation of the changes in accordance with 50.69 (d) need not include a
supporting 50.59 evaluation of the changes directly related to implementation. Thereafter,
changes to the programs and procedures for implementation of 50.69(d), as described in the
FSAR, may be made if the requirements of this section and 50.59 continue to be met.

When a licensee first implements 50.69 for a SSC, paragraph (f)(4) states that changes to the
quality assurance plan for the implementation of the changes in accordance with §50.69 (d)
need not include a supporting 50.54(a) review of the changes directly related to implementation.
Thereafter, changes to the programs and procedures for implementation of 50.69 (d), as
described in the quality assurance plan may be made if the requirements of this section and
50.54(a) continue to be met.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC implementation process complies with 50.69 (f)(2) through (f)(4) without exception
for both the active and the passive categorization.

In general, the implementation of 10 CFR 50.69 can be divided into two phases: 1) the initial
implementation that includes the categorization of SSCs and the application of treatment based
on that categorization; and 2) the control of changes to the plant that may impact those SSCs
or their categorization basis following the initial implementation. This section discusses how the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.69(f) are met for these two phases. For the purposes of this
guidance, initial implementation refers to the first application of the 10 CFR 50.69 rule to a
particular system. This may be at the time the first system(s) are categorized under 10 CFR
50.69 or it may be at later time if the licensee chooses a phased approach to categorization
wherein only a few systems are categorized each year, for several years.
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Initial Implementation

Following NRC approval to implement 10 CFR 50.69, any changes to the FSAR that reflect
alternative treatment of categorized systems will be captured in the WCNOC FSAR update
process. Changes to the FSAR associated with initial implementation for an SSC need not
include a supporting review or evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59, but rather a direct reference to
the 50.69 categorization process may be substituted since it fulfills the intent of a.50.59 review.

Initial implementation will also entail changes to the licensee's quality assurance plan tb reflect
alternative treatment for categorized systems. Changes to the quality assurance plan
associated with initial implementation for an SSC need not include a supporting review under 10
CFR 50.54(a), but rather a direct reference to the 50.69 categorization process may be used. In
addition, any regulatory commitments associated with the special treatment requirements in 10
CFR 50.69(b)(1) for SSCs categorized as RISC-3 are no longer applicable to these SSCs and
may be dropped at WCNOC's discretion. However, WCNOC will ensure that any design basis
commitments continue to be maintained as defined by 10 CFR 50.2, NRC Regulatory Guide
1.186, and NEI 97-04, Rev. 1 (Reference 9).

The waiver of supporting reviews, under 10 CFR 50.59 and 10 CFR 50.54(a) is only applicable
to the initial implementation of 10 CFR 50.69 for a system, i.e., for changes in treatment to
SSCs based on the results of the categorization process. Any other changes to these SSCs are
subject to the applicable change control requirements through the application of NEI 99-04,
Revision 1, "Guidelines for Managing NRC Commitment Changes" (Reference 10).

Following Initial Implementation

Subsequent to initial implementation, any changes to alternative treatment for categorized SSCs
are subject to applicable change control requirements, e.g., 10 CFR 50.59 and 10 CFR
50.54(a), and will continue to meet the alternative treatment requirements in 10 CFR 50.69.

Changes to categorized SSCs not' associated with treatment continue to be governed by the
same applicable change control requirements. For RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs that have safety
significant beyond design bases functions, the WCNOC will maintain reasonable assurance that
these functions will be satisfied following the change.
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7. PERIODIC UPDATES

7.1 UPDATES BASED ON PLANT DESIGN AND OPERATION

10 CFR 50.69 (e) requires that the licensee shall review changes to the plant, operational
practices, applicable industry operational experience, and, as appropriate, update the PRA and
SSC categorization. The licensee shall perform this review in a timely manner but no longer
than once every two refueling outages.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC update for plant design and operation complies with 50.69 (e) without exception
for both the active and the passive components categorized under 50.69.

If significant changes to the plant risk profile as described in the WCGS PRA are identified, in
accordance with WCNOC procedures, an immediate evaluation and review will be performed
prior to the normally scheduled periodic review. Additionally, if it is identified that a RISC-3 or
RISC-4 SSC can (or actually did) prevent a safety significant function from being satisfied, in
accordance with WCNOC procedures an immediate evaluation and review will be performed.
Otherwise, the assessment of potential equipment performance changes and new technical
information will be performed during the normally scheduled periodic review cycle.

Scheduled periodic reviews will be performed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.200 and
will evaluate new insights resulting from available risk information (e.g., PRA model or other
analysis used in the categorization) changes, design changes, operational changes, and SSC
performance. If it is determined that these changes have affected the risk -information or other
elements of the categorization process such that the categorization results are more than
minimally affected, then the risk information and the categorization process will be updated.
This review will include:

" A review of plant modifications since the last review that could impact the SSC
categorization.

" A review of plant specific operating experience that could impact the SSC categorization.

" A review of the impact of the updated risk information on the categorization process results.

* A review of the importance measures used for screening in the categorization process.

" An update of the risk sensitivity study performed for the categorization.

In addition to the normally scheduled periodic reviews, if a PRA model or other risk information
is upgraded, a review of the SSC categorization will be performed. It -is expected that risk
information upgrades would normally be timed such that the upgrade would coincide with the
normal periodic review schedule. However, in the case that the upgrade was performed on a
separate schedule, then the review will be performed in a timely manner, and will include similar
considerations as those listed above for the periodic reviews.

In most cases, the categorization is expected to be unaffected by changes in the plant-specific
risk information. However, in some instances, an updated PRA model could result in new RAW
and F-V importance measures that are sufficiently different from those in the original
categorization so as to suggest a potential change in the categorization. In these cases, the
assessment of whether a change in categorization is appropriate will be based on the changes
in absolute value of the importance measures and the changes in risk as described in Table 12-
1 of NEI 00-04.
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7.2 MONITORING OF RISC-1 AND RISC-2 SSCs

The 50.69 rule, at paragraph (e)(2) requires that the licensee shall monitor the performance of
RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs, and make adjustments as necessary to either the categorization or
treatment processes so that the categorization process and results are maintained valid.

WCGS Implementation

The WCNOC implementation process complies with 50.69 (e)(2) without exception.

RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs will be monitored in the same manner as they are presently
monitored under 10 CFR 50.65, the Maintenance Rule, with the following clarifications:

1. The monitoring will address all functional failures, not just maintenance preventable
functional failures.

2. The scoping requirements of the maintenance rule are expected to envelop practically all
RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs. However, to the extent that any of these SSCs are not in the
maintenance rule scope, appropriate monitoring requirements will be developed for those
SSCs.

As appropriate, the results of this monitoring will be used to determine if adjustments to the
categorization assumptions, or treatment processes for RISC-1 and RISC-2 SSCs, are
necessary.

WCNOC will submit a licensee event report under § 50.73(b) for any event or condition that
prevented, or would have prevented, a RISC-1 or RISC-2 SSC. from performing a safety
significant function.

7.3 MONITORING OF RISC-3 SSCs

50.69 (e)(3) requires that licensees shall consider data collected in § 50.69(d)(2)(i) for RISC-3
SSCs to determine whether there are any adverse changes in performance such that the SSC
unreliability values approach or exceed the values used in the evaluations conducted to satisfy
§ 50.69(c)(1)(iv). The licensee shall make adjustments as necessary to the categorization or
treatment processes so that the categorization process and results are maintained valid.

WCGS Approach

The WCNOC implementation process complies with 50.69 (e)(3) without exception.

Performance monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs, as required by 10 CFR 50.69(e)(3), will be
established to provide assurance that potential increases in failure rates will be detected and
addressed before reaching the rate assumed in the above sensitivity study. WCNOC has not
developed plant specific methods for monitoring of correction actions to address degradation of
RISC-3 SSCs. Note that WCNOC uses the term RISC-3 SSC to encompass low safety
significant safety related active components classified using the NEI 00-04 guidance as well as
low safety significant pressure boundary components classified using the passive categorization
process described in WCAP-16308-NP. Plant specific methods, when developed in detail, will
follow the approach of NEI 00-04.

Specifically, the monitoring program for RISC-3 SSCs, including low safety significant pressure
boundary components from the passive categorization process described in this report, will
include the flowing features:

• Failures of RISC-3 SSCs will be identified and tracked in a corrective action program.
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" Failures of RISC-3 SSCs will be reviewed, as part of the corrective action program, to
determine the extent of condition (i.e., whether this failure is indicative of a potential
common cause failure).

" Non-failures, such as known active degradation processes, will also be tracked as part of
the corrective action program to determine the extent of condition (i.e., the degree of
degradation versus the condition monitoring acceptance criterion) and need for corrective
actions.

Failures of RISC-3 SSCs will be assessed for groups of like component types (e.g., motor
operated valves, air operated valves, motor-driven pumps, etc.) for the purposes of
assessing data from the corrective action program.

A periodic review of all failures of RISC-3 SSCs, also considering previous component
performance history, will be undertaken at least once every two fuel cycles (per the periodic
review schedule recommended in Section 12.1 of NEI-00-04) to:

- Ensure that the failure rate of RISC-3 SSCs in a given time period has not unacceptably
increased due to the changes in treatment. The periodic review will validate that the rate
of RISC-3 SSC equipment failures has not increased by a factor greater than that used
in the integrated risk sensitivity study.

- Detect the occurrence of potential inter-system common cause failures, and to allow
timely corrective action if necessary.

If the number of failures for a group of SSCs exceeds the expected number of failures by a
factor of two or more, a potential adverse trend is identified requiring further assessment. As
a result of the assessment, either:

- The categorization will be revised to reflect the increased failure rates and the ranking of
appropriate SSCs will be reviewed, or

- A corrective action plan will be developed to return the reliability of the SSCs to a level
consistent with the categorization.
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8. APPLICATION OF RISC-3 TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS

10 CFR 50.69 requires that licensees shall ensure, with reasonable confidence, that RISC-3
SSCs remain capable of performing their safety-related functions under design basis conditions,
including seismic conditions and environmental conditions and effects throughout their service
life. The treatment of RISC-3 SSCs must be consistent with the categorization process.

WCGS Implementation

RISC-3 SSCs will be exempt from special treatment requirements as described in §50.69 (b)(1).
In lieu of those special treatment requirements, other processes are required to ensure, with
reasonable confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing their safety-related
functions under design basis conditions as required by §50.69 (d)(2). WCNOC has not
developed plant specific methods for inspection, testing and corrective actions for RISC-3 SSCs
to ensure, with reasonable confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing their
safety-related functions under design-basis conditions. Note that WCNOC uses the term RISC-3
SSC to encompass low safety significant safety related active components classified using the
NEI 00-04 guidance as well as low safety significant pressure boundary components classified
using the passive categorization process described WCAP-1 6308-NP.

10 CFR 50.69(d)(2) requires that two elements of safety be maintained:
- Reasonable confidence be maintained that RISC-3 SSCs can perform their design basis

functions undertheir design basis accident conditions, including seismic and environmental
conditions and effects throughout their service life, and

- The basis for the categorization of RISC-3 SSCs be validated through monitoring of the
performance of RISC-3 SSCs and corrective actions be implemented when the
categorization basis is not maintained.

10 CFR 50.69(e) requires that changes to the plant, operational practices, applicable plant and
industry operational experience be periodically reviewed and, as appropriate, the PRA and SSC
categorization and treatment processes be updated.

To comply with the requirements of 50.69(d)(2), and (e), WCNOC will:
- Procure RISC-3 SSCs in a manner consistent with current practices for commercial grade

equipment that includes, as a minimum: a) development of procurement specifications that
ensure that the component can perform its design basis function under the appropriate
design basis conditions, including seismic and environmental conditions and effects
throughout their service life, and b) inspect the equipment upon receipt at the plant to
ensure that the proper component was received.

- Periodically maintain and test RISC-3 SSCs in a manner consistent with current practices for
commercial grade equipment that includes, as a minimum, development of preventive
maintenance requirements and schedules.

- Track and assess failures of RISC-3 SSCs through the corrective action program that
includes those actions outlined in Section 7.3 of this report.
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Appendix A: Differences in Guidance Used for WCGS IDP and

Endorsed Versions of Guidance

NEI 00-04

The WCGS IDP was conducted with the April 2004 version of the NEI 00-04 guidance, which
was known as the "Final Draft." This version was transmitted to the NRC from NEI on April 14,
2004 (designated ML041120208 in the NRC's ADAMS document retrieval -system). The latest
version of NEI 00-04 is known as Revision 0 and was transmitted to the NRC from NEI on
February 2, 2005. The primary differences between the version used in the WCGS IDP and the
latest version are shown in Table A-I. Only those differenced that -could impact the
categorization process used at WCGS are shown in Table A-i.

Table A-1 shows both the "Final Draft" and the "Revision 0" guidance and a discussion the
impact of the changed guidance on the WCGS categorization process.
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Table A-I: Impact of Changes in NEI 00-04 on the WCGS Categorization
NEI 00-04

Section New Guidance Impact on WCGS Categorization

1.5 Clarifies the parts of the categorization process in which SSCs NO IMPACT - There were no cases during the WCGS IDP where a
identified as HSS cannot be changed by the IDP versus those parts of candidate HSS SSC was considered for categorization as LSS.
the categorization process in which SSCs identified as potentially HSS WCNOC would follow the latest NEI guidance in future considerations.
can be considered for categorization as LSS by the IDP.

1.5 Summary information added on the role of the various PRA NO IMPACT - The additional information is consistent with the
assessments (internal events, seismic, fire, etc.) in the risk detailed information in later sections which remained unchanged from
categorization process. the earlier version.

Table 1-1 Summary information added on the types of PRA assessments (internal NO IMPACT - The information in Table 1-1 is consistent with the
events, seismic, fire, etc.) that can be used in the risk categorization detailed information in later sections which remained unchanged from
process. the earlier version.

2.0 Information added related to the final 50.69 rule. NO IMPACT - The information was added for completeness. The
relevant parts of the final 50.69 rule related to the categorization process
did not change the categorization process in NEI 00-04.

3 to 12 References to specific paragraphs of the 50.69 rule were added NO IMPACT - The new information provides additional information
throughout Sections 3 through 12 to show how the NEI 00-04 guidance but does not change the categorization process described in NEI 00-04.
satisfies the rule requirements

3.3.1 References to Regulatory Guide 1.200 and other requirements for a NO IMPACT - This report describes the categorization process used at
quality PRA were added. WCGS and does not discuss the quality aspects of the PRA that would

be used in an actual categorization exercise. The WCGS PRA will be
updated to acceptable scope and quality levels and information will be
provided to NRC to support the WCNOC LAR for implementing 50.69
at WCGS.

5.3 Added guidance on seismic PRA assessments for SSCs screened out of NO IMPACT - This applies to quantitative seismic PRAs. The seismic
the seismic PRA because of their seismic robustness. risk assessment for WCGS uses the SMA approach and not the

quantitative PRA.

5.4 Added guidance regarding LSS for qualitative external events risk NO IMPACT - The categorization for the two systems was reviewed
assessments for screened and unscreened scenarios. and it was determined that no SSCs were credited in either screened or

unscreened scenarios.

6.1 Clarification was added regarding the use of Figure 6-1 for Defense In NO IMPACT - The method described in the new guidance corresponds
Depth assessments. to the method used in the WCGS categorization for the two systems.
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Table A-i: Impact of Changes in NEI 00-04 on the WCGS Categorization (cont.)

NEI 00-04
Section New Guidance Impact on WCGS Categorization

6.2 Am additional consideration was added for ISLOCA Defense In Depth NO IMPACT - The categorization for the two systems was reviewed
to include the potential for an SSC to have an ISLOCA mitigation role. and it was determined that no SSCs could be credited for mitigation of

an ISLOCA event.

8.0 Additional clarification was added to explain the purpose of the risk NO IMPACT - No RISC-3 SSCs from the two systems were modeled
sensitivity study and the basis for the method discussed in Section 8.1 in the PRA. Therefore, a risk sensitivity assessment was not performed.
versus the 50.69 rule requirements.

8.1 The considerations for maintaining the validity of the sensitivity study NO IMPACT - See discussion under Section 12 addition.
following initial categorization were deleted from Section 8 and added
to Section 12

9.1 The makeup of the IDP was changed to delete "Licensing" and to NO IMPACT - The WCGS IDP included both Licensing and Safety
specifically include "Safety Analysis" as a separate discipline. Analysis disciplines. As noted in Section 2.3.7 of this document,

WCNOC does not intend to include a Licensing representative on future
IDPs.

9.2.2 The issues for the IDP consideration for candidate low safety NO IMPACT - The IDP considerations for WCGS were reviewed and it
significant SSCs have been changed based on experience during the was determined that none of the changes would impact the IDP
pilot applications at WCGS and Surry. Additionally, some changes decisions for either system. Also, none of the issues raised during the
were made to assure consistency between the NEI 00-04 and the December 2003 IDP at WCGS at that were resolved with the April 2004
ASME Code Case guidance. version of NEI 00-04 were changed in such as way as to re-open any of

the issues.

9.2.2 The provision to use a plant condition monitoring program as a reason NO IMPACT - This provision was not used in the WCGS IPD
to override the other considerations was deleted by moving this considerations.
consideration from the end of 9.2.2 to one of the actual considerations.

9.2.2 The provision to use historical data to show that failure modes are NO IMPACT - This provision was not used in the WCGS IPD
unlikely to occur and such failure modes can be detected in a timely considerations.
fashion was deleted from the guidance.

11.1. Clarification was added to refer to 10 CFR 50.2, NRC Regulatory NO IMPACT - The categorization process described in this report,
Guide 1.186, and NEI 97-04, Rev 1 for definitions of design basis which was performed under the April 2004 version of NEI 00-04, does
commitments not address maintenance of design commitments. Thlerefore the change

in NEI guidance is has no impact. The WCNOC method of addressing
this guidance item is discussed in the main section of this report.
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Table A-i: Impact of Changes in NEI 00-04 on the WCGS Categorization (cont.)

NEI 00-04
Section New Guidance Impact on WCGS Categorization

12.1 Clarification was added related top scheduling of periodic reviews. NO IMPACT - The categorization process described in this report,
which was performed under the April 2004 version of NEI 00-04, does
not address periodic reviews. Therefore the change in NEI guidance is
has no impact. The WCNOC method of addressing this guidance item
is discussed in the main section of this report.

12.2 Clarification was added related to phased implementation and the NO IMPACT - The categorization process described in this report,
impact of later categorization results on earlier categorizations. which was performed under the April 2004 version of NEI 00-04, was

the initial categorization. Therefore the change in NEI guidance has no
impact. The WCNOC method of addressing this guidance item is
discussed in the main section of this report.

12.3 Clarification was added related to monitoring failures versus NO IMPACT - The categorization process described in this report,
Maintenance Rule monitoring for categorized SSCs. which was performed under the April 2004 version of NEI 00-04, does

not address monitoring. Therefore the change in NEI guidance has no
impact. The WCNOC method of addressing this guidance item is
discussed in the main section of this report.

12.4 Clarification was added related to performance monitoring and NO IMPACT - The categorization process described in this report,
corrective action for failures of categorized SSCs. which was performed under the April 2004 version of NEI 00-04, does

not address monitoring or corrective actions. Therefore the change in
NEI guidance has no impact. The WCNOC method of addressing this
guidance item is discussed in the main section of this report.
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ASME Code Case N-660

ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 was approved by ASME in 2002 and was later endorsed
by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.147, Revision 14. The first WCGS IDP was conducted in
December of 2003 and used this version of the Code Case. Several issues with the Code Case
were identified at that IDP and a revision was proposed to ASME. An April 2004 draft of a
revision to the ASME Code Case N-660, was used in.the subsequent WCGS IDP and was the
basis for the categorization process described in Revision 0 of this report.

As a result of the NRC review of the passive categorization process proposed for use by
WCNOC, additional changes were made to Code Case. The differences between the NRC
approved categorization process and the ASME Code Case N-660 as approved by ASME in
2002 are shown in Table A-2. In addition, a markup of the approved ASME Code Case N-660,
to show these changes in the. context of the Code Case language, is provided following
Table A-2.
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
-1320 "Personnel with expertise in the following Replaced with "(a) An Integrated Clarification of the process used for the

disciplines shall be included in the Decisionmaking Panel (IDP) shall use the categorization of pressure retaining and
classification process. information and insights compiled in the initial support items. An initial categorization of
(a) probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) categorization process and combine that with pressure retaining and support items can be
(b) plant operations other information from design bases, defense- performed by an engineering function, The
(c) system design in-depth, and safety margins to finalize the IDP, composed of the members with
(d) safety or accident analysis categorization of functions/SSCs. expertise in the disciplines identified in the
Personnel may be experts in more than one (b) The designated as members of the IDP original paragraph -1320, then considered
discipline, but are not required to be experts shall have joint expertise in the following the initial categorization, along with other
in all disciplines." fields: information from their respective

- Plant Operations (SRO qualified), disciplines, to finalize the categorization.
- Design Engineering, This method results in a categorization
- Safety analysis, process for classifying pressure retaining
- Systems Engineering, and and support items that is similar to that used
- Probabilistic Risk Assessment. for active SSCs. This helps to ensure
(c) Requirements for ensuing adequate consistent consideration of information used
expertise levels and training of IDP members the two categorization processes.
in the categorization process shall be
established.
(d) To the extent possible, the classification of
pressure retaining and support items in a
system should be performed by the same IDP
members as the categorization of active SSCs
in that system."

-9000 Definition of high-safety-significant Added to end of definition - "or from other Added to consider defense in depth in
function relevant information (e.g., defense in depth determining the safety significance of a

considerations)" function.
-9000 N/A Added new term and definition, "Plant features Plant features terminology added to Code

- systems, structures, and components that can Case relative to operator and possible

be used to prevent or mitigate an accident" automatic actions
-9000 Definition of PRA, "a qualitative and Changed to read, "an assessment..." Changed to be consistent with the ASME

quantitative assessment..." PRA Standard.
-9000 Definition of spatial effects, "A failure Changed to read, "A failure consequence Including other possible forms of spatial

consequence affecting other systems or affecting other systems or components, such as effects.
components, such as failures due to pipe failures due to pipe whip, jet impingement, jet
whip, jet impingement or flooding." spray, loss of inventory due to draining of a

tank, or flooding."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
I-1.0 N/A Added figure' illustrating the modified RISC Figure added to provide high level overview

methodology process, including scope of RISC methodology process. New process
identification, consequence evaluation, calls for all segments to be included in the
consequence categorization, classification consequence evaluation to determine high,
considerations, and final classification medium, low or none consequence category.
definitions. Then only the non-high category segments

would be considered in the classification
considerations of I-3.2.2(b) - previously I-
3.1.3.

"Once categorized, the safety significance of Change to read, "Once categorized, the safety Text refers to the new figure.
each piping segment is identified" significance of each piping segment is

identified Figure 1-1 illustrates the RISC
methodology presented in the following
sections.

1-2.0 "The owner shall define the boundaries Changed to read, "The owner shall define the The second and third sentences added for
included in the scope of the RISC evaluation boundaries included in the scope of the RISC clarification of the scope of items to be
process." evaluation process subject to the constraints in evaluated, consistent with -1200

paragraph 50.69(c)(1)(v) that the
categorization must be performed for entire
systems. Items optionally classified to Class 1
and Class 1 items connected to the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, as defined in
paragraphs 10 CFR 50.55a (c)(2)(i) and
(c)(2)(ii), are within the scope of the RISC
evaluation process. All other Class 1 items
shall be classified High Safety Significant
(HSS) and the provisions of the RISC
evaluation shall not apply." -

1-3.0, Title "Consequence Assessment" Changed to read, "Evaluation of Risk For clarification to meet Figure 1-1.
Informed Safety Classifications"

1-3.0, 1st "Piping segments can be grouped based on Changed to read, "All pressure retaining items, For clarification of the scope of components
Paragraph common conditional consequence..." including supports for a piping system, shall to be evaluated.

be evaluated by defining piping segments that
are grouped based on common conditional
consequence..."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASMIE Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.0, V "Additionally, information shall be collected Changed to read, "Additionally, information Clarifies requirement to collect relevant
Paragraph for each piping segment that is not modeled considered relevant to the classification shall information for ALL piping segments, not

in the PRA, but considered relevant to the be collected for each piping segment (e.g., just those modeled in the PRA.
classification (e.g., information regarding information regarding design basis accidents,
design basis accidents, shutdown risk, at-power risk, shutdown risk, containment
containment isolation, flooding, fires, isolation, flooding, fires, seismic conditions,
seismic conditions)." etc.). Consistent with 50.69(c)(1)(ii), the

classification must address initiating events
and plant operating modes."

1-3.1.1, 1 "Potential failure modes for each piping Changed to read, "Potential failure modes for Clarify that evaluation should consider
Sentence segment shall be identified..." each system or piping segment shall be system level failure modes as well as piping

identified..." segment failure modes.
I-3.1.1(c), "These include spatial interactions such as Changed to read, "A failure consequence To be consistent with glossary term for
Indirect Effects pipe whip, jet spray, and loss of inventory affecting other systems or components, such as spatial effect.

effects (e.g., draining of a tank)." spatial effects."
1-3. 1. 1 (d), "These are identified using a list of initiating Changed to read, "For systems or piping Clarify source of initiating events.
Initiating Events events from any existing plant specific segments that are modeled either explicitly or

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) or implicitly in any existing plant-specific
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) and the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), any
Owner's Requirements." applicable initiating event is identified using a

list of initiating events from that PRA."
1-3.1.2, 3 "d "... (high, medium, low)..." Changed to read, "... (high, medium, low, or "None" is one of the four consequence
sentence none)..." categories which can be assigned in 1-3.1.
1-3.1.2 N/A Added text, "In assessing the appropriate This statement was added to help clarify

consequence category, risk information for all Section 1-3.0 when considering other
initiating events, including fire and seismic, relevant information.
should be considered. To capture the risk
importance from initiating events for which no
quantitative PRA is available, any piping
segment supporting a safe shutdown pathway
would be classified as HSS."

1-3.1.2(a)(1) "The initiating event shall be placed in one Changed to read, "The initiating event shall be More clearly defined what "category" means
of the categories in Table I-I." placed in one of the Design Basis Event relative to Table 1-1.

Categories in Table I-1."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.1.2(a)(1) "....updated final safety analysis report, Changed to read, "... updated final safety Removed IPE because it was felt that the

PRA, or IPE shall be included" analysis report or PRA shall be included" IPE is no longer relevant for this application
and does not provide any additional
information in this area.

1-3.1.2(b)(1) "Frequency of challenge that determines Changed to read, "Frequency of challenge that Clarified to include functions other than
how often the mitigating function of the determines how often the affected function of simply mitigating functions and all events as
system is called upon. This-corresponds to the system is called upon. This corresponds to opposed to.only initiating events.
the frequency of initiating events that the frequency of events that require the system
require the system operation." operation."

1-3.1 .2(b)(3) "Exposure time shall be obtained from Sentence deleted Deletion made because it was redundant to
Technical Specification limits." the 2nd sentence.

I-3.1.2(b)(3) "In lieu of Table 1-2, quantitative indices Moved out from (b)(3) to directly under (b) Clarification; this statement applies to all of
may be used to assignconsequence (b) and not only (3) for Exposure Time.
categories in accordance with Table 1-5."

1-3.1.2(d) "The above evaluations determine failure Changed to read, "The above evaluations Added consistent with the changes made to
importance relative to core damage." determine failure importance relative to core 1-3.1.2(b).

damage or the plant's capability to reach or
maintain safe shutdown conditions."

1-3.1.3, 3.1.4, & These three sections have been removed and categorization guidance has been moved to the revised Sections 1-3.2.2(b) and (c). In most
3.1.5 cases the old guidance in 1-3.1.3 through 3.1.5 and the new guidance in 1-3.2.2(b) and (c) is identical or very similar. The disposition of each

paragraph for 1-3.1.3 through 1-3.1.5 is provided directly below.
The original intent of section was to provide additional considerations for segments not modeled in the PRA. However, the grouping of
components into piping segments and the use of surrogate components in the PRA provides quantitative evaluations for each piping segment.
The intent of this section now is to provide further considerations for piping segments with MEDIUM, LOW, or NONE consequence
categories. The new process calls for all segments to be created and assigned a consequence category according to the guidance in Sections
1-3.1.1 & 1-3.1.2. For those segments with a consequence category of MEDIUM, LOW; or NONE, the user must then use the guidance in
1-3.2.2(b), which is based on the old considerations in Sections 1-3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.5, to assign a final high or low safety significance. See
the table entries for specific changes made to Sections 1-3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.5.

Old 1-3.1.3; All Questions changed such that all TRUE For consistency with NEI 00-04 process
New 1-3.2.2(b) responses will support LSS and any single where a TRUE response to similar questions

FALSE response will support HSS. supports a LSS finding.
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.1.3(a)(1) "Failure of the piping segment will Consideration deleted Redundant to the considerations in 1-3.1.1

significantly increase the frequency of an and 1-3.1.2 when determining failure
initiating event, including those initiating consequences and consequence category.
events originally screened out in the PRA,
such that the CDF or large early release
frequency (LERF) would be estimated to
increase by more than 10-6/yr or 10-7/yr,
respectively."

I-3.1.3(a)(2) "Failure of the piping segment will Consideration deleted All reactor coolant pressure boundary
compromise the integrity of the reactor segments are ranked high safety significant
coolant pressure boundary as defined in - per -1200(b).
1200(b)."

I-3.1.3(a)(3) "Even when considering operator actions Consideration changed and moved to new Added ability to credit plant features and
used to mitigate an accident, failure of the Section I-3.2.2(b)(1), "Even when taking credit operator actions when evaluating failure
piping segment will fail a high safety for plant features and operator actions, failure impact on high safety significant functions.
significant function." of the piping segment will not fail a high Footnote provided for credible operator

safety-significant function." actions (see below).
I-3.1.3(a)(4) "Failure of the piping segment will result in Consideration changed and moved to new Consistent with definition of HSS function

failure of other safety-significant piping Section I-3.2.2(b)(2), "Failure of the piping
segments, e.g., through indirect effects." segment will not result in failure of a high

safety-significant piping segment, e.g., through
indirect effects."

I-3.1.3(a)(5) "Failure of the piping segment will prevent Consideration changed and moved to new Added ability to credit plant features and
or adversely affect the plant's capability to Section I-3.2.2(b)(3), "Failure of the piping operator actions when evaluating failure
reach or maintain safe shutdown segment will not prevent the plant reaching or impact on shutdown conditions. Footnote
conditions." maintaining safe shutdown conditions." provided for credible operator actions (see

below).
1-3.1.3(b) "In addition to being HSS in terms of their Consideration deleted The new Section I-3.2.2(b) creates a single

contribution to CDF or LERF, piping list of the considerations from 1-3.1.3(a) and
segments might also be HSS in terms of 1-3.1.3(b). Therefore this lead-in to the
other risk metrics or conditions. Therefore, considerations in 1-3.1.3(b) is unnecessary.

1 the following conditions shall be evaluated."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.1.3(b)(1) "The piping segment is a part of a system Consideration deleted This statement was too conservative to force

that acts as a barrier to fission product all segments to be ranked as HSS given that
release during severe accidents." just one segment in the entire system meets

this criterion. The intent of this
consideration is expressed in new
subsections I-3.2.2(b)(6) and (11).

I-3.1.3(b)(2) "The piping segment supports a significant Consideration changed and moved to new The original statement was too limiting for
mitigating or diagnosis function addressed in Section I-3.2.2(b)(4), "The piping segment any segment supporting functions addressed
the Emergency Operating Procedures or the doesnot individually support a sole means for in the EOPs or SAMGs. The term
Severe Accident Management Guidelines." successful performance of operator actions 'significant' was too vague. New statement

addressed in the Emergency Operating clarifies the interpretation and allows for
Procedures or the Severe Accident reasonable consideration of plant features
Management Guidelines required to mitigate and operator actions. However, the new
an accident or transient, including language assures that the redundant or
instrumentation and other equipment alternate means are available in the EOP or
associated with the required actions." SAMG to address the function.

1-3.1.3(b)(3) "Failure of the piping segment will result in Consideration changed and moved to new The off-site emergency response and
unintentional releases of radioactive material Section 1-3.2.2(b)(6), "Failure of the piping protective actions limits are more limiting
in excess of plant offsite dose limits segment will not result in releases of compared to those in 10 CFR Part 100.
specified in 10 CFR Part 100." radioactive material that would result in the

implementation of off-site emergency response
and protective actions."

1-3.1.4 "Maintain Defense in Depth. When Entire section 1-3.1.4 deleted. See new Section Replacement text in I-3.2.2(b)(7-1 1) is not
categorizing piping segments LSS, the RISC I-3.2.2(b)(7-1 1) for replacement text. intended to change the, content - changes
process shall demonstrate that the defense- were made to be consistent with NEI 00-04
in-depth philosophy is maintained. Defense- defense in depth considerations.
in-depth may be demonstrated by following
the guidelines of U.S.N.R.C Regulatory
Guide 1.174, "An Approach for Using
Probabilistic Risk Assessment In Risk-
Informed Decisions On Plant Specific
Changes to the Licensing Basis." Dated July
1998."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.1.5 "Maintenance of Adequate Safety Margins. Entire section 1-3.1.5 deleted. See new Section Replacement text in I-3.2.2(c) is not

When categorizing piping segments LSS, I-3.2.2(c) for replacement text. intended to change the content.
the RISC process shall verify that there are
sufficient safety margins to account for
uncertainty in the engineering analysis and
in the supporting data. Safety margin shall
be incorporated when determining
performance characteristics and parameters,
e.g., piping segment, system, and plant
capability or cusses criteria. The amount of
margin should depend on the uncertainty
associated with the performance parameters
in question, the availability of alternatives to
compensate for adverse performance, and
the consequences of failure to meet the
performance goals. Sufficient safety margins
are maintained by ensuring that safety
analysis acceptance criteria in the plant
licensing basis are met, or proposed
revisions account for analysis and data
uncertainty."

1-3.2 N/A Added as first sentence, "Risk Informed Safety Added to clarify intent of 1-3.2.
Classification is determined by considering the
Consequence Category."

1-3.2.2(b) Rather than referring to Sections 1-3.1.3, 1-3.1.4, and 1-3.1.5, new considerations have been provided as listed above. The process requires
the user to evaluate the additional considerations for any segment with consequence category Medium, Low, or None.
To improve the process, the additional considerations were moved into this section from 1-3.1.3, 1-3.1.4, and 1-3.1.5.
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASMIE Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.2.2(b) "Piping segments determined to be Medium Changed text to read, "Piping segments Changed to include Low and None

consequence category in any table by the determined to be Medium, Low or None (no consequence category segments for
consequence evaluation (1-3.1.1) and (I- change to base case) consequence category in consideration and removed reference to
3.1.2) shall be determined HSS or LSS by any table by the consequence evaluation in deleted Sections.
considering the RISC evaluation and the Section 1-3.1 shall be determined HSS or LSS.
other relevant information (1-3.1.3, 1-3.1.4, by considering the other relevant information
and 1-3.1.5) provided for determining for determining classification. The following
classification." conditions shall be evaluated and answered

true or no true. If any of the following eleven
(11) conditions are not true, HSS should be
assigned."

1-3.2.2(b) "Any piping segment initially determined to Consideration deleted This is too restrictive. Consideration should
be a Medium consequence category and that be given to existing plant programs that may
is subject to a known active degradation affect the ability to prevent a pipe segment
mechanism shall be classified HSS." from failing given a known active

degradation mechanism
I-3.2.2(b) N/A Added the following sentence just before I- Clarification provided to answering the

3.2.2(1); "The following conditions shall be additional considerations as true or not true.
evaluated and answered true or not true:" If any one of the eleven considerations is not

true then the segment shall be assigned HSS,
otherwise it can be assigned LSS.
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
1-3.2.2(b), N/A Added footnote to "operator actions" as Words paraphrased from Supplement 2, Rev
footnote follows; 1 of WCAP-14572, Rev 1, the Pressurized

"To credit operator actions, the following Water Reactor Owners Group Application of
criteria must be met: Risk-Informed Methods to Piping Inservice
0 There must be an alarm or clear indication Inspection Topical Report Clarifications.

of the failure. The guidance is provided for expert panel
members when relying on operator actions
to make decisions regarding safety

0 A procedure must direct the response to significance.
the alarm or indication.

0 Equipment activated to alleviate the
condition must not be affected by the
failure.

0 There must be sufficient time to perform
the compensatory action."

I-3.2.2(b)(1) N/A Added new Section I-3.2.2(b)(1), "Even when Based on original Section I-3.1.3(a)(3) - see
taking credit for plant features and operator table entry above.
actions, failure of the piping segment will not
fail a high safety-significant function."

I-3.2.2(b)(2) N/A Added new Section 1-3.2.2(b)(2), "Failure of Based on original Section 1-3.1.3(a)(4) - see
the piping segment will not result in failure of table entry above.
a high safety-significant piping segment, e.g.,
through indirect effects."

I-3.2.2(b)(3) N/A Added new Section I-3.2.2(b)(3), "Failure of Based on original Section I-3.1.3(a)(5) - see
the piping segment will not prevent the plant table entry above.
reaching or maintaining safe shutdown
conditions."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
I-3.2.2(b)(4) N/A Added new Section I-3.2.2(b)(4), "The piping Based on original Section I-3.1.3(b)(2) - see

segment does not individually support a table entry above.
significant mitigating or diagnosis function
addressed in the Emergency Operating
Procedures or the Severe Accident
Management Guidelines, with no redundancy
or alternate means of support."

I-3.2.2(b)(5) N/A Added new Section I-3.2.2(b)(5), "The plant In response to removal of statement
condition monitoring program would identify regarding treatment of Medium consequence
any known active degradation mechanisms in category segments subject to a known active
the pipe segment prior to its failure in test or degradation mechanism (see above I-
an-actual demand event (e.g,. flow accelerated 3.2.2(b)).
corrosion program)."

I-3.2.2(b)(6) N/A Added new Section I-3.2.2(b)(6), "Failure of Based on original Section I-3.1.3(b)(3) - see
the piping segment will not result in releases table entry above.
of radioactive material that would result in the
implementation of off-site emergency response
and protective actions."

1-3.2.2(b) N/A Added, "The RISC process shall demonstrate Based on original Section 1-3.1.4 - see table
between that the defense-in-depth philosophy is entry above.
(6) and (7) maintained. Defense-in-depth may be

demonstrated by following the guidelines of
U.S.N.R.C. Regulatory Guide 1.174, Revision
1, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk
Assessment In Risk-Informed Decisions On
Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing
Basis," dated November 2002. Defense-in-
depth is maintained if:"

I-3.2.2(b)(7) N/A Added, "A reasonable balance is preserved Taken from Reg Guide 1.174.
among prevention of core damage, prevention
of containment failure, and consequence
mitigation."

!-3.2.2(b)(8) N/A Added, "Over-reliance on programmatic Taken from Reg Guide 1.174.
activities to compensate for weaknesses in
plant design is avoided."
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Proposed Changes to
N-660, RO ASMIE Code Case N-660 Revision 0

Section ASME Code Case N-660 Revision 0 For PWROG Passive Categorization Basis for Change
I-3.2.2(b)(9) N/A Added, "System redundancy, independence, : Taken from Reg Guide 1.174.

and diversity are preserved commensurate with
the expected frequency, consequences of
challenges to the system, and uncertainties
(e.g., no risk outliers)."

I-3.2.2(b)(10) N/A Added, "Defenses against potential common Taken from Reg Guide 1.174.
cause failures are preserved, and the potential
for the introduction of new common cause
failure mechanisms is assessed."

I-3.2.2(b)(l 1) N/A Added, "Independence of fission-product Taken from Reg Guide 1.174.
barriers is not degraded."

1-3.2.2 N/A Added sentence following 1-3.2.2(11); "If any Statement added to instruct expert panel
of the above eleven (11) conditions are not which ranking to assign based on the
true, HSS should be assigned. answers to the eleven considerations. Also

consistent with NEI 00-04.
1-3.2.2(c) N/A Changed first sentence from original Section I- Original Section 1-3.1.5 restated for clarity -

3.1.5 to read, "If LSS has been assigned from no intended change in methodology. Moved
1-3.2.2(b), then the RSC process shall verify - to Section 1-3.2.2 for consistency.
that there are sufficient safety margins to
account for uncertainty in the engineering
analysis and in the supporting data."
Added 2n', P, and 47sentences from the
original Section 1-3.1.5 without change.
Added new sentence, "If LSS has been
assigned from I-3.2.2(b) and at least one of the
above safety margin conditions are true, then
LSS should be assigned; if both of the above
safety margin conditions are not true, then
HSS shall be assigned."

Table I-1 Table entry for Design Basis Event Category "N/A" changed to "None" None is a recognized Consequence Category
I and Consequence Category was "N/A" that must then be processed through the

additional considerations in 1-3.2.2. N/A

indicated that there was no consequence
category and the pipe segment could be
categorized as LSS without additional
considerations.
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Note I - Figure I-1, Risk-Informed Safety Classification Process

Scope Identification

Select system and define boundaries for evaluation

Consequence Evaluation

Perform FMEA considering Direct & Indirect Effects

Identify Impact Groups: Initiating Event,

System/Train, Combination, Containment

Consequence Categorization

Determine Consequence Ranking from Quantitative

Indices or Consequence Category Tables

Classification Considerations

Consider other relevant information, including

defense-in-depth principles, for Medium/Low/None

consequence categories

Final Classification Definitions

HSS - high-safety-significant

LSS - low-safety-significant

Figure I-1: Risk-Informed Safety
Classification Process
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Passive Categorization Guidance for PWROG Topical Report WCAP-16308-NP

-1000 SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY

-1100 Scope

This Case provides a process for determining the Risk-Informed Safety Classification (RISC) for use in
risk-informed repair/replacement activities. The RISC process of this Case may be applied to any of Class
1, 2, 3, or non-class' pressure-retaining items or their associated supports, except core supports, in
accordance with the risk-informed safety classification criteria established by the regulatory authority
having jurisdiction at the plant site.

-1200 Classifications

(a) The RISC process is described in Appendix I of this Case. Pressure retaining and component support
items shall be classified High Safety Significant (HSS) or Low Safety Significant (LSS). However,
because this classification is to be used only for repair/replacement activities, failure potential is
conservatively assumed to be 1.0 in determining a consequence category in Appendix I. These
classifications might not be directly related to other risk-informed applications.

(b) Class I items that are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary except as provided in paragraphs
(c)(2)(i) and (c)(2)(ii) of Title 10 of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50.55a
shall be classified High Safety Significant (HSS). For items that are connected to the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, as defined in paragraph 10 CFR 50.55a (c)(2)(i) and (c)(2)(ii), the RISC process
of (a) should be applied.

-1300 OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY

-1310 Determination of Classification

The responsibilities of the Owner shall include determination of the appropriate classification for the items
identified for each risk-informed repair/replacement activity, in accordance with Appendix I of this Case.
The Owner shall ensure that core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF) are
included as risk metrics in the RISC process.

-1320 Required Disciplines

(a) An Integrated Decisionmaking Panel (IDP) shall use the information and insights compiled in the
initial categorization process and combine that with other information from design bases, defense-in-
depth, and safety margins to finalize the categorization of functions/SSCs.

(b) The designated as members of the IDP shall have joint expertise in the following fields:

- Plant Operations (SRO qualified),

- Design Engineering,

- Safety analysis,

- Systems Engineering, and

- Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

(c) Requirements for ensuing adequate expertise levels and training of IDP members in the categorization
process shall be established.

Non-class items are items not classified in accordance with TWA- 1320.
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(d) To the extent possible, the classification of pressure retaining and support items in a system
should be performed by the same IDP members as the categorization of active SSCs in that
system.

-1330 Adequacy of the PRA

The Owner is responsible for demonstrating adequacy of any PRA used as the basis for this process. All
deficiencies identified shall be reconciled during the analysis to support the RISC process. The resolution
of all PRA issues shall be documented.

-9000 GLOSSARY

conditional consequence - an estimate of an undesired consequence, such as core damage or a breach of
containment, assuming failure of an item, e.g., conditional core damage probability (CCDP)

core damage - uncovery and heatup of the reactor core to the point at which prolonged oxidation and
severe fuel damage is anticipated and involving enough of the core to cause a significant release

failure - an event involving leakage, rupture, or a condition that would disable the ability of an item to
perform its intended safety function

failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) - a process for identifying failure modes of specific items
and evaluating their effects on other components, subsystems, and systems

high-safety-significant function - a function that has been determined to be safety significant from
traditional plant risk-assessment evaluations of core damage or large early release events (e.g., evaluations
performed to support the Maintenance Rule - -10 CFR 50.65 or from other relevant information (e.g.,
defense in depth considerations)

initiating event (IE) - any event either internal or external to the. plant that perturbs the steady state
operation of the plant, if operating, thereby initiating an abnormal event, such as a transient or LOCA
within the plant. Initiating events trigger sequences of evenifs that challenge plant control and safety
systems whose failure could potentially lead to core damage or large early release

large early release - the rapid unmitigated release of airborne fission products from the containment to
the environment occurring before the effective implementation of off-site emergency response and
protective actions

piping segment - a portion of piping, components, or a combination thereof, and their supports, in which
a failure at any location results in the same consequence, e.g., loss of a system, loss of a pump train

plant features - systems, structures, and components that can be used to prevent or mitigate an accident

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) - an assessment of the risk associated with plant operation and
maintenance that is measured in terms of frequency of occurrence of risk metrics, such as core damage or a
radioactive material release and its effects on the health of the public (also. referred to as a probabilistic
safety assessment, PSA)
recovery action - a human action performed to regain equipment or system operability from a specific
failure or human error in order to mitigate or reduce the consequences of the failure

risk metrics - a determination of what activity or conditions produce the risk, and what individual, group,
or property is affected by the risk

spatial effect - a failure consequence affecting other systems or components, such as failures due to pipe
whip, jet impingement, jet spray, loss of inventory due to draining of a tank, or flooding
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success criteria - criteria for establishing the minimum number or combination of systems or components
required to operate,. or minimum levels of performance per component during a specific period of time
(mission time), to ensure that the safety functions are satisfied
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APPENDIX I RISK-INFORMED SAFETY CLASSIFICATION (RISC) PROCESS

1-1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix provides the risk-informed process used to determine Risk-Informed 'Safety Classification
(RISC) for use in risk-informed repair/replacement activities. This RISC process is based on conditional
consequence of failure.-The process provides a conservative assessment of the importance of an item. This
process divides each selected system into piping segments that are determined to have similar consequence
of failure. These piping segments are categorized based on the conditional consequence. Once categorized,
the safety significance of each piping segment is identified. Figure 1-1 illustrates the RISC methodology
presented in the following sections.

Scope Identification

Select system and define boundaries for evaluation

Consequence Evaluation

Perform FMEA considering Direct & Indirect Effects

Identify Impact Groups: Initiating Event,
System/Train, Combination, Containment

Consequence Categorization

Determine Consequence Ranking from Quantitative
Indices or Consequence Category Tables

Classification Considerations

Consider other relevant information, including
defense-in-depth principles, for Medium/Low/None
consequence categories

Final Classification Definitions

HSS- high-safety-significant

LSS - low-safety-significant

Figure I-1: Risk-Informed Safety
Classification Process

1-2.0 SCOPE IDENTIFICATION

The Owner shall define the boundaries included in the scope of the RISC evaluation process subject to the
constraints of 50.69(c)(1)(v) that the categorization must be performed for entire systems. Items optionally
classified to Class 1 and Class 1 items connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary, as defined in
paragraphs 10 CFR 50.55a (c)(2)(i) and (c)(2)(ii), are within the scope of the RISC evaluation process. All
other Class 1 items shall be classified High Safety Significant (HSS) and the provisions of the RISC
evaluation shall not apply.
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1-3.0 EVALUATION OF RISK-INFORMED SAFETY CLASSIFICATIONS

All pressure retaining items, including supports for a piping system, shall be evaluated by defining piping
segments that are grouped based on common conditional consequence (i.e., given failure of the piping
segment). To accomplish this grouping, the direct effects, and indirect effects shall be assessed for each
piping segment. Additionally, information considered relevant to the classification shall be collected for
each piping segment (e.g., information regarding design basis accidents, at-power risk, shutdown risk,
containment isolation, flooding, fires, seismic conditions, etc.). Consistent with 50.69(c)(1)(ii), the
classification must address all initiating events and plant operating modes.

1-3.1 Consequence Evaluation

1-3.1.1 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). Potential failure modes for each system or piping
segment shall be identified, and their effects shall be evaluated. This evaluation shall consider the
following:

(a) Pressure Boundary' Failure Size. The consequence analysis shall be performed assuming a large
pressure boundary failure for piping segments. Alternatively, the consequence analysis can be
performed assuming a smaller leak, when

(1) a smaller leak is more conservative; or

(2) when a small leak can be justified through a leak-before-break analysis in accordance with the
criteria specified in NUREG-1061, Volume 3; 1OCFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4;
or

(3) it can be documented that plant configuration precludes the possibility of a large pressure
boundary failure.

(b) Isolability of the Break. A break can be automatically isolated by a check valve, a closed isolation
valve, or an isolation valve that closes on a given signal or by operator action.

(c) Indirect Effects. A failure consequence affecting other systems or components, such as spatial effects.

(d) Initiating Events. For systems or piping segments that are modeled either explicitly or implicitly in
any existing plant-specific Probabilistic Risk. Assessment (PRA), any applicable initiating event is
identified using a list of initiating events from that PRA.

(e) System Impact or Recovery. The means of detecting a failure, and the Technical Specifications
associated with the system and other affected systems. Possible automatic and operator actions to
prevent a loss of system function.

(f) System Redundancy. The existence of redundancy for accident mitigation purposes.

1-3.1.2 Impact Group Assessment. The results of the FMEA evaluation for each piping system, or
portion thereof, shall be classified into one of three impact groups: initiating event, system, or
combination. Each piping system, or portion thereof, shall be partitioned into postulated piping failures
that cause an initiating event, disable a system without causing an initiating event, or cause an initiating
event and disable a system. The consequence category assignment (high, medium, low, or none) for each
piping segment within each impact group shall be selected in accordance with (a) through (d) below. In
assessing the appropriate consequence category, risk information for all initiating events, including fire and
seismic, should be considered. To capture risk importance from initiating events for which no quantitative
PRA is available, any piping segment supporting a safe shutdown pathway would be classified as HSS.

(a) Initiating Event (IE) Impact Group Assessment. When the postulated failure results in only an
initiating event (e.g., loss of feedwater, reactor trip), the consequence shall be classified into one of
four categories: high, medium, low, or none. The initiating event category shall be assigned according
to the following:
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(1) The initiating event shall be placed in one of the Design Basis Event Categories in Table I-1. All
applicable design basis events previously analyzed in the Owner's updated final safety analysis
report or PRA shall be included.

(2) Breaks that cause an initiating event classified as Category I (routine operation) need not be
considered in this analysis.*:

(3) For piping segment breaks that result in Category II (Anticipated Event), Category III (Infrequent
Event), or Category IV (Limiting Fault or Accident), the consequence category shall be assigned to
the initiating event according to the conditional core damage probability (CCDP) criteria specified
in Table 1-5. The quantitative index for the initiating event impact group (CCDP) is the ratio of the
core damage frequency due to the initiating event to the initiating event frequency.

(b) System Impact Group Assessment. The consequence category of a failure that does not cause an
initiating event, but degrades or fails a system essential to prevention of core damage shall be based
on the following.

(1) Frequency of challenge that determines how often the affected function of the system is called
upon. This corresponds to the frequency of events that require the system operation.

(2) Number of backup systems (portions of systems, trains, or portions of trains) available, which
determines how many unaffected systems (portions of systems, trains, or portions of trains) are
available to perform the same mitigating function as the degraded or failed systems.

(3) Exposure time, which determines the time the system would be unavailable before the plant is
changed to a different mode in which the failed system's function is no longer required, the failure
is recovered, or other compensatory action is taken. Exposure time is a function of the detection
time and Allowed Outage Time, as defined in the plant Technical Specification. Consequence
categories shall be assigned in accordance with Table 1-2 as High, Medium, or Low. Frequency of
challenge is grouped intodesign basis event categories II, III, and rV. The Owner or his designee
shall ensure that the quantitative basis of Table 1-2 (e.g., one full train unavailability approximately
10-2) is consistent with the failure scenario being evaluated.

In lieu of Table 1-2, quantitative indices may be used to assign consequence categories in accordance
with Table I-5.

(c) Combination Impact Group Assessment. The consequence category for a piping segment whose
failure results in both an initiating event and the degradation or loss of a system shall be determined
using Table 1-3. The Owner or his designee shall ensure that the quantitative basis of Table 1-3 (e.g.,
one full train unavailability approximately 1 02) is consistent with the pipe failure scenario being
evaluated. The consequence category is a function of two factors:

(1) Use of the system to mitigate the induced initiating event;

(2) Number of unaffected backup systems or trains available to perform the same function.

In lieu of Table 1-3, quantitative indices may be used to assign consequence categories in accordance
with Table 1-5.

(d) Containment Performance. The above evaluations determine failure importance relative to core
damage or the plant's capability to reach or maintain safe shutdown conditions. Failure shall also be
evaluated for its effect on containment performance. This shall be accomplished by addressing two
issues, both of which are based on an approximate conditional probability value of not greater than
0.1 between the CCDP' and the likelihood of large early release from containment. If there 'is no
margin, i.e., conditional probability of a large early release due to core damage is greater than 0.1, the
assigned consequence category shall be increased one level. The two issues are described as follows:
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(1)CCDP values for initiating events and safety functions are evaluated to determine if the potential
for large early release due to containment failure requires the consequence category to be
increased.

(2)The effect on containment isolation is evaluated. If there is a containment barrier available, the
consequence category from the core damage assessment is retained. If there is no containment
barrier or the barrier failed in determining the consequence category from the core damage
assessment, some margin in the core damage consequence category assignment must be present
for it to be retained. For example, if the CCDP for core damage is less than 10-5, i.e., a Medium
consequence assignment, and there is no containment barrier, the Medium consequence
assignment is retained, because there is 0.1 margin to the High consequence category threshold,
i.e., 10-4. However, if the CCDP for core damage is 5x10-5, i.e., a Medium consequence
assignment, and there is no containment barrier, the consequence category is increased to High,
because the margin to the High consequence category threshold, i.e., 10-4, is less than 0.1. Table I-
4 shall be used to assign consequence categories for those piping failures that can lead to a LOCA
outside containment. In lieu of using Table 1-4, quantitative indices may be used to assign
consequence categories in accordance with Table 1-5 with each range lowered one order of
magnitude, e.g., not less than 10-5 is High.

1-3.2 Classification

Risk Informed Safety Classification is determined by considering the Consequence Category.

1-3.2.1 Final Risk-Informed Safety Classification. Piping segments may be grouped together within a
system, if the consequence evaluation (1-3.1) determines the effect of the postulated failures to be the
same. The Risk-Informed Safety Classification shall be as follows:

Classification Definitions

HSS - Piping segment considered high-safety-significant

LSS - Piping segment considered low-safety-significant

1-3.2.2 Classification Considerations.

(a) Piping segments determined to be a High consequence category in any table by the consequence
evaluation (1-3.1.1 and 1-3.1.2) shall be considered HSS. The Owner may further refine the
classification ranking by more extensive application of the process defined in these requirements.
These analyses shall be documented.

(b) Piping segments determined to be a Medium, Low or None (no change to base case) consequence
category in any table by the consequence evaluation in Section 1-3.1 shall be determined HSS or LSS
by considering the other relevant information for determining classification. The following
conditions shall be evaluated and answered true or not true. If any of the following eleven (11)
conditions are not true, HSS should be assigned.

(1)Even when taking credit for plant features and operator actions2, failure of the piping segment will
not fail a high-safety-significant function.

2 To credit operator actions, the following criteria must be met:

- There must be an alarm or clear indication of the failure.
- A procedure must direct the response to the alarm or indication.
- Equipment activated to alleviate the condition' must not be affected by the failure.
- There must be sufficient time to perform the compensatory action
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(2)Failure of the piping segment will not result in failure of a high safety-significant piping segment,
e.g., through indirect effects.

(3)Failure of the piping segment will not prevent the plant reaching or maintaining safe shutdown
conditions.

(4)The piping segment does not individually support a sole means for successful performance of
operator actions addressed in the Emergency Operating Procedures or the Severe Accident
Management Guidelines required to mitigate an accident or transient, including instrumentation
and other equipment associated with the required actions.

(5)The plant condition monitoring program would identify any known active degradation
mechanisms in the pipe segment prior to its failure in test or an actual demand event (e.g., flow
accelerated corrosion program).,

(6)Failure of the piping segment will not result in releases of radioactive material that would result in
the implementation of off-site emergency response and protective actions.

The RISC process shall demonstrate that the defense-in-depth philosophy is maintained. Defense-in-
depth may be demonstrated by following the guidelines of U.S.N.R.C. Regulatory Guide 1.174,
Revision 1, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment In Risk-Informed Decisions On
Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis," dated November 2002. Defense-in-depth is
maintained if:

(7)A reasonable balance is preserved among prevention of core damage, prevention of containment
failure, and consequence mitigation:

(8)Over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for weaknesses in plant design is avoided.

(9)System redundancy, independence, and diversity are preserved commensurate with the expected
frequency, consequences of challenges to the system, and uncertainties (e.g., no risk outliers).

(10) Defenses against potential common cause failures are preserved, and the potential for the
introduction of new common cause failure mechanisms is assessed.

(11) Independence of fission-product barriers is not degraded.

(c) If LSS has been assigned from 1-3.2.2(b), then the RISC process shall verify that there are sufficient
safety margins to account for uncertainty in the engineering analysis and in the supporting data.
Safety' margin shall be incorporated when determining performance characteristics and parameters,
e.g., piping segment, system, and plant capability or success criteria. The amount of margin should
depend on the uncertainty associated with the performance parameters in question, the availability of
alternatives to compensate for adverse performance, and the consequences of failure to meet the
performance goals. Sufficient safety margins are maintained by:

(1)Ensuring that safety analysis acceptance criteria in the plant licensing basis are met, or

(2)Ensuring that proposed revisions account for analysis and data uncertainty.

If LSS has been assigned from I-3.2.2(b) and at least one of the above safety margin conditions are
true, then LSS should be assigned; if both of the above safety margin conditions are not true, then
HSS shall be assigned.

(d) A component support or snubber shall have the same classification as the highest-ranked piping
segment within the piping analytical model in which the support is included. The Owner may further
refine the classification ranking by more extensive application, of the process defined in these
requirements. These analyses shall be documented.

1-4.0 Reevaluation of Risk-Informed Safety Classifications
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New information may become available that alters the RISC for a piping segment. Such information may
result from changes to the PRA, plant operation, or design of items. The Owner shall identify and verify
the effect of the new information on the RISC assigned to the piping segment.

When it is determined that the new information affects the RISC, the Owner shall reevaluate the
classification, using the same approach originally used to establish the RISC.
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TABLE I-1: CONSEQUENCE CATEGORIES FOR INITIATING EVENT IMPACT GROUP

Design Basis Initiating Event Representative Example Initiating Consequence
Event Category Type Initiating Event Events Category

Frequency Range
(1/yr) (Note 1)

I Routine Operation >1 None

II Anticipated Event >Ž10' Reactor Trip, Low/
Turbine Trip, Medium
Partial Loss of

Feedwater

III Infrequent Event 101 to 10-2 Excessive Low/Medium
Feedwater or Steam

Removal

Loss of Off Site Medium/High
Power

IV Limiting Fault or <10-2 Small LOCA,
Accident Steam Line Break, Medium!

Feedwater Line

Break, Large High
LOCA

Note 1: Refer to I-3.1.2(a)(3)
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TABLE 1-2: GUIDELINES FOR ASSIGNING CONSEQUENCE CATEGORIES TO FAILURES RESULTING IN SYSTEM OR TRAIN
LOSS

Afece Sytm z %. . .. = •:"":::...: Number:.of Unaffected Back~up Trains<+ •:>+•,:,::
'F requencryun y. xp s r i e ...t° h ll neExp.0 0,.,o"su.... .r" .."e : ,.: ::i,/)i =m. .......... :.V .:: : :: :-:, ::: 1: :l.0........ ......0 >.....................

(DB Chatlenge et we0.entesM LOW LOW

Anticipated All YearLOW* LO WM I LOW* LOW

(DB Cat II) Between tests EDI .EDU1JMý LEOW.. LOW* LOW LOW(1-3 months)

Long AOT MEDIU ivI LOW* LOW LOW LOW(_< I week)

Short AOT MEDIUM , LEDW* LOW* LOW LOW LOW LOW(:5 1 day)

Infrequent All Year A M MDEM> LOW* LOW LOW

(DB Cat. III) Between tests I EDI M EDLOW* LOW LOW LOW LOW

MEIM LW O LOW* LOW LOW LOW

(1-3 months) r•: il}t

Long AOT MED •P' MEDIU Low* LOW LOW, LOW LOW
(:5 1 week) •

tAOT LOW* LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW

to highorlow hormdim)

W(5 61 day)A 
g

Unexpected All Year MEDllt"NI NIEDIýRei LOW* LOW LOW LOW
(DB Cat. IV) Between tests MEDITA I ILNI LW LOW LOW LOW LOW

(1-3 months)

Long AOT MEDIUM...... LOW* LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW
(!5 1 week) •i+.++

Short AOT LOW* LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW
(:5 1 day)

Note: If there is no containment barrier and the consequence category is marked by an *, the consequence category should be increased (medium
to high or low to medium).
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TABLE 1-3: CONSEQUENCE CATEGORIES FOR COMBINATION IMPACT GROUP

Event Consequence Category

Initiating Event and 1 Unaffected Train of High
Mitigating System Available

Initiating Event and 2 Unaffected Trains of Medium1

Mitigating Systems Available

Initiating Event and More Than 2 Unaffected Low'
Trains of Mitigating Systems Available

Initiating Event and No Mitigating System N/A
Affected

Note 1: The higher classification of this table or Table I-1 shall be used.

TABLE 1-4: CONSEQUENCE CATEGORIES FOR FAILURES RESULTING IN INCREASED
POTENTIAL FOR AN UNISOLATED LOCA OUTSIDE OF CONTAINMENT

9.1 PROTECTION AGAINST 9.3 CONSEQUENCE CATEGORY

9.2 LOCA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

One Active'

One Passive2

Two Active

One Active, One Passive

Two Passive LOW

More than Two NONE

Note 1: An example of Active Protection is a valve that needs to close on demand.

Note 2: An example of Passive Protection is a valve that needs to remain closed.
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TABLE 1-5: QUANTITATIVE INDICES FOR CONSEQUENCE CATEGORIES
CCDP or Quantitative Index, no units Consequence

Category

2 _!10 High

10-6 < value < 10-4 Medium
Low

<10-6

None
No change to base case
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Appendix B: NRC's Request for Additional Information and PWROG
Responses

Note that OG-07-459 Enclosure 2 was later revised as a result of the NRC's Safety Evaluation
dated March 26, 2009. The final Table A-2 is included in Appendix A to this report.
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•PWROG Program Management Office
4350 Northern Pike

Monroevill1e, Pennsylania 15146

October 18, 2007

0G,07-459

Mr. Buff Bradley
Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street, NW
Wasýgton, DZC_ 20006-3708

Subject: PWR Owners Group
Transmittal of PWROG Responses to NRC Request For Additional Information
on WACAP-16308-NP, "Pressurized Water Reactor Owsiers Group 10 CFR 50.69

Pilot Program - Categorization Process - Wolf Creek Generatine Station fPA-
SEE-0027"

References: PWROG Letter, M. Dingier to B, Bradley (NED. "Transmittal of Additional
Information for.WCAP- 16308-NP, "Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group 10

CFR 5.0.69 Pilot Program- Categorization Process - Wolf Creek Generating Station
(PA-SEE-0027)'" "WVOG-07-202, May 8, 2007.

Dear Biff,

Enclosed are the PWROG responses to the NRC's August 28 RAlIs from their review of
WCAP-16308-NR "Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group 10 CFR 50:69 Pilot Program -
Categorization Process - Wolf Creek Generating Station'" The PWROG response to the RA.Is
also includes WCAP revisions, as mark-ups- In addition, an updated Table A-2 for WCAP-
16308-NP is provided based on changes from the version transinittedvia Reference.

This information is consistent with the discussions with the NRC at the September 28, 2007
meeting to discuss the draft PWROG RAI responses-

NE submitted WCAP-16308-NP to the NRC at the request of the PWROG on September 26,
M006. NEI_ mayprovide these RAI responses directly to the NRC.

Sincerely,

Frederick P. "Tedc" Schiffley, II
Chairman, P•WVR Owners Group
PWR Owners Group

Enclosures
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Mr. Biff Bradley, NEI
OG-07-459

October 18, 2007

cc: PWRO.G PMO
R_ I. Lutz, Jr.
G-G. Ament
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Enclosure I

INTRODUCTION

At the September 28, 2007 public meeting (Accession No. ML071930260) to discuss the
preliminary PWROG responses to the NRC's Requests for Additional Information (RAIs),
the PWROG took an action to provide finalized RAI responses (including an additional
RAI that was received after the meeting), provide an updated Table A-2 to WCAP-
16308-NP, and to clarify the expectation for the scope of the NRC's review and safety
evaluation of the PWROG Topical Report (TR) WCAP-16308-NP.

The RAI responses are provided in this document.. The revised Table 2 to WCAP-
16308-NP is provided in a separate document attached to the cover letter transmitting
this document.

The PWROG expectation for the NRC review of WCAP-16308-NP is to obtain a clear
safety evaluation which would allow licensees to take credit for the process used to
categorize passive components in accordance with 10 CFR 50.69. This is consistent
with the meeting summary from the February 6, 2007 public meeting (Ascension No.
ML070440490). The PWROG believes that this includes the passive categorization
process described in Section 4 of the TR and includes the IDP process used to finalize
both the passive and the active categorization described in Section 3.7 or the TR. In
addition, based on RAts 10 and 11 below, the PWROG believes that the NRC's safety
evaluation should also address the process used to satisfy 50.69 (d)(2) and (e) as
discussed in the Section 7 and 8 of the TR as revised by the responses to RAts 10 and
11. The active categorization described in Section 3 of the TR follows NEI 00-04 which
has been endorsed by NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.200 and there is no need for further
NRC review of this section, except Section 3.7 as discussed above.

NRC RAIs on WCAP-16308-NP, "Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group 10 CFR
50.69 Pilot Program - Categorization Process - Wolf Creek Generating Station",
Letter from Tanya Mensah (NRC) to Biff Bradley (NEI) dated August 28, 2007
(ML072220129)

1. Section 1-3.0 of the ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0, refers to shutdown, fires,
flooding and seismic (hereafter referred to as "external events') as providing
information relevant to classification. Although external events are often not modeled
in a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), Tables 1-1 to 1-4 in ASME Code Case
N-660, Rev. 0, may be used to classify structures, systems, and components (SSCs)
needed to respond to these external events.

The proposed methodology' retains the original discussion and again mentions
external events in a new section (Section 1-3.1.2), but provides no additional

Table A-2 of TR WCAP-1 6308-NP identifies a number of differences between the process described in
ASME Code Case N-660 and that applied by Wolf Creea Generating Station (WOGS) and other ditferences
have been identified that are not included in Table A-2. The body of TR WCAP-16308-NP also provides
some limited guidance as illustrated here. The process applied by WCGS (including any revision that may
be made during the NRC staff review of TR WCAP-16308-NP) is referred to as the proposed methodology.
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guidance. The pilot plant did not have an external event PRA and did not use Tables
I-1 to l-4.

TR WCAP-16308-NP provides some discussion about external initiating events in
the last paragraph on page 4-3 which states:

"Also, only qualitative risk assessments exist for fire, seismic, external events
and shutdown at WCGS. Therefore, to capture the risk importance of piping
segments from the fire, seismic, external events and shutdown qualitative risk
assessments, any piping segment supporting a high risk significant. safe
shutdown pathway would be a candidate medium safety significant pipe
segment. This is equivalent to the active component classification process where
active SSCs that support safe shutdown pathways are not automatically
classified as high safety significant, but rather are left to the IDP for a final
classification."

The NRC staff believes that the last sentence above is incorrect. As stated at the
bottom of page 5, and in the third bullet on the top of page 6, in NEI 00-04, "10 CFR
50.69 SSC Categorization Guideline," an SSC identified as high safety significant
(HSS) by a n6n-PRA method must remain HSS and may not be reclassified by the
Integrated Decision-Making Panel (IDP). The paragraph in TR WCAP-16308-NP
places these SSCs into a medium safety significant classification which does allow
the IDP to reclassify the SSC as a low safety significant (LSS) SSC.

Please provide a description of how piping segments supporting a safe shutdown
pathway that is obtained from a non-PRA analysis of external events should be
identified and classified. If the proposed method differs from the method described in
NEI 00-04 for active SSCs, please justify this difference.

RESPONSE:

The methodology used at. Wolf Creek for the passive classification of pressure
boundary components using a non-PRA method was consistent with the NEI 00-04
guidance. Components that support safe shutdown pathways at Wolf Creek were
ranked as HSS during the preliminary classification and the Integrated
Decisionmaking Panel (IDP) could not re-classify them into a lower risk category.
Further, as discussed .in Section 3_7 of WCAP-1 6308-NP 2, the IDP is provided with
documentation from the passive categorization and is trained in -the roles and
responsibilities of the IDP, including passive categorization considerations.

The last sentence in the last paragraph on page 43 of WCAP-16308-NP is incorrect.
The last sentence of the last paragraph on page 4-3 of WCAP-16308-NP will be
revised to read:

"Also, only qualitative risk assessments exist for fire, seismic, external events
and shutdown at WCGS. Therefore, to capture the risk importance of piping
segments from the fire, seismic, external events and shutdown qualitative risk
assessments, any piping segment supporting a safe shutdown pathway would be
classified as a high safety significant pipe segment. This is consistent with the
active component classification process where active SSCs that support safe

2 The IDP described in Section 3.7 of WCAP-16308-NP was used to meet the Code Case N-660

requirement in paragraph 1320 for diverse engineering disciplines in the passive categorization process.
This clarification was added to Supplemental Table A-2b_
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shutdown pathways are automatically classified as high safety significant and
therefore not eligible to be ranked lower by the IDP."

Supplemental Table A-23 will be revised to reflect that no change was made to this
section from Revision 0 of Code Case N-660 by deleting the line referring to N-660
Section 1-3-1.2 from the table.

It is also noted that the consequence assessment from ASME Code Case N-578,
"Risk Informed Requirements for Class 1, 2, and 3 Piping, Method B, Section XI,
Division 1', is the basis for the consequence assessment used for the passive
categorization in Code Case N-660, Revision 0. The consequence assessment
categorizes piping from an internal events perspective as well as from an external
and shutdown events perspective and ranks the piping accordingly. Therefore, the
use of Code Case N-660, Revision 0 addresses external events through the
consequence assessment.

2. On July 11, 2007, a Category 2 public meeting was held between the NRC staff and
industry representatives at NRC headquarters. During the meeting, industry
representatives provided a supplemental Table A-2 (that added a large number of
entries) to discuss its draft comments in response to the NRC staffs comments on
the 50.69 pilot documentation guidance (ADAMS Accession No. ML071930260). As
described under the entry for 1-3.1.1(a) in the supplemental Table A-2 (but not
included in Table A-2 of TR WCAP-16308-NP), the proposed methodology modifies
the Section 1-3.1.1(a) of ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0, to expand the available
alternatives to analyzing less that a large pressure boundary failure. The new
alternative permitting the analysis of a smaller pressure boundary failure is:

(4) when design insights do not support a large break based on
pressureitemperaturel flow in the pipe segment.

This guidance provides no predictability about which segments will be assigned a
small leakage and which segments would not. Please provide additional guidance
that clearly defines the "design insights' and identify criteria that would be used to
conclude that the insight does not support a large break. Justify how these insights
and criteria provide confidence that a large break in not a credible failure mode.

RESPONSE:

Any discussion of break size must start with the identification of the pipe failure
mechanisms. The most recent study of pipe breaks is contained in NUREG-1829
"Estimating Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)' which was developed through an.
expert elicitation process to determine the frequency of loss of coolant accidents to
support the rulemaking for 10 CFR 50.46a. While the information in that report
concentrates on reactor coolant pressure boundary components, a number of
insights can be drawn from the information contained in the report, including pipe
break morphology, operational experience and probabilistic fracture mechanics
assessments.

Supplermental Table A-2 Aas provided to the NRC during a Category 2 public meeting on July 11, 2007
and archived under ADAMS Accession No. ML071930260.
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The consideration of the appropriate break size to be used for considering the
consequences of pipe breaks must start with the contributors to potential pipe
breaks. As discussed in NUREG7 1829, there are five key contributors to pipe
breaks: geometry, materials and fabrication, loading history, degradation
mechanisms, and mitigation / maintenance. It is noted that there are.key interactions
between certain considerations for each of the contributors that greatly influence the
overall potential for and characteristics of a pipe failure. For example, flow
accelerated corrosion (degradation mechanisms) is predominant in carbon steel
piping (materials and fabrication), occurs predominantly at elbows and tees in the
piping systems (geometry) and is monitored through mitigation measures (mitigation
/ maintenance) to ensure replacement before pipe failures occur. A detailed
discussion of the considerations for each key contributor is provided in
NUREG-1829.

A number of key insights can be taken from NUREG-1829:

& Large pipe breaks are highly unlikely without a severe transient load; cracks in
piping systems will only leak until they are detected, and then the leak can be
repaired.

a Based on operational experience, small pipes are more susceptible to large
breaks than large pipes. A given flaw size represents a larger fractional. pipe
diameter for smaller diameter pipes. Smaller piping is also often subject to
fabrication flaws which exacerbates this decreased failure margin. Additionally,
smaller diameter lines are often fabricated from socket welded piping which has
a history of mechanical fatigue damage from plant vibrations and is also
susceptible to external failure mechanisms arising from human error (e.g.,
damage from equipment). Finally, small piping is typically more difficult to inspect
and in-service inspection is not routinely performed on these lines.

. Through-wall flaws that result in leakage make up the majority of the operating
history. While this substantiates the leak-before-break philosophy, it also shows
the extreme conservatism in the large break assumption. This is apparent for all
pipe sizes, from the small vent and drain lines to reactor coolant loop piping.

a Mechanical fatigue was noted to be one of the foremost causes of through-wall
flaws, followed by fabrication defect and repair. Those failure mechanisms
presently identified through condition monitoring programs (e.g., stress corrosion
cracking [SCC] and flow accelerated corrosion [FAC]), are generally not
dominant failure mechanisms.

Studies such as that reported in ASME Whitepaper .2002-021-01, 'Altemative
Pressure Boundary Treatment Practices for Class 2 and 3 Service Water Systems',
have compared the service history of piping designed to different ASME
requirements. This study focused on the reliability of raw water systems for plants
that have used B31.1 (and AWWA) versus ASME Section Il. If the entire operating
history is used, plants designed to B31.1 (and AWWA) have a slightly higher piping
failure rate than Section III plants. If the operating years prior to 1983, during which
many degradation mechanisms were identified, are not considered, then the existing
B31.1 (and AWWA) plant piping systems are actually operating more reliably than
Section III plants. Others studies referenced in the ASME White Paper have also
shown that there is little difference in failure probability for design loading conditions
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between the various design codes (e.g. B31.1, ASME Section III), in particular for
low temperature systems.

Separate considerations need to be evaluated for seismic loadings on piping
segments in determining an applicable break size. Seismic loadings have the
potential to cause catastrophic piping failures if the pipe loadings exceed their design
basis. There are three important aspects to be considered in seismic evaluations:

50.69(d)(2) requires that reasonable confidence .be maintained that RISC-3
SSCs can perform their design basis functions under their design basis accident
conditions, including seismic and environmental conditions and effects
throughout their service life. As discussed in the response to RAI#1 1, the
seismic requirements for repair and replacement of low risk significant
components will consider the appropriate seismic conditons to provide that
reasonable. confidence.

" The resolution of Generic Letter 87-02, "Verification of Seismic Adequacy of
Mechanical and Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors, Unresolved Safety
Issue (USI) A-46" included performing seismic verifications of certain classes of
mechanical and electrical equipment. The resolution methodology proposed by
the industry Seismic Qualification Users Group (SQUG) in their 'Generic
Implementation Procedure (GIP) for Seismic Verification of Nuclear Plant
Equipment" was based on generic equipment earthquake experience data
supplemented by generic equipment test data. With respect to pressure
boundary components, the SQUG conclusion reflected in the GIP-2 report was
that there is adequate seismic capacity for properly anchored equipment in older
operating plants. The staff generic Safety Evaluation of the GIP-2 methodology
concluded that the GIP-2 approach provides an adequate level of safety and that
it was not cost-justifiable for the safety benefit gained to demonstrate the seismic
qualification of equipment in these older operating plants by using rigorous
current qualification requirements.

* It is also noted in the NUREG-1829 study that small piping using socket welds
are susceptible to external failure mechanisms such as seismic loads-

In conclusion, it is proposed that break sizes other than large breaks can be used in
the passive categorization subject to the conditions described below:

• A review needs to be conducted to assure the system/segment is not susceptible
to any large break mechanisms (as described below) or that plant controls are in
place (e.g. condition monitoring) to minimize the potential for occurrence of large
break mechanisms. This includes a review of plant and industry operating
experience to characterize the potential for piping pressure boundary failure,
including unacceptable flaw growth, leaks, failures and degradation processes.
Plant specific service history is a key element in identifying degradation
mechanism susceptibility because of the uniqueness of particular plant
configurations and service conditions to small or large leak applicability.

A large break mechanism is defined as one that includes significant loadings
above the normal loading on the system and specifically includes water hammer
for which no mitigation is provided and intemal deflagrations, but excludes
seismic based on considerations stated above.
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The pipe segment is not part of. a high energy system- A high energy system is
defined as a system that, for the major operational period, is either in operation
or maintained pressurized under conditions where either, or both, of the following
are met: a) maximum operating temperature exceeds 200 degrees F, and b)
maximum operating pressure exceeds 275 psi-

The pipe is greater than 4 inches in diameter. This was chosen to coincide with
the ASME definition of small bore piping. It also approximates the leak rate for
Category 3 for PWRs in NUREG-1829. There is a significant decrease in the
likelihood of piping failures between Category. 2 and Category 3 for PWRs. This
represents a break probability over two orders of magnitude, less than the most
likely pipe break. This also eliminates concerns about socket weld and support
failures of small piping during seismic events.

The considerations that permit the use of a small break in the passive

categorization need to be dearly noted as a basis for the passive categorization
to ensure that:

Appropriate design and operation measures are maintained to assure that
reasonable confidence is maintained so that the plant can perform its design
basis function under design basis conditions, considering seismic and
environmental conditions, and

Post-implementation monitoring and possible corrective actions are based on
the appropriate categorization basis.

The appropriate small break size for consideration in passive categorization is the
calculated leak rate at normal operating conditions for a through-wall flaw with a
length 6 times its depth. This is consistent with the NUREGICR-4550 definition for a
PRA small break LOCA and with the NUREG-1829 results that show this is the most
likely leak rate to occur in both PWR and BWR plants. This is also consistent with
the operating experience that pipe failures are dominated by mechanical fatigue and
fabrication defects, both of which exhibit leak before break characteristics. A flaw
aspect ratio of 6 is also commonly used for structural evaluations.

Supplemental Table A-2a will be revised at the entry for 1-3-1.1(a) to reflect that
smaller break sizes can be considered when certain design and operational
considerations can be satisfied by inserting a new item (4) that reads:

"(4) a small break with a calculated leak rate at design basis conditions for a
through-wall flaw with a length six times its depth can be used when certain
design and operational considerations are satisfied:

the pipe segment is not susceptible to any large break mechanisms or
plant controls are in place to minimize the potential for occurrence of
large break mechanisms,

4 a large break mechanism is one that produces significant loadings
above the normal loading on the system and specifically includes
water hammer for which no mitigation is provided and intemal
deflagrations, but exdudes seismic,

the pipe segment is not part of a high energy system,
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- the pipe segment is greater than 4 inches in diameter."

3. As described under the entry for Section 1-3.1.2(b) in Table A-2 of TR
WCAP-16308-NP, the NEI proposed new text to be used instead of the text in ASME
Code Case N-660, Rev. 0. The single sentence in Section 1-3.1.2(a) of ASME Code
Case N-660, Rev. 0, is to be expanded into four bullets. It is not clear that the
proposed text does not change the original process.

a. .Please identify the Risk-informed Inservice Inspection (RI-ISI) program criteria
(i.e., document and page number) referred to in the explanatory note in this entry
in Table A-2.

b. Please describe each of the proposed changes and provide examples illustrating
the differences and similarities between the endorsed ASME Code Case N-660,
Rev. 0, text and.the proposed text of Section 1-3.1.2(b).

RESPONSE:

The proposed modification to Section 1-3.1.2(b) of Code Case N-660 was not
intended to change the process or methodology. The text for Section 1-3.1.2(b) in

Revision 0 of Code Case N-660 was used for the Wolf Creek categorization.

Supplemental Table A-2 will be revised to reflect that no change was made to
Section 1-3.1.2(b) from Revision 0 of Code Case N-660 by deleting the line referring
to Section 1-3.1.2(b) from the table.

A proposed modification to Section 1-3-1.2(d) of Code Case N-660 was made to be
consistent with the proposed modification to Section 1-3.1.2(b) of Code Case N-660.
The categorization process for Wolf Creek also used the text for Section 1-3.1.2(d) of
Revision 0 of Code Case N-660.

Supplemental Table A-2 will be revised to also reflect that no change was made to
Section "-3.1.2(d) from Revision 0 Code Case N-660 by deleting the line referring to
Section 1-3.1.2(c) from the table.

4. During the May 17, 2007, audit of the WCGS IDP documentation, the NRC staff
noted that the piping attached to the reactor sump screens was classified as LSS
while the screens themselves had been categorized HSS during the active SSC
classification phase. After several discussions with industry representatives, it
appears that the reactor coolant recirculation function of these screens was not
included in the passive classification process because the passive categorization
only included the containment spray system functions. At WCGS, failure of the
containment spray system does not affect core damage or large early release. Page
27 of NEI 00-04 states, 'there may be circumstances where the categorization of a
candidate low safety-significant SSC within the scope of the system being
considered cannot be completed because it also supports an interfacing system."
This caution is not included in the proposed passive categorization methodology.

a) Please provide additional guidance that provides confidence that piping
segments that support two or more systems' functions will be classified based on
the highest safety significance function being supported.
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b) The proposed method does not appear to require identification andresolution
of differences between the safety significance classification between an active
SSC and. the piping attached to the SSC. Under what conditions is it reasonable
for the safety significance of the pressure boundary function of a piping segment

• to be classified lower than the SSCs to which it is attached?

RESPONSE:

If a piping segment supports more than one function, the piping segment should be
classified to the highest safety significance of the functions that it supports. In fact,
Section 1-3.1.3(a)(3) of the N-660 Code Case, as modified in the response to RAI #5,
directs that an assessment of the impact of the failure of a piping system on other
systems be undertaken: The intent of this criterion is to ensure that a pipe segment
is classified to the highest safety significance of all of the functions that it supports.
Using this criterion, the passive categorization of the sump screen should consider
both the containment spray recirculation function and the core cooling recirculation
function. Since the core cooling recirculation function was not categorized when the
containment spray system categorization was undertaken, the containment sump
screen classification should not have been completed and its original classification
(e.g., high safety significance) should have been retained.

The safety significance of the pressure boundary function of a piping segment should
normally be consistent with the safety significance of the active function of a
component attached to the subject piping segment, except in certain circumstances.
All such circumstances would need to be justified on a case by case basis.
Examples of some circumstances are:

" Piping segments are defined based on similarities in consequences. Many times
valves are at a boundary between two piping segments and are therefore
associated with each piping segment. For example, a containment isolation
valve can act a boundary between two piping.segments. In this case, the active
and passive function ranking of the valve itself would likely be high based on
providing a safety significant containment isolation function. However, the
associated piping in the piping segments on either side of the isolation valve
could be low if they do not serve a fission product release mitigation function. In
this case, the active and passive categorizatibn of the isolation valve would be
high while the piping segments associated with the valve could be low.

" The failure of a pipe segment may be high because it can result in the draining of
a tank that would fail a high safety significant function while an active failure of
the pumps taking suction from the tank might be low based on the number of
trains in the system or diverse means of performing the high safety significant
function. For example, a failure of the piping segment on the suction side of a
high head safety injection pump might be high based on draining the suction
source for safety injection while the active ranking for that train of safety injection
might be low based on multiple trains or diverse means of safety injection such
as safety grade charging pumps. This would result in a high passive ranking for
the pipe segment but a low ranking for the active function that the pipe segment
supports.

To ensure that it is clear that the passive categorization of pipe segment is based on
the highest safety significance of all of the functions that it supports, additional
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guidance will be included in Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP. A new paragraph will
be inserted at the top of page 4-5 to read:

'Piping segments shall be ranked based on the highest safety significance of all
of the functions that it supports. If the importance of all functions that it supports
has not been completed, the piping segment must retain its original classification
until the importance of all supporting systems has also been evaluated.'

To clarify that the passive categorization ranking of a piping segment should
generally be consistent with the active categorization for the function that it supports,
additional guidance will be included in Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP_ Directly
following the proposed additional paragraph directly above, another paragraph will
be inserted that reads:

"The safety significance of the pressure boundary function of a piping segment
should be consistent with the safety significance of the active function of a piping
segment, except in certain circumstances- All such circumstances would need to
be justified on a case by case basis."

The guidance in Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP is used during the preliminary
engineering passive classification of the pipe segments. As described in Section 3.7
of WCAP-16308-NP, this guidance will also used by. the IDP to finalize the pipe
segment passive classifications.

5. As described in the entry under Section 1-3.1.3(a)(3) in Table A-2 of TR
WCAP-16308-NP, the NEI proposed to use new text instead of the text in the
endorsed version of N-660. ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0 states,

'Even when considering operator actions used to mitigate an accident, failure of
the piping segment will fail a high-safety-significant function.'

This text has been moved to Section 1-3.2-2(b)(1) and modified to now state,

'Even when taking credit for plant features and operator actions, failure of the
piping segment will not4 directly fail another high-safety-significant function.'

The introduction of the word 'another* in the proposed version significantly alters
when the response to this question would be 'True,- and "False' in a manner which
requires further explanation. The original text ensures that a piping segment that
would disable any single HSS function would be classified HSS. In the proposed
revision, a second (i.e., 'another") HSS function would have to be failed in addition to
whatever function that the piping segment being classified would directly degrade or
fail. Is the intent of this proposed text to require that a second HSS function be
consequently failed? If so, please justify not assigning a HSS classification to an
SSC whose failure could consequently fail an HSS function.

RESPONSE:

The proposed modification was not intended to change the process or methodology
in Revision 0 of Code Case N-660. Since no change of process or methodology was

- The negative in the proposed methodology is a natural consequence of changing the way "true" and "false"
responses are used in the IDP classificaton as discussed further in.
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implemented by Wolf Creek, this section will be returned to the text in Revision 0 of
Code Case N-660.

Supplemental Table A-2 will be revised to reflect that no change was made to this
criterion by using the wording:

"Even when taking credit for plant features and operator actions, failure of the
piping segment will not directly fail a high safety significant function-'

In addition, Consideration 1 on page 4-4 of Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP will be
revised to read:

'"Even when taking credit for plant features and operator actions. failure of the
piping segment will not directly fail a high safety significant function."

.The discussion under Consideration 1 of Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP does not
require any. change because the process and methodology used by Wolf Creek is
consistent with the text in Revision 0 of Code Case N-660.

Also, as noted in footnote 4 on the previous page, the considerations in Section I-
3.1.3(a) of Revision 0 of Code Case N-660 were changed in the way that "true" and
"false" are used by reversing the responses for a given condition. Human
performance fundamentals suggest that the wording of equivalent considerations
between the-active and passive categorization guidance should be as similar as
possible. Therefore, the passive categorization perspective for these considerations
was changed to be consistent with the NEI 00-04 considerations. By making this
change, the IDP, that makes- the final passive and active classification
determinations as described in Settion 3.7 of WCAP-16308-NP, will be making
consistent responses. For an equivalent consideration using the Code Case N-660,
Revision 0 guidance, to come to a low safety significance finding the.IIDP would
respond in the positive (e.g., true) for the active ranking and in the negative (e.g.,
false) for the passive ranking. Therefore, all of the considerations in Section I-
3.1.3(a) were revised to have a "true" response for a low safety significance finding
from both active and passive categorization. To ensure that this change is
highlighted in WCAP-16308-NP, a new bullet will be added in Section 4-5 on page 4-
4 to read:

"All of the considerations in Section 1-3.1.3 of Code Case N-660 were changed
so that the response (i.e., true or false) for the passive categorization would
match the response for the equivalent consideration from the active
categorization process in NEI 00-04.'

6. As described in the entry under Section 1-3.1-3(b)(2) in Table A-2 of TR
WCAP-16308-NP, you have proposed to use new text instead of the text in ASME
Code Case N-660, Rev. 0. The endorsed version of ASME Code Case N-660 states,

"The piping segment supports a significant mitigating or diagnosis function
addressed in the Emergency Operating Procedures or the Severe Accident
Management Guidelines."

This text has been moved to Section 1-3.2.2(b)(4) and modified to now state,
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"The piping segment does note individually support a significant mitigating or
diagnosis function addressed in the Emergency Operating Procedures or the
Severe Accident Management Guidelines, with no redundancy or alternate
means of support.'

The introduction of the phrase 'with no redundancy or alternative means of support"
in the proposed version significantly alters when the response to this question would
be "True' and 'False" in a manner which requires further explanation. The original
question addressed two issues, a particularly important aspect of defense-in-depth
and the complexity of modeling human errors. One of the defense-in-depth
considerations is to avoid over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for
weakness in plant design. In this case, relying on the operators to overcome failures
which reduce diagnosis information relied upon to mitigate accidents. Quantitative
evaluation of the impact of these failures may provide additional information about
the impact of these failures on risk and how that impact compares to the acceptance
guidelines, but such calculations are very resource intensive and of limited accuracy.

The NRC staff has not yet concluded whether the original statement was too limiting,
as argued in TR WCAP-16308-NP, but considers that the introduction of the
"individually supports' may provide reasonable flexibility commensurate with the
safety significance of the piping. However, because of the pervasive -inclusion of
instrumentation throughout the plant that normally includes measurements of many
related parameters, it would appear that there would never be a piping segment
failure for which the response to the proposed question would be "False."

a) Please explain the difference between 'individually support" and "no
redundancy."

b) Please define "alternative means of supportf and justify that full loss of a
diagnosis function would not be expected to be safety significant unless these
alternative means are also lost. For example, upon loss of the reference leg for
level measurement in a refueling water storage tank, would low pressure in the
high-pressure safety injection pump inlet (or some other indication) provide an
acceptable alternative means for determining when to switch over from injection
to recirculation?

RESPONSE:

The Emergency Operating Procedure . (EOP) considerations in the passive
categorization process used at Wolf Creek were consistent with those used in the
active categorization as defined in Section 9.2.2 of NEI 00-04.

In NEl 00-04, Consideration 4 states:

"The active function/SSC is not called out or relied upon in the plant Emergency I
Abnormal Operating Procedures or similar guidance as the sole means for the
successful performance of operator actions required to mitigate an accident or
transient- This also applies to instrumentation and other equipment associated
with the required actions."

Further, Consideration 5 from Section 9.2.2 of NEI 00-04 states:

The negative in the proposed methodology is a natural consequence of changing the way "true" and "false"
responses are used in the 10P classification.
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'The active functionlSSC is not called out or relied upon in the plant Emergency /
Abnormal Operating Procedures or similar guidance as the sole. means of
achieving actions for assuring long term containment integrity, monitoring of post-
accident conditions, or offsite emergency planning activities. This also applies to
instrumentation and other equipment associated with the required actions."

As discussed in the response to RAI #5, human performance fundamentals suggest
that the wording of equivalent considerations between the active and passive
categorization guidance should be as similar as possible. By making this change,
the IDP, that makes the final passive and active classification determinations as
described in Section 3.7 of WCAP-16308-NP, will be making consistent responses.

Therefore, the entry in the third column of Supplemental Table A-2 for 1-3.1.3(b)(2)
will be revised to read:

"The piping segment is not relied upon to support an active function in the plant
Emergency / Abnormal Operating Procedures or similar guidance as the sole
means for the successful performance of operator actions required to mitigate an
accident or transient, or for achieving actions for assuring long term containment
integrity, monitoring of post-accident conditions, or offsite emergency planning
activities- This also applies to instrumentation and other equipment associated
with the required actions."

In addition, Consideration 4 on page. 4-5 of Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP will be
revised to read:

ý'The piping segment is not relied upon to support an active function in the plant
Emergency I Abnormal Operating Procedures or similar guidance as the sole
means for the successful performance of operator actions required to mitigate an
accident or transient, or for achieving actions for assuring long term containment
integrity, monitoring of post-accident conditions, or offsite emergency planning
activities. This also applies to instrumentation and other equipment associated
with the required actions."

The discussion under Consideration 4 in Section 4.5 of WCAP-16308-NP does not
require any change because the process and methodology used by Wolf Creek is
consistent with the text in Revision 0 of Code Case N-660-

7. The proposed methodology proposes to address the safety significant implication of
known active degradation mechanisms using a new question described in the entry
under Section 1-3.2.2(b)(5) in the Supplemental Table A-2 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML071930260). The proposed question states that "the plant condition monitoring
program would identify any known active degradation mechanism in the pipe
segment prior to its failure in test or actual demand event-' The second sentence in
Section 1-3.2.2(b) in Code Case N-660, stated, "Any piping segment initially
determined to be a Medium consequence category and that is subject to a known
active degradation mechanism shall be classified HSS." Evidently, the proposed
method replaced the guidance in ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0, with the
guidance under the new Section 1-.2:2(b)(5)- This change to ASME Code Case N-
660, Rev. 0, will almost certainly result in a number of segments that would have
been classified HSS, according to the Code Case, to be classified LSS according to
the proposed method.
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As written in the proposed methodology, the simple existence of a degradation
monitoring program at a plant would seem to result in a "True" designation for every
location in the plant that may be susceptible to that degradation mechanism,
regardless of whether there are any inspections in the segment being classified. This
interpretation is supported by the observation during the NRC staff audit of the
WCGS IDP documentation, that the WCGS IDP used the phrase, '[a] plant
conditioning monitoring program exists" in a number of places. No other discussions
about degradation mechanisms were identified during the audit.

The generic disposition of all known, active degradation mechanisms is contradictory
to ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0. Please provide additional description about how
active degradation mechanisms should be incorporated into the safety-significance
classification for a segment. The discussion should describe the relationship
between the plant's degradation monitoring programs, the inspection locations within
the programs, and the inspection locations within the segment being classified.
Please describe the differences between the results that would be obtained using the
endorsed code case and the results that will be obtained using the proposed method,
and explain why these differences are acceptable.

RESPONSE:

The second sentence in Section 1-3.2.2(b) in Revision 0 of Code Case N-660 states:

"Any piping segment initially determined to be a 'Medium' consequence category
and that is subject to a known active degradation mechanism shall be classified
HSS."

During the preliminary Wolf Creek passive categorization, it was identified that a
significant number of piping systems (and therefore pipe segments) are potentially
subject to known active degradation mechanisms, such as flow accelerated
corrosion (FAC), microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC), thermal fatigue, stress
corrosion cracking (SCC), etc. Wolf Creek has condition monitoring programs to: a)
identify active degradation mechanisms applicable to Wolf Creek, b) identify the
piping systems and locations subject to the active degradation mechanisms,
c) periodically assess the extent of degradation, and d) initiate corrective actions
when necessary to prevent pipe failures due to these degradation mechanisms.
Therefore, it is unduly conservative to classify any pipe segment that is subject to
active degradation mechanisms as high safety significant without consideration of
the assurance provided by the condition monitoring programs.

10 CFR 50.69(d)(2) requires that a licensee implementing 50.69 shall ensure, with
reasonable confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing their safety
related functions under design basis conditions, -including seismic conditions and
environmental conditions and effects throughout their service life. In addition,
50.69(d)(2) requires that the treatment of RISC-3 SSCs must be consistent with the
categorization process and that inspection and testing, and corrective action shall be
provided for RISC-3 SSCs_ Finally, 50-69(d)(2) and (e) requires that the
performance of RISC-3 SSCs be monitored and corrective actions be taken.

The Wolf Creek condition monitoring programs provide reasonable confidence that
the piping systems can perform their design basis functions by a multi-step process.
First, industry experience and plant experience are periodically reviewed to identify
active degradation mechanisms that are applicable to Wolf Creek piping systems.
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Second, the condition monitoring programs identify the candidate piping systems and
locations that may be subject to the various active degradation mechanisms and an
acceptance criterion is developed to provide confidence that a pipe rupture would not
be expected. Third, the candidate degradation locations are periodically assessed to
determine the extent of degradation that is occurring. The assessment can include
periodic monitoring of the degradation through non-destructive processes (e.g., for
flow accelerated corrosion), through evaluations (e.g., thermal degradation) or a
combination of the two (e.g. stress corrosion cracking). The final step involves the
potential for corrective action based on the periodic assessment and monitoring.
The corrective action can involve trending assessments, extent of condition
assessments, apparent cause assessments, etc. When warranted,. the corrective
action can include repair and replacement activities.

The Wolf Creek condition monitoring programs are applied to both safety related and
non-safety related systems to provide assurance that safety is maintained and that.
the plant is a highly reliable source of electricity production. Re-classifying piping
segments from high safety significance to low safety significance should have no
impact on the condition monitoring that is done for those piping systems.

Also it is noted that the passive categorization methodology in Code Case N-660
assumes that a break occurs in a pipe segment with a probability of 1.0. This
consideration is applied regardless of whether a potentially active, degradation
mechanism is present. That is, the impact of the postulated break (e.g. initiating
event, number of unaffected systems, and impact on containment) is the same and
the resultant consequence rank is the same regardless of the potential for active
degradation mechanisms.

Based on the considerations outlined above, the last column of the row identified as
1-3.2.2(b) in Supplemental Table A-2a will be changed to read:

'Continued condition monitoring for known active degradation mechanisms would
be a consideration in meeting 50.69 (d)(2) and (e). and therefore classification of
HSS is unduly conservative-'

No change is required for the row identified as 1-3.3.3(b)(5) in Supplemental
Table A-2a.

8. Table A-2 provided in TR WCAP-16308-NP is incomplete. Page A-5 states that,

'[niot all modifications to the code case are reported. Only those differen.ces that
could impact the categorization process used a WCGS are shown in Table A-2-" The
Table did not include a number of differences that have a major impact on the
process. During a July 11, 2007, NRC public meeting, Westinghouse representatives
provided a supplemental Table A-2 that added a large number of entries. The
supplemental Table still does not identify all of thedifferences between the proposed
method and ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0..

For example, the new question listed under Section 1-3.2.2(b)(5) in RAI question #7
was not included in Table A-2 in Revision 0 of TR WCAP-16308-NP. The question
was included in the supplemental Table A-2- However, in this supplemental table, the
entry under "Endorsed Revision 0" was N/A while, in practice, this question replaced
the guidance on the same subject that was in Section 1-3.2.2(b) of Code Case N-660.
There was an entry under 1-3.2.2(b) in Table A-2 of TR WCAP-16308-NP but the
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entry only refers to the first sentence in Section 3.2.2(b) in the Code Case and stated
that 'new considerations have been provided-'

Not included in either table, nor the TR WCAP-16308-NP, is the deletion of the Code
Case's guidance on how degradation mechanisms are to be incorporated into the
categorization process. Please submit a table that includes all differences between
the endorsed ASME Code Case N-660, Rev. 0, and the proposed method for which
approval is being requested. Based on the problems associated with only identifying
important differences in the previous tables, please include all differences in the
table.

RESPONSE:

Supplemental Table A-2 has been be revised to be consistent with the methodology
used by Wolf Creek. Additionally, changes identified in the response to these RAIs
have also been incorporated into Supplemental Table A-2. This updated
Supplemental Table A-2 is included as a separate attachment to the letter
transmitting these RAts and will replace the current Table A-2 in WCAP-1 6308-NP.

9. When used in support of the implementation of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) Section 50.69, a categorization process must include an
evaluation that provides reasonable confidence that sufficient safety margins are
maintained and that any potential increases in core damage frequency (CDF) and
large early release frequency (LERF) are small. Please explain how a licensee
applying this methodology to categorize the passive SSCs can satisfy 10 CFR
50.69(c)(1)(iv) and provide reasonable confidence that sufficient safety margins are
maintained and that any potential increases in CDF and LERF are small.

RESPONSE:

The 50.69 (d)(2) requirement to provide reasonable confidence that RISC-3 SSCs
remain capable of performing their safety related functions under design basis
conditions, including seismic conditions and environmental conditions and effects
throughout their service life would also apply to low safety significant pipe segments.
Therefore, safety margins are not impacted because there are no proposed changes
to the plant design basis. Additionally, the monitoring and corrective action required
by 50.69(d)(2) assures that any changes in performance of the pressure boundary
components would be identified, assessed and corrected as necessary to meet the
requirements of the rule. As discussed in the response to RAI #7, this would include
known active degradation mechanisms that could impact safety margins of the
pressure boundary function.

In addition, the passive categorization process includes a consequence assessment
and qualitative considerations to assure that potential changes in CDF and LERF are
small. The consequence assessment is applied to all piping segments regardless of
whether or not the pressure boundary function is explicitly modeled in the PRA. This
provides a first level of confidence that the delta CDF and LERF remain small. The
qualitative considerations that are important to risk are applied to the Medium and
Low consequence category piping segments to further ensure that the delta CDF
and LERF remain small. Finally, 50.69(d)(2) requires that the performance of low
safety significant components be monitored and that changes to their performance
be assessed in light of the assumptions made in the categorization process. Thus,
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any degradation in performance would be assessed to ensure that the delta CDF
and LERF remain small.

10. Section 7.3, "Monitoring of RISC-3 SSCs," discusses the review of failures of low-risk
safety-related (RISC-3) SSCs as part of the monitoring process under 10 CFR 50.69
of the NRC regulations. Discuss plans to monitor corrective action for degradation of
RISC-3 SSCs.

RESPONSE:

Wolf Creek has not developed plant specific methods for monitoring of correction
actions to address degradation of RISC-3 SSCs. Note that Wolf Creek uses the term
RISC-3 SSC to encompass low safety significant safety related active components
classified using the NEI 00-04 guidance as well as low safety significant pressure
boundary components classified using -the passive categorization process described
in WCAP-16308-NP. Plant specific methods, when developed in detail, will follow
the approach of NEI 00-04 Specifically, the Wolf Creek monitoring program will
include:

" Failures' of RISC-3 SSCs will be identified and tracked in a corrective action
program.

* Failures of RISC-3 SSCs will be reviewed, as part of the corrective action
program, to determine the extent of condition (i-e-, whether this failure is
indicative of a potential common cause failure).

Non-failures, such as known active degradation processes, will also be tracked
as part of the corrective action program to determine the extent of condition (i[e-,
the degree of degradation versus the condition monitoring acceptance criterion)
and need for corrective actions as discussed in the response to RAI #7.

° Failures of RISC-3 SSCs will be assessed for groups of like component types
(e-g., motor operated valves, air operated valves, motor-driven pumps, etc-) for
the purposes of assessing data from the corrective action program.

A periodic review of all failures of RISC-3 SSCs, also considering previous
component performance history, will be undertaken at least once every two fuel
cycles (per the periodic review schedule recommended in Section 12.1 of
NEI-00-04) to:

Ensure that the failure rate of RISC-3 SSCs in a given time period has not
unacceptably increased due to the changes in treatment. The periodic review
will validate that the rate of RISC-3 SSC equipment failures has not increased
by a factor greater than that used in the integrated risk sensitivity study.

Detect the occurrence of potential inter-system common cause failures, and
to allow timely corrective action if necessary.

If the number of failures for a group of SSCs exceeds the expected number of
failures by a factor of two or more, a potential adverse trend is identified requiring
further assessment. As a result of the assessment, either:

The categorization will be revised to reflect the increased failure rates and the
ranking of appropriate SSCs will be reviewed, or
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- A corrective action plan will be developed to return the reliability of the SSCs
to a level consistent with the categorization.

Section 7.3 of WCAP-16308-NP will be revised to include the response to RAI #10
above.

11. Section 8, "Application of RISC-3 Treatment Requirements," states that the Wolf
Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC) will develop and implement
documented processes to control the design, procurement, inspection, and
maintenance to ensure, with reasonable confidence, that RISC-3 SSCs remain
capable of performing their safety-related functions under design-basis conditions.
Section 8 also states that the WCNOC approach to inspection, testing, and
corrective actions is described in Section 7 of the TR. However, Section 7 discusses
monitoring of failure rates. Discuss the plans for inspection, testing, and corrective
actions for RISC-3 SSCs that satisfy 10 CFR 50.69(c)(1)(iv), (d)(2), and (e). For
example, the South Texas Project nuclear power plant is implementing a specific
plan for treatment of low-risk safety-related SSCs as part of an exemption received
from special treatment requirements in 10 CFR Part 50.

RESPONSE:

Wolf Creek has not developed plant specific methods for inspection testing and
corrective actions for RISC-3 SSCs to ensure, with reasonable confidence, that
RISC-3 SSCs remain capable of performing their safety-related functions under
design-basis conditions. Note that Wolf Creek uses the term RISC-3 SSC to
encompass low safety significant safety related active components classified using
the NEI 00-04 guidance as well as low safety significant pressure boundary
components classified using the passive categorization process described
WCAP-16308-NP.

10 CFR 50.69(d)(2) requires that two elements of safety be maintained:

* Reasonable confidence be maintained that RISC-3 SSCs can perform their
design basis functions under their design basis accident conditions, including
seismic and environmental conditions and effects throughout their service life,
and

" The basis for the categorization of RISC-3 SSCs be validated through monitoring
of the performance of RISC-3 SSCs and corrective actions be implemented when
the categorization basis is not maintained.

10 CFR 50.69(e) requires that changes to the plant, operational practices, applicable
plant and industry operational experience be periodically reviewed and, as
appropriate, the PRA and SSC categorization and treatment processes be updated-

To comply with the requirements of 50.69(d)(2), and (e), WCNOC will:

Procure RISC-3 SSCs in a manner consistent with current practices for
commercial grade equipment that includes, as a minimum: a) development of
procurement specifications that ensure that the component can perform its
design basis function under the appropriate design basis conditions, including
seismic and environmental conditions and effects throughout their service life,
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and b) inspect the equipment upon receipt at the plant to ensure that the proper
component was received.

Periodically maintain and test RISC-3 SSCs in a manner consistent with current
practices for commercial grade equipment that includes, as a minimum,
development of preventive maintenance requirements and schedules.

Track and assess failures of RISC-3 SSCs through the corrective action program
that includes those actions outlined in the response to RAI #10.

Section 8 of WCAP-16308-NP will be revised to include the response to this RAI and
will refer back to Section 7.3 for the discussion of monitoring and corrective actions.

12. Section 1-3.1.1(e) of CC N-660 provides for "[plossible automatic and operator
actions to prevent loss of system function," to be included in the consequence
evaluation. WCAP-16308[-NP] indicates that this section is unchanged in its
proposed methodology. Please describe how these automatic and operator actions
should be included in the consequence evaluation.

RESPONSE:

Section 1-3.1.1 refers to the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) that
identifies potential failure modes for each piping segment and their effects. The
FMEA is then used as input to the Impact Group Assessment described in Section
1-3.3-2. The consequence assessment described in Sections 1-3.3.1 and 1-3.3.2 of
Code Case N-660 is taken from Code Case N-578, "Risk Informed Requirements for
Class 1, 2, and 3 Piping, Method B, Section XI, Division 1"_ Details of the
consequence assessment for Code Case N-578 are documented in EPRI
TR-112657, Rev B-A, "Risk-Informed Inservice Inspection Evaluation Procedure"
[ADAMS Accession No. ML013470102].

A White Paper is prepared for each ASME Code Case that describes the
background for the considerations in the Code Case. The White Paper for Code
Case N-660, Revision 0 describes the use of operator actions in the consequence
assessment, consistent with the Code Case N-578 process and TR-1 12657,
Rev B-A. In Section 3.3.1, "Fundamental Principles" of TR-112657, Rev-B-A, it is
stated that:

"The possibility of isolating a break is also identified and accounted for as part of
the consequence analysis: A break could be isolated by a protective check valve,
a closed isolation valve, or it could be automatically isolated by an isolation valve
that closes on a given signal. If not automatically isolated, a break can be
isolated by an operator action, given successful diagnosis. The likelihood of
isolating a break depends on the availability of isolation equipment, a means of
detecting the break, the amount of time available to prevent specific
consequences (e.g., flooding of the room or draining of the tank), and human
performance. If isolation is possible, the consequence assessment should be
conducted for both cases: successful and unsuccessful isolation. Operator
recovery actions are further discussed in Section 3.3.3.2 [of TR-112657,
Rev B-A]."
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At Section 3.3.3-2.2. "Number of Backup Systems and/or Trains Available" of
TR-112657, Rev B-A, under the subheading of "Human Actions as Backup Trains",
additional details of the consideration of operator actions in the consequence
analysis are provided:

"Human actions, included in the PSA success criteria, are also credited as
backup trains, based on human error probability (HEP). One example is shown in
Figure 3-3, where the operator action to initiate feed and bleed is credited in the
heat removal function- In addition to human actions modeled in the PSA, the
actions to recover from pipe failures, and minimize consequences by isolating
breaks, are also modeled in this approach and credited as backup trains. If
isolation is possible, consequences should be analyzed for both cases:
successful and unsuccessful isolation. In the case where isolation is successful,
then the recovered trains or systems are credited. In the case where isolation
failed, then, in addition to the isolation, only the remaining trains (if any) are
credited. If an unisolated failure would disable all backup trains, the only
protection available is isolation of the break.

Operator recovery actions (isolation of the break) can only be credited if:

• There is an alarm and/or clear indication, to which the operator will respond,

• The response is directed by procedure.

• The isolation equipment (e-g. valves) is not affected by the break,

" There is enough time to perform isolation and reduce consequences.

If all of the above factors are satisfied, and can be documented, it is
recommended crediting the recovery action, and assuming one backup train
"worth" (HEP of approximately 1 E-2). The licensee shall not take credit for more
than what the recoverable train or system is worth. Additional recovery may be
credited on a plant specific basis and should be documented. As necessary, the
performance of detailed HRA analysis can be required. Of course, it is left to the
analyst to evaluate how reasonable the simplified assumption is and, if
necessary, perform a full HEP analysis. It.should be noted that, in the addition to
the new recovery actions specifically introduced in this analysis, recovery actions
already modeled in the PSA can be affected by the analyzed events and need to
be reevaluated. If a failure of the system or train is a result of a pressure
boundary failure, then the recoveries usually credited in PSA, for example a
recovery of the pump, can not be credited-'

The following provides an example of the consideration of operator actions in the
Wolf Creek categorization of the containment spray system (EN system). The FMEA
identified that a number of pipe segments have the potential for the loss of RWST if a
failure in an EN pipe segment is not isolated. It was determined that the failure of an
EN pipe segment would not result in an initiating event (although it may result in a
plant shutdown due to the Tech Specs requirements for a low RWST level). In the
System Impact Group Assessment a medium safety significance was assigned to
these segments based on the potential loss of RWST if a failure in the pipe segment
is not isolated for an accident in which the containment spray system is actuated
based on high containment pressure. The medium classification was based on
Table 1-2 of Code Case N-660 with:
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" An "unexpected" frequency of challenge,

" A yearly exposure time, and

" With operator action to isolate the affected EN system train

One train of EN still operating for containment cooling; no credit was taken for
the containment fan coolers.

SWithout operator action to isolate the affected EN system train

- Credit was taken for the two trains of containment fan coolers for containment
cooling.

The potential for success of the operator action to diagnose and take actions to
isolate the break was performed for EN pipe segment breaks consistent with the
process described in the White Paper.

Consideration of the impact of a loss of the RWST inventory on the emergency core
cooling function is assessed using the considerations in Section 1-3.1.3 as modified
for the Wolf Creek categorization to require use of Section 1-3.1.3 for all pipe
segments classifed as medium or low from the consequence assessment in Section
1-3.1.2 of N-660, Revision 0. In this case, consideration of operator actions to
isolate a break in an EN piping segment to preserve RWST inventory for emergency
core cooling was applied consistent with the considerations outlined in the
TR-112657, Rev B-A and Supplemental Table A-2 entries for new Section
3.2.2(b)(I) and the associated footnote-
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Enclosure 2

Table A-2a MethodalogyTrcess Changes in ASME Cede Cmae N-66,0 for WCGS Categorization
.N460

Setiadn Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS IDP Version Bais for Change

*l2O00'a) 1.areretaisorsasioysrd . failure potential is comservadvely assumed To be clear t)azt he failure potential is
to be 1.0 im determxoinir a comse•ue•e to be I'0 in !peromrin. the inifal tons eoeoce coL ses.atively assmxa.d to be 1.0 it 1-31,
category in Appard x " evatiation per Z-3. 1 in Appenmd I,"r Coequerce Evaluaton This allows the

eMpen panel to aisume other than 1.0 utr
the faillue potential when cosidering. the.
othe reelevant i•formation i, 1-1.2 for
piping segment determined to be Medism,
Low, or N~one consequence category in
I-3+1.

-1200b) "Class taems thlumest of the ieaclot "stems optimonaly ciaSsited o Cass I and Althougli th' sectioc was modified for the
coolant presv-re :osndasry...' CLass 1 items..." WCGS IfP Version there were no Class I

items i the two sysem=s evaluated at Wolf
Creek, Thereae this prodsiion was not
applied at Wolf Creek, Nozetheless. it was
decided that for all future applica'ions at
Wolf Creek all Class 1 items will be
classifiedas HSS per the NRC emdocrement
of N460 in ReE Gtuide 1.147, Rev 14.

I-1.0 N!A Added figure' iLlustrat•ng dhe modif d RISC Figare added to pormide high level
met•odo.og" process. biluding scope oven,iew of IJSC methodology process.
idenitifrcalmo corseqoeace eva'uaton New process calls for all segmems to be

consquece aseociario. dss~icainn included in the cocieq~senca, evaluation so
cons:derationi. and firal cisssscaion delermine high. medim, low or none
deftfniions. consequence category. Then only the ron-

high category iegments would be
considered in the classification
considerations of I-3.2.2(b) -prevoussly
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Table A-2a Methodolg,&YTrOCess Changes in ASUE Code Cawe N-6ff for WCGS Categorization

N-660)
Section Endorsed Revisioa 0 WCGS IDP Version Basis for Change

I-2.0 NA ":t O ption&a4 Itasiffied to Class I and Althousth thi sections was modified far the
Class 1 items coazected o the re•ttor coulacit WCGS IDP Version there were no Class I
pressure boucr-.,it as defined in paragraphs 10 items i, th two systems evalualed t Wolf
CFP. -,.55a (ci(2(i) aad(c)(2)(it), me within Creek. Therefore. this provisiorn wa not
the s.ope of the RISC evalution process, All applied at WolfCreek.. No.etheless, it was
other CLas I items shall be tiastifed High decided that for all fUrnse applications aI
Safety Significanti.onSS) and the protisions of Woqf Creek at- Class I ite•s wmi be
th e R. SC e valua on all "] ot app a -.' classfied as -SS per the NRC: eLnorsement

ofN-650 i- Reg G-auie ReI 14.
I-3.0, T-,de "Conseq".ence Asee t .... Evabaation ofRi.k Informed Safety For clartlrcation to meet Figure M" .

Clatsificadomo
1-3.0 "Pipig se~grenty uan be grouped based on "All Pres•usre reaining ibtenm', including For ciarificadon of tbe scope of

common cco.dtional consaesce..t supports for a pipi,,g y,•em. shall be evaluated compomenot to be evaluated,
by defianiug :ping segments that are grouped
based on caommo con-ditional cousedtuetce.."

I-3.0 .Additior.aUv, i itormaron hall be coiLecte d Additiosly, informatian coansidad releveant r Statemen ttarie.d'for other relevaut
foreac. pipn' MEegmen.t tat •s not modeaed i to ihe classi••icaton shall be colLected for exh considerations besi es inztrnal events PRA.
the PF.A, but considered Telt••t to the piping segment (e.g.. information regardaig
classification (e.g., informaton reenardin; design basi accidents, at-power risk. shitdown
deiip basis accident. shu'nawn ha. risk, contai=,aet isolation. floodia., fires,
contair.ment isoladon, floodir.,: fces. "eismýc ieismic comnditoms. ec.)1, This other relevant
ronditiort)." information is considezed in conjun=cton with

the Consequence Categoy to deermine the
Risk Informae Safety Classification.-
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Table A-2a Methodlogy!Process Changes in ASXI Code Case N-66W for WCGS Categorization

Section Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS MP Version Basis for Change

I-I. A a~ "A 4) -a umall break with a calcuiated .eak rare at Consideration given to swcifi design and
lesign basii condiions for a LtrOsrrb-wall flaw operational chaxacter-ircs of'the preisssx

wit a e~hs ie t depth can be uied Teubikz and F5PPrnflteif that can affectwhe~n certain design an q aon:ato• Thesateoffail,'e of t]e iesegm.ents,.

consideraios zre saisfied_

t he P.pe iagrnzar is not sursceptlble to any
arge break mechanisms or plant cororuo

are in place to mmiiize tie poweiLs for
occu.rence of larze break mechar•is•n,

+ a large break m~echanism is ore that
produces s*Ai~cazz Loadiogs above
the n ormal loading on thae system andA
ipecincally includes water hammer
for which no mitigation is provinded
and inmeral deflagrarions, but
enxclsdes saetsnrr

-he pipe segment 0 not part of a high
enepgy' system.

-the pipe segmenlt is greater than 4 inches
it- diameter..
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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3 B-27

Table A-2a- &ethod&Io-,Treeoes Changes in ASME Code Case N-6H for WCGS Categorization

N-660)
Se~tioa Endorsed Revisioa 0 WCGS IDR Version Baris for Change

1-3.1.3. 3,1A, AU Sections has been mo&'oed and, oved nito Origmnal ititen of eaction was to provide
3.1.3 new .eteon -2 1 '33 The process tieed at the adddoral consideradons for segmetns rom

WOGS IDP call zor a]l segment to be created modeled in the PRIA. However. the
- c mr iia ,,ned a consequtence caegoy in grouping ofcomponents. jto piping
Sections 1-3- 1 z 3.1.2. Them, for those segments and the use of •arogate
iegments wm ts a cotiz.Jence category of componenOt in the PRA pro'Vine
MEDIUM. LOW. or NONE, se -user muit quantitative evaluations for each piping
ev,,&ate a modified SectioIs 1-3.1.3. a4.ad seameni. The imten ofthii seo•i now is
3.1.5 (now in 1-3.2.2(b)) to assign, f•mn Ugih o0 to provide ftirter consideatdions fotpiping
low safety significance. segments with MEDIUM, LOW, or NONE

consequence catezories. See the foliowing
entries for speciic changes to the orig.nal
consideratios of!13.-.33. 3.1.4, and 31.5.

I-3. t.3 AU Questions chaged-'sch thata &ITRUE For cosistency with NEI M-04 proceis.
ies'pon~ee will sapport ILSS and at least one
FALSE response will srpport ESS.

I-3.1.3(a:(l) "Failme o the I -;pian segment wiE Deleted Redundant to the consideraciods in 1-31.1
rigdficaditry iacreaie the freque-•y of an and 1-3.1,2 when determýinmg fai•'re

in•tatmg event, icnntg toose inidatm; coseqniexies and comeeqencecategOry.
events or.any -cr•eezen outi •n te PRA. suh
that th. CDF or arge early release fequsiacy
{LE}RFi would be esntiated to increase b•
more than U0-6`iyr or 1x U

7
,', es.ectrvel "

I-3,1,3,(a.m(2 " thi. e piping si..met wLL Deleted All reactor coolantpressure bouday
compromise the e•"Ent, of the reactor coolant segments are ranked higl safety i-nificant
_ rees.Ure bondary as de fmed in -] 2C10,0() per -1 20(b).
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Table A-2a Methodolog' Prucems Changes inAShiE Code Case N-660 for WCGS Categorization

N-660
Seation Endorsed Rvisdoo 0 WCGS IP Version Basis for Change

I-3.2.2c) Al RahaT irt.f rekife to Se-dor.ns 1-3. 1.3, 1- To improve Ite process, the additional
3.1.4, and 1-3.1.5, new consa tions have considerton were moved into bh• iecti•o
beer provided as Usted above. Process still from 1-3..13. 1-3.1.14. and. 1-3.1.5. See
requires user to evaluate tea additional above for basis of coansideraIto ch•ges.
considtiomi fot any segment with
consequecce ca•roro, Medium.. Low, or None.

1-3.2.2(b) "A. piping segment i.ita4ll determind to be Btlted CoutiUaed cdhitu, omonitoning for known
a Medium coniequence c.atego3y and tha• "S active dezradalmn mecjzm•m3 wouad be a
vubject to a koown active degradalioan coasidertion in meeting- 50.69 (d)(2) ard
mech-sam shal be cLatsfIed HSS." (e) and lberefre daEsi•catioo of HSS is

_ _ _ _ _k.u]v colaervvatve,
1-31100(b'(5) KA "Thse plant condition monitodtg program In response to previous change inmmadiacely

would idencifr any Inown active deogadalion above.
mechanýmz in the pipe segment prior to its
failure in test or an actual demand evet (e.g.,
flow accelerated co=ooion progm)

7
_
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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3 B-29

Table A-la ktetodology~Tr-ess Changes in ASME Code Case N-6dd for WCGS Categorization

N-460
Sen hen Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS IDP Version Basis for Change

I-3. 2.2t) NŽA Foliowhng the zew 1 coniý&idadons, ithre was Tbs" provson was nrl used at Wolf Creek
a poision added io allow a pi-e ieapm•eoto be. and vii not be used forf aure Woif C•eek
raCked aS LSS -even if One Of the ;1 appiicaaons It was also surqgesred to
conEsidelatio wasto ansered FALSE. The ASME that this provision be removed from
provision Stases fississ revisions of N-56G.
'If any of the above eleven (: 1) conditions are
no true, E'SS Stovald be assiened unless the
following can be mE:

k A condition monitotnu program
woul .,ed the dearadaton of the

piping segment prior to its failwse in
tess or an actiaal demand event, or

* Historical data sbow thal these falure
modes ate utiseWy to occu and such
failre modes can be detected in a
timely faLsho Histori•al data shod•t
be resmitted to items procued to a
specificat.ion no more stringent than
the minimum specilkcat-on that could
be imposed on a similar item r
determined to be LSS boy this proress. I_________________
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Table A-2b Clarificain Changes in ASIdE Code Case N-660 far WCGS Categorization

N-60
Section Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS mPVersion Basis for Change

Applicability -- thftrou 2001 Edition. t.srouelt 2003 Edition" Updated to be current at the time of the
WCOS lDP.

-1200c Ersir paragraph Reworded for claity Clrificatson of the scope ofsemnsa o be

evaluated.
-1320 EItire pragraph "(a) An Itegrated Decis•emnaline Panel (M7) Clarification of the processt used for the

shall i5e Use informasion an•d• iights compiled WOGS categorization of pressure retmingi
in the initial categorization poccsi and and supyort items. An initial categorizatrion
combine thar wit odL. information from of presire retaining and supportiems was
design bases, defense-in-deptk, and safety performed by an en~zineeerinz fssncsion., The
margins to finalize the categorization of MP. composed of the members with
fuctionsF*SSCs.. ep.ertise in the discivl]nei identified in the
(%) Tbe des.gnated as members of he MP onienal paragraph -1 20, then considered
shall. hve aoint spertie in the following felds-: Ike in.ul categorization, alorg with other

Plant Ope7ations (SRO qualified), information from teir respective
- Design Ennieenna-. discivines. to finalize the categorization.

-ae.analvsis,
- Systems Engineerg, ad The method used at WCGS results in aProbistnc n Asessment casetaizatoa processes for classifyingP() Reoquiemen•t fbi ensis.n adec.ate pre ssrea retaimig and support -items that is

eertise leves and aing ofP members in s~imar to that used for active SSCs. This
teqcategor zatio proces shainln be Irmestblishd hnbelps to ensure consistent consderation of{de To the exentu posicble. bhe escabon" of information used the two categorization

ýd) o te emi osiibl, th clssiica~onof rocesses.pressure retaining and support items in a
system should be performed by the same MUP
members as the categoTizkaor of active SSCs
in that system.-
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Table A-1b Clarification Changets in ASME Code Case N-660 for WCGS Canorkzaden

Se(tion Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS IDP Version Basis for Change

-9000, hi•a- N/A Added to end oIdefi-ition - or from other Added to consider defense in depth in
oafety-(eg.dfneidptsinaitran- reievant inforation (e.g.- defense in depth delermining the safety sipitcance of a

Considerato•s) function..

-9000, n.cut N.A P.at featu.res -Ksysems, s,.acTses, ide Plant features termintoloy added to Code
features co,'mponents that can be used to prevent or Case relative to operator and possible

mitigate an accid•nt" automatic actions

-4000., P "a qualitative and auantncuveasesm,,t en assessment... Changed to be consistent with the.ASME

PRA Slandard.

-9000, spatial -A fail•ue cossequence aff--dng other systems `A fatr~we comsequezce affecting oter systems Including ocher posibse forms of spatial
effects or componrxnts, such as failures dLe to pipe or components, such as ftilures due to pipe effects.

whip; jet impingemens or .:.ooding. wsLp, jet impingement jet spray. loss of
inventory due to draicing of a tank or
floodig."

1-2.0 "The owner shall define the botudaries -The owner shal define the bosasdaries The thLrd and fourth sentences added for
incluided m the scope of the RISC evailaiion inc.uded it, .he scope of the RISC evaluation clarific aion of the scope of items to be
proces." process. Items Optionally classfied to Class I evaluated. A previously stated. there is no

a-d Chias 1 items connected To the reactor intention for Wolf Creek to ra•k u tas 1
coolant pressure botundary, as defined in items anythkicg other Tham high safet,
paagraplhs 10 CE'R 50-55a (c)(21) and significant, The second swnterce will not

c)2)(ii), are wthnm the szape of the RISC be suggested for fawtsre inclusion iuN-dd0.
evaltsation process. All other Class i items
shtall be classified Rish Safetr Signimc a,(RSS and the provisi of the RISC

1-3.0, Title Co quenceAssessment .evalust.o: of so ik n ort e Saaep' For clarification to meet Firare 1- .

1-3.0. i -Piping segments can be grotped based on t'll pressure retaining -items, incilsdILS For carifcation of she scope of
ParaErasrh common conditional conseTsence... suppoars for a pipi;g system, shall be evaluated components to be evatuaied.

by d, ffm.ing piog sgment that are groaped
bi-e anc-umonconditional consequenice..."
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Table A-2b Clarification Changes im ASME Code Case N-660 far WCGS Categorization

Section Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS !DP Version Basis for Change
JT-3h0, ] "Addirio'nlUy, iU form:mton-hall be colleted "AttioLsallv informalion considered relevant Clafiles requi'remmln to collect reevnt
Paragraph fto eact pipig sesment taht is not modeied im to ste claisfication shall be collected for e•ct information tarAU, piping iegme•s, not

the PFA. but. cOns~idered relevant to she piping segment... jut those modeled in the PEA.
_______clesiiflcaion.--

1-3.1.1, 1' "Pocenta• a! fsie modes for each pping •otental fatilure modes for earh system or Cai ftat evaluation should consiUer
Sentence -eemett shail be idennfted... piping segment shall be identified... system Ievel failure modes as well a, piLpm

I setmens faiLre modes.
"-3.() These incde spatal i•tracdoci itch ea. pipe -A fail•re conseqTence afeting other systems To be comisei t wib glossaty term for

Ia-tnec whip. jet spriay and loss of iventory effects or components, such as spatial effecls. spatial effect
Effects (e. -,iainmig of a .arl}."
1-3.1. (d,. "Theb- re ideztefied usisn a list of sania For s-Fsoer oripýn OTm##I s ttat are CLaify s•rcae of initiati-g events.
initisue e'en't from anli ehnUia.* D.nMt specific modeled itherpiy or implicifly in a•ny

Events Probabilistc i.ls A- sessment (P•XA or eisting plan--seKcibc Probabilistic Risk
Indtivduta Plant E.anjnaton r4PE) end the Assessment (PRA). any pplicable inititing
Owners' Requirements." evectisidertiied ussin eis] ofinitiating

averts from, that PRAP..
1-3.1.2. 3"' .h igh. medium. (kw) (tigt, medium. low. or none),.-" "Nnme" is oae of thetou: comequeance
sentence cateories wtich cam be asined in 1-3.1.
I-3.1.2(a)(l) "Th iitiating event shal be placed in one of "The initiating even stall be placed im one of More clearly defined what "catego'y"

the ca.egonies "in Table 1-1." the Design Basis Event Categories in Table I- means relative to Table I-I.
1 .'°

I-3.2t) ,,.aA] ".updated final .,fe-t analysis report. PA . .updated f.nd safety analysis report or PRA Removed IPE became it was felt tdat tte
or •E -shall be •icluded" salIl be included" IPE does not provide any add:iotoa

S1 informasion. in itis area..
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Table A-lb Clarification Changes in ASME Code Case N-660 for WCGS Categorizuaon

N-660
Section Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS IDP Version Basis for Change

--3.1.2(b) 'The cotse:luence category of a failure týai "The conEequence category ofa failure: Clarified lo Liclude the consideration of
does not cause an s ia.gLLZ eve'nti".U d adea s mo~deled in a PRA that degrades or fails. a other coasaquences of a fa•iure
or fails Z System essewtial to prevention ofcore hig-sfery-,sigiant fnction bul does
dsnaage sbh•l be based on the following:' not cause at, Luitiali.a event or

* not modeled explicitly or implicitly in a
PE.,A, or

*that rena.Is in failure Of another hich-safeny-
;s.filcant piping sqeamen. e.g., through
indirect effecti, or

* that will prevent or adversely affect the
plant's capability to reach or maintain safe
shutdown. cco1itioc,

s hall be based on. the foUowing:"
1-. Ž()i Freq-sency of chalenge ntW determies- how -Frequencqv of chla.enze that determines how Clarified. to include functions other than

o ften the mit pti g function o f the systr, em is often the affected finction of te syslem Is si=ply mitigating functions and all events
called upon. This correspond. to the frequency ctaled upon. -3is corresponds to the frequency as opposed to only initiating events,
of mi •at ' event tshat require the sy-stem of events that equi.re the system operation."
Operatio

I-31..2(b)(3) "'Eyosareo.e d lb. o taibe o dfam ro Deleted Deleton mnade because ii was redundast to
Tehnical Specificatcon limits." he 2", semnence.

I-3.1.2(b)(3) i ;Hatu of Tab'e -2,uantatative indiLces maiy Moved oul from (b)(1) to directly under (b) and Clahtficatio, this sttementeapplies to alt of
be used to aisgan consequence cate•ries in changed tevt to. "For failtues modeled in a () and cot otaly () for Exposure Time,
,ccodance with Table 5." PA,. quantcidatve indices may he used to

asýp consequence categories in accordance
with Table 1-5 in Lieu of Table I-2."

I-3.hm2(c: inieu a f Table t-3. quanttat•i.e indices- may "For failures modeead m a PEA. quantative Clarificaton of the use of Table I-5 and
be used to a*an consequence categories in indices may be used to assign consequence bow the confbrnation impact gruap
tccordance with Table 5. categories in a•corduce saiti Table 1-5 in ]Iet quantirttive index is cakculalted.

of Table 1.3 The quant•atnve index for the
combination impact group is the product of the
charge in conditonal core damage frequency
(CDF) and rhe exposure time,"
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Table A-lb Clarification Changes in ASM.E Code Case N-660 for WCGS Categorizadio.,
N40@

Section Endorsed Revidon 0 WCGS IDP'Version Basis for Change
1-3.1.2(d) "The above evaeutions dtenrmine fadure "The above evaluations determine failure - Added consistent wth the changes made to

importance relative to core damamee" importance relati;e to core damage or the I-3.1.2(b).
p]ant'. capability to reacb or maintam safe
shsutdown cond.tors." _________________

I-3.1.•.(a)(3} "Even when considering operator actrons used New Section I-3.2.2(b)(1). "Even when talk-E Added pint fetures along with operator
to mitzate an accident, fildure of the piping credit for plant features and oveirtor actios. actions. Footote provided for credible
segment Will fail a high safetey sianUfIc-ant failure of the piping segment will not dir~etl operator actions (sea beow).

fsancton." ~~fails ia M aetv-infcn functiont"

1-34.11(a)(4) "TFailure of the! p*ipana seamscs wsl ressaltin New Sectdon 1-3.2.2l(b)2), "Failure of- the Mfinorchange.
fai'ure of ocher safecy-•gnificant p LEg piping segment will not res-ult in fai•ure of
segments. e.g.- throgh rin" ect effects." another high afEry-significanr piping segment,

e.g.. through indirect effects."

1-3.1 .(s)(5} '~Failure of the piping segmect will prevent or New Section I-3.12(b)(.). Even when takg WCOGS MP was given ability to credit vahld
adsversely affect the plant's capabiity to reach credit forplant feetiues and operator actions,. operator action when evalatrig failure
or maitzia safe shutdown conditions." failure of the piping segment will not prevent impact on shutdown conditions. Footnote

or adversely affect The plat's capability to provided for credible operator actions (see
reach or maintain safe shutdowm conditions. below).

I-3.13(')(l) "The pipingsegment is a part of a system that Deleted This statement was too conservatve t
acts as a. barrier to •f•on prodn:t release force all segmeans to be ranked as HSS
trtian sevene accdents." given tbarunt one segment in the entire

system meets this criterion. Also, the intent
of t•hi consideration is exprea•ed in new
subs•ecton I-3.2.2(b)(6) and (I I).
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Table A-Zb Clarification Changes in ASMIE Code Case N-660 for WCGS Categorization

N-,60.
Section Endorsed Reiisioa n WCGS WP Version Basis for Change

I-3.1.3(b)(2) -The pLpang segmenl supponr a ignificant New Section -.3.2.2(b)4). epipý:ýc The original statement was too limodng to
mitigating or diagnosis fanc:ion addressed in segme.t is not rTeli uporn to support an active any segment .supporting Lanctions
the Emergency Operating Procedures & the fincion in the piant Emergency Abnormal addressed im the EOPs or SAMG.i. The
SevereAccident Management Coidelines? Operating Procedures or imilsr guidance as term significa•t was too vague. New

the sole me-a-f or the successfau performance statement s continent wilb NEI 00-04 and
of operator sctions required to mitgaste an clarifieas te iasrprettton for the W CS
accidert or traLiaent of for ctievia actions IP. it allows for reasonable consideration
for ansuring lon term containment Mtegritv. ofplant futures and operator action
moUJrong of.post-accdent conditions, or
otffie emergency plannng activities. This also
alFT]ies to insvnment•tibn and other equipment
aasoc.arsd wit the required aclions.'"

I -3. 1.2(b)(3) "Fai~ae of the pipinsz Barment will result in. New Section I-3.2.2(b)(d), *'Even when tkra.dn The off-site emergency response and
uncirten.ona releases of radioactive material in credit for plant featurei and operator action•. protective actions Limits are mote
excess of plant offs:ie Lose mliats specifEed iý faiure of the pipina segment will not reidlt it conservative compsed io those in Part lea.
10 CPR Pan 1 00.' releases of radioactive material hat wotid

reult in the .,plem•e•n•.an of off-site
emergency response and protective acdons?

1-3.1.4 ALI No chmree to methodology but the kaipopriate For clarty ard process improvement.
items c•led out in Reg Guide 1.17 were
placed in I-3ý2.2(7) through (i1i) (see below).

1-3,1.S All No chaage to methodology but section was For clarity and process improvement.
moved to I-3.2.2(c)} Format change also made
to paragraph to more clearly identify questans
for considerari-it

1-3.2 NIA. Added ai first sentence,•Rhk Informed Safety Added tocarfyiunentof 1-32.
Clnstificatian is determined by considering the
Consequence Category in conjunct•to wmih
other relevant, jformation"
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Table A-2b CLarification Changes in ASME Code Case N-660 for WCGS aiegorization

N-660
Se tion Endorsed Revision 0 WCGS IDP Version Basis for Change

1-3.2.2(b) NKA "The following conditouns sW e eevahaled Clafiicalion ;:oded to answering tse
and acswered true o& not tae:" addidonal consideradons as rue or not true.

If any of ibe eleven consideations are not
rue thea the segment sall be assigned

EsS, otaerwi-e it can, be aisLsned LSS.

1-3.2.2(b), N!A To credit operaor action;. the followig Words paraaprrased from Supplement 2,
footnoe criteria must be maet Rev I ofWCAP-14572, Rev I - the

. neermast be an alarm or clear idaton pessurized Walte Reactor Owners Group

of the failure. A.xpbcwiton of Risk-Informed ME4,hos to

* A pro< edte mnrust diect se response to Pipina Inse-Lce Inspeci=n Topical Report

the alarm or indication. Clauifcatons. The guzidance is provided

* Equipment ectivated to alleviate the for expert panel members when relying on

cozdton must not be affected t" the operator acdocs to make decisions

fa lJunr regardelig safety siqnir6cnce.
S .There must be sufficient time to perfom

thse compensatory action.
I-3.2.2(b)) NA "2A reasonable balance is preserved among Taken from Peg Guide 1-174.

prevent'on of core damage, prevent••na of
contaiment failure, sand corisequence
mitigation."

1-3 .2.2%,(S) NKA "Ovme-reiiance on programmatic activites to Taken from Reg Guide 1.114.
compesatLe for weaknesses in piant design is
avoided.

1-3 .2.2%l') NSA "System redundancy. IMdepende.cee Aen Taken from Reg Guide 1.174.
diversity are preserved commensurate wit the
eayaedn: frequc,.-, con•,.ec.ences of
challenges to the system, and uncerainties
(e..;.. no risI oulieris)."
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Table A-ib Clarificationi Changes in ASME Code Case N-660 for WCGS C21e-.0FiZaIon____0U_________

Sectin Endorsed Rev~ision 0 WCGS MDP Versiom Basis for Change

I-3.2.2(b)(10) MA "Daease~sagainstpotentil ommsor.cause Takenfrom Reg GTie 1.47 4.
failurei are preserved. and the pocettial for iTe
inarnduction ofnasw commron cause &oiUre
mec ismsm is aiseised.'

1.3 .2:2(b)(l 1) M/A Independence of fiasiion-product bairiers is not Taken from Rag 0&ide 1174.
degraded,'________________

I-3.21.21(c AL Th original test was combined in 1-3.11.2(b), For sipplificabor, and proesi
The neW 1-3.2.2(C) isa 4COPY of the oc-inal iMprOVeMenl.
1-3.1.5 Seclionfox safery mugm asseassnlon

1..2 A component supgort or sonuberibiall Lutve the Moved. into 11-3.2.2(d) with no chmneeto, test. For cociistency,
sane cdaisfic-.ior. as the bigbeSt-rakedpiping
sesnaert within thi pixsrag aaLytical modal is
which *1e suppor 'ý jnc'uded. The Owner mar
firher ra~ebmha claisification. onaking by more
entemshre appi-caston of the proceis defined :u
te'Se Teure..flents Ttese analises 0isal2 be
docu~mented.
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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3 B-38

N ote 1 - Figtue I-]. I sk-Informed Safety Classification Process
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